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In image guided radiation therapy (IGRT), imaging devices serve as guidance systems to
aid patient set-up and tumor volume localization. Traditionally, 2-D megavoltage x-ray imagers,
referred to as electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs), have been used for planar target
localization, and have recently been extended to perform 3-D volumetric reconstruction via
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT). However, current EPIDs utilize thin and inefficient
phosphor screen detectors and are subsequently limited by poor soft tissue visualization, which
limits their use for CBCT. Therefore, the use of thick scintillation media as megavoltage x-ray
detectors for greater x-ray sensitivity and enhanced image quality has recently been of significant
interest. In this research, two candidates for thick scintillators: CsI(Tl) and terbium doped
scintillation glass were investigated in separate imaging configurations. In the first configuration,
a thick scintillation crystal (TSC) consisting of a thick, monolithic slab of CsI(Tl) was coupled to
a mirror-lens-camera system. The second configuration is based on a fiber-optic scintillation
glass array (FOSGA), wherein the scintillation glass is drawn into long fiber-optic conduits,
inserted into a grid-type housing constructed out of polymer-tungsten alloy, and coupled to an
array of photodiodes for digital read-out. The imaging prototypes were characterized using
theoretical studies and imaging measurements to obtain fundamental metrics of imaging
13

performance. Spatial resolution was measured based on a modulation transfer function (MTF),
noise was evaluated in terms of a noise power spectrum (NPS), and overall contrast was
characterized in the form of detective quantum efficiency (DQE). The imaging studies were used
to optimize the TSC and FOSGA imagers and propose prototype configurations for order-ofmagnitude improvements in overall image quality. In addition, a fast and simple technique was
developed to measure the MTF, NPS, and DQE metrics for clinical EPID and CBCT systems
based on a novel adaptation of a traditional line-pair resolution bar-pattern. This research
provides two significant benefits to radiotherapy: the characterization of a new generation of
thick scintillator based megavoltage x-ray imagers for CBCT based IGRT, and the novel
adaptation of fundamental imaging metrics from imaging research to routine clinical
performance monitoring.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Cancer
Cancer is a form of a tumor or abnormality in cells due to which the normally ordered
process of cell division is disrupted and the cells divide at an excessively high rate. This
uncontrolled division can result in more abnormal cells, which compounds the growth of the
cancer. In other words, cancerous cells can multiply without limits, grow quickly, and invade
surrounding normal tissues. Although cancer only refers to the malignant subset of all tumors
exhibiting such uncontrolled growth, the term “cancer” and “tumor” will both be used
interchangeably in this dissertation to refer to the diseased group of cells or organs. Cancer is the
second leading cause of death after heart disease. According to statistical estimates by the
American Cancer Society (http://www.cancer.org), over 1.5 million people will be diagnosed
with cancer in the Unites States this year, resulting in more than 500,000 deaths with 1380 of
these being children. There are several methods of treatment for cancer that include surgery,
chemotherapy, biotherapy and radiation therapy and are usually selected based on the type and
stage of the cancer, age, personal health and preference, and depending on whether the general
goal of the treatment is palliative or curative. In this dissertation, only the last therapy technique
is addressed – radiation therapy.
1.2 Radiation Therapy
The fundamental aim in treating cancer is to stop the ability of the cells to divide by
damaging their genetic contents. To accomplish this, high energy ionizing radiation (x-rays, γrays, or charged particles) is directed at the cancer cells, and this technique is termed as radiation
therapy or radiotherapy. While tumor irradiation may be carried out via an implanted
radionuclide within the diseased organ (referred to as brachytherapy)1, the radiation source is
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typically an external device and the therapy itself is referred to as external beam radiation
therapy. The external source may be a γ-ray emitter like 60 Co but more commonly, x-rays of the
desired energy characteristics are generated with a linear accelerator (or linac), and the delivered
radiation beam is often referred to as the treatment or therapy beam. Treatment beam energies
are typically in the range of million electron volts (MeV) compared to the kilo electron volt
(keV) x-rays from standard x-ray tubes used in clinical diagnostic imaging, and imaging beams
of these energy ranges are often referred to as “megavoltage” and “kilovoltage” beams
respectively. Commercially available linacs can also be used to deliver electron beams2 for
therapy while dedicated delivery units called cyclotrons are required to administer proton
therapy3. This dissertation will only focus on linac based external beam radiotherapy with
megavoltage x-rays.
The essential goal of radiation therapy is to provide maximal dose and damage to the
tumor while healthy organs surrounding the cancer receives minimal dose. In this case, the term
dose refers to the x-ray energy absorbed by unit mass and is usually expressed in units of grays
or Gy’s (1 Gy = 10-3 J/gm). Upon diagnosis of the disease, radiological or diagnostic imaging
techniques like computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used to
determine the exact location, size and shape of the cancer. Based on various clinical and physical
aspects of the cancer, the 3-D treatment region is typically identified as the tumor or target
volume, which includes the diseased volume as well as appropriately devised treatment margins
to spare surrounding healthy organs from excessive radiation exposure. Based on these precise 3D imaging scans, detailed treatment planning systems are used to derive a series of fractionated
sessions, in which the patient is irradiated with the prescribed therapy beams. The treatment
plans include specific beam orientations and the patient dose for each orientation specified in
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terms of the linac output in monitor units (MUs) based on a reference calibration condition
between the linac output in MU and patient dose in cGy. In this case, the radiation beams are
shaped into multi-directional treatment windows called radiation ports or portals that are
commonly realized with the help of the extendable and retractable leaves of a multileaf
collimator (MLC)4. Radiation is typically delivered in discrete sessions, referred to as treatment
fractions, a few times per week over several weeks. The fractionated approach is designed to
exploit the ability of healthy cells to repair themselves following radiation damage while
cancerous cells are less capable of such repair. In conventional radiotherapy, radiation dose is
concentrated at the tumor volume by shaping the beam via MLC ports to conform to the shape of
the tumor along several beam angles. Dedicated software in treatment planning systems are used
to specify the beam energy, radiation dose, number of fractions, and the number of beam angles
as well as the size and shapes of the beam ports for each angle based on the 3-D CT or MRI
images of the tumor. Such treatment plans are usually administered with some trial and error
based adjustment along with the occasional use of beam modification and patient immobilization
aids. However, in the last two decades more sophisticated treatment delivery techniques have
evolved for better targeting of the tumor and sparing of critical structures.
1.3 Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)
With the aim of conforming the delivered radiation dose more precisely to the diagnosed
target volume, IMRT is an advanced form of treatment delivery that combines computercontrolled modulation of the beam intensity over the radiation field with an optimized
combination of beam angles to obtain sophisticated radiation beam sequences that produce
precise and complex dose distributions to accurately target the tumor volume5-7 . IMRT allows
targeted dose escalation to the tumor while still sparing critical structures which in principle
allows tighter treatment margins and more effective disease control. There are several strategies
17

in place to implement IMRT that differ in the equipment and methods used to modulate beam
intensities and deliver radiation. At its simplest, IMRT can be implemented with the aid of beam
compensators or filters8,9 that attenuate the radiation to conform to a specific 2-D spatial
distribution. More commonly, the intensity of the radiation beam is controlled by dividing it into
segments or “beamlets” and the radiation field for each segment is varied by controlling the
positions of MLC leaves. In this way, the total beam intensity seen by each point within the field
can be controlled by adjusting the number of segments in which an MLC leaf is used to attenuate
the beam in its path10 . In one form of implementation, irradiation is turned off between segments
and the MLC leaves are repositioned to prepare for the delivery of the next segment11-13. This is
often referred to as “step and shoot” IMRT or static field IMRT while in dynamic field IMRT14,
radiation is continually delivered even as the MLC leaves are in motion. Other recent variations
of IMRT include helical tomotherapy15,16, in which the collimation of the intensity modulated
radiation into fan beams to irradiate “slices” as the linac is made to rotate along helical arcs
about the patient as the table is scanned longitudinally to mimic a helical CT geometry.
1.4 Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT)
With tremendous improvements in radiotherapy over the last few decades, which
includes diagnostic imaging modalities, physics acumen, treatment planning algorithms, and
computer capabilities, therapy plans can be devised that target the tumor volume extremely
precisely17,18 . However, the efficacy of the treatment could still be compromised by errors in the
set-up of the patient with respect to the delivered radiation. Before each treatment fraction the
patient is set-up under the radiation beam by using skin markings for alignment, and significant
variation in the positioning of the tumor volume may be possible from human error, anatomical
changes in the shape of the tumor between fractions, and organ motion within a fraction17.
Particularly, with the steep dose gradients associated with IMRT and tight margins around the
18

tumor volume, there is enhanced risk of dose to surrounding organs due to set-up errors and
organ motion19-28 . To circumvent this, the advent of image guided radiation therapy (IGRT),
wherein imaging devices are used as guidance systems to aid patient set-up and tumor volume
localization has been crucial in order to sustain the effectiveness of IMRT19-28. It must be noted
that while the interest in IGRT modalities has been enhanced in the wake of IMRT, the concept
of image guidance for patient set-up is not a recent philosophy. The practice of imaging
treatment fields to visualize and localize the tumor volume has been carried out for several
decades, and has been referred to as portal imaging or megavoltage imaging. Traditionally, portal
imaging has been performed using 2-D x-ray detectors to verify orthogonal localization fields
that are typically acquired along anterior-posterior (AP) and lateral projections of the treatment
volume. More recently, CT based imaging systems have been introduced for 3-D volumetric
localization and more accurate verification of treatment delivery. Since most of the recent
innovations in IGRT have been based on volumetric imaging, the concept of IGRT could be
somewhat ambiguously reserved only for recent 3-D imaging modalities. However, in this
dissertation, all forms of imaging tools that assist in 2-D or 3-D target localization and treatment
verification will be regarded as IGRT systems, and these includes 2-D portal imagers.
1.5 Portal Imaging (2-D IGRT)
Portal or megavoltage imaging is implemented by placing a megavoltage x-ray imaging
device directly under the patient as images of the treatment field are acquired using the therapy
beam itself either before or during treatment to verify patient position and dose17,29,30 . Typically,
portal imaging is performed to obtain AP and lateral fields of the patient set-up on a weekly basis
for target localization relative to the treatment planning CT data sets, and in some cases, before
and during each fraction for verification of IMRT fields. Portal images may also be used for in
vivo measurements of the dose delivered to the patient (typically referred to as dosimetry)30. In
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this section, the essential challenges of megavoltage imaging have been summarized, and a brief
history of the development of currently available clinical imagers has been presented along with
some prominent research studies in the field.
1.5.1 Challenges in Megavoltage Imaging
The biggest concern in megavoltage imaging is the poor quality of portal images, which
is the result of two fundamental factors – the unfavorable physics of megavoltage x-ray
interactions in matter, and the inefficiency of currently used x-ray detection media17,29 . The
influence of x-ray interaction physics and the subsequent disparity in image quality due to the
effects of two prominent types of interactions (photoelectric absorption, and Compton scatter)
when using kilovoltage x-rays (typically < 100 keV in diagnostic radiology) and megavoltage xrays (up to 18 MeV in radiotherapy) is a well known concept17,29,30 . In Compton scattering, an xray photon can scatter off an atom in the interaction medium in any possible direction and energy
while ejecting an electron from its outer shell, and its likelihood is weakly dependent on atomic
number (Z) and generally proportional to electron density (number of electrons per gm)31 . On the
other hand, a photoelectric event results in the complete absorption of an x-ray photon31, and it is
also material specific with a strong dependence on atomic number (~ proportional to Z3). As a
result, photoelectric absorption is extremely beneficial to image quality while Compton scatter is
quite detrimental to both spatial resolution and contrast, especially when delineating soft tissue
structures that have similar electron density. While the probability of a third type of interaction
(pair production) rises with photon energy (> 1.022 MeV), its relevance at the specific energy
range (typically < 6 MeV) of portal imaging is limited due to the predominance of low Z
materials in patient anatomy (pair production is proportional to Z).
Therefore, the quality of any x-ray image is generally dependent on the photon energy
characteristics of the incident x-ray beam and the relative contributions of photoelectric
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absorption and Compton scatter interactions that affect the characteristics of the radiation beam
exiting the patient to reach the detector. The cross-sectional probabilities of photoelectric and
Compton scatter events in water are shown in Figure 1-1 as a function of the primary x-ray
photon energy. Also included here is a plot of the total photon interaction cross-section, which
includes contributions from several other forms of interactions besides photoelectric absorption
and Compton scatter. However, only the influences of photoelectric and Compton events on
radiographic image quality are relevant in this discussion. As seen from these cross-section plots,
Compton scatter is significantly more dominant over photoelectric absorption with megavoltage
x-rays compared to kilovoltage x-ray energies. Therefore, kilovoltage imaging in diagnostic
radiology exhibits significantly superior image quality compared to megavoltage imaging in
radiotherapy as demonstrated below in Figure 1-2, which shows images of a tungsten line-pair
resolution bar-pattern acquired with kilovoltage and megavoltage x-ray beams. The kilovoltage
image (40 kVp tube voltage, 30 mAs tube current) in Figure 1-2 (A) provides significantly better
delineation of the line-pairs compared to the megavoltage image in Figure1-2 (B) that was
acquired with a clinical radiotherapy beam (6 MV energy, 10 MU exposure). In this case, beam
energies are specified in terms of the peak tube voltage in kilo volts (kVp) for kilovoltage x-rays
to indicate the maximum energy of the x-rays in the beam spectrum (40 kVp indicates an x-ray
energy range of 0 – 40 keV). Similarly, the megavoltage beam energy is typically specified in
terms of the maximum energy in the beam spectrum (6 MV indicates an x-ray energy spectrum
in the range of 0 – 6 MeV).
The second fundamental reason for the poor quality of megavoltage images, i.e.
inefficient x-ray detection, is the result of a key trade-off between x-ray sensitivity and spatial
resolution that affects all x-ray imagers but is particularly severe in megavoltage imaging. Since
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x-ray detection is relatively depleted at higher photon energies (see the decrease of the total
interaction cross-section with x-ray energy in Figure 1-1), the thickness of an x-ray detector
required to detect a given fraction of the incident x-rays is much greater for megavoltage
imaging compared to kilovoltage imaging. However, the lateral migration of secondary x-rays
and electrons (and all subsequent imaging quanta – light, ions, etc) that increases with detector
thickness results in a deterioration of the imaging spatial resolution, as the imaging signal
associated with any point in the patient imaging plane is spread over a large area in the final
image. Therefore, while an increase in detector thickness leads to greater x-ray detection, it also
results in lower spatial resolution. Currently, megavoltage x-ray detectors are designed to be thin
in order to preserve spatial resolution and meet clinical requirements (delineation of 0.5 – 1 mm
structures)30. As a result, the quality of megavoltage imaging that is already poor due to
excessive Compton scatter is degraded even further by the lack of adequate x-ray sensitivity,
which manifests as image noise and reduced contrast.
1.5.2 Clinical Portal Imaging Systems
The methods and equipment used in portal imaging have progressed considerably over
the last several decades as megavoltage imaging devices have seen radical improvements in their
form and realization. Initially, portal imaging was performed using x-ray films ordinarily used
for diagnostic radiological imaging. The first references to film exposures of treatment fields in
radiotherapy can be traced to 1942 in the treatment of esophageal cancer32 . In 1951, Hare et al
described a detailed imaging set-up for clinical verification of patient set-up in radiotherapy of
esophageal cancer33, which laid the foundation for much scientific interest in the 1950's towards
megavoltage imaging in radiation therapy34-36. The last two decades have seen the development
of digital portal imaging systems referred to as electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs). Some
popularly used commercially available portal imagers have been described below.
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1.5.2.1 Portal film
Historically, x-ray film has been a popular medium for clinical portal imaging mainly due
to its precedence in diagnostic radiology, compactness and simplicity29. An x-ray film cassette
typically consists of a front metal plate and a rear metal/plastic plate that sandwich an emulsion
of silver halide crystals17,29. The process of image formation in a film system starts with the
detection of an incident x-ray, electron or light photon in the emulsion, which excites the
electrons in the halide ions. The electrons are captured by trapping centers called sensitivity
specks located at the sites of lattice impurities in the halide grains, and the precipitation of
metallic silver at these sites leads to the development of a latent image. The front plate assists in
the latent image formation by interacting with the incident radiation to produce high energy
electrons (also referred to as build-up) and stops the low energy x-ray scatter from reaching the
film. Similarly the rear plate provides back-scatter electrons to the halide grains. The exposed
film is then developed by physically processing with reducing agents and other chemicals to
form visible patterns along the latent image. While x-ray films provide good quality portal
images relative to other megavoltage x-ray imagers, they operate within a limited exposure range
and suffer from other limitations including a lack of real-time verification due to processing and
handling delays, difficulty of storage and remote access, and deterioration over time17 .
1.5.2.2 Mirror – lens – camera based video EPID systems (first generation EPIDs)
Megavoltage imaging in digital or electronic form using EPID systems was developed in
the wake of the aforementioned limitations of portal film cassettes in an effort to render real-time
verification with good image quality, broader exposure range for operation, and the convenience
of electronic processing, archiving, sharing, and retrieval17,29. The so called first generation
commercial EPID prototypes were based on fluoroscopic imaging units (depicted in Figure 1-3),
wherein a luminescent detector (also referred to as a luminescent or scintillating screen) was
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used to convert the incident x-rays to light, which was coupled to a camera system via a mirror
angled at 45° and a focusing lens17,29,30. Over the years, various groups have referred to such
fluoroscopic megavoltage imaging systems by different names such as lens-coupled EPIDs, TV
or video camera EPIDs, and video EPIDs. Megavoltage imaging has been realized using video
cameras since as early as 195837-39. In 1980, Baily et al reported the first fluoroscopic imaging
system dedicated to radiotherapy imaging, thus providing the precedent for commercial first
generation EPIDs40 . In commercial video EPIDs, the luminescent detector is a Lanex Fast-B
screen (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY), which includes a 1 mm thick copper build-up plate
overlaid on a 0.365 mm thick phosphor screen containing powdered terbium doped gadolinium
oxysulfide (Gd2O2 S:Tb) in a paste with a binding mixture (with a bulk density of 3.67
gm/cm3)41. Typically, a newvicon tube camera (zinc selenide and zinc cadmium telluride target)
that provides high sensitivity in low light fields is used to detect the light produced by phosphor
screens42 .
In general, video EPIDs provide several advantages as a portal imager including the ease
of imaging large radiation fields with simultaneous frame acquisitions with camera systems for
real-time fluoroscopic verification17,29. However, the optical coupling mechanism renders two
significant limitations for video EPIDs. The inclusion of a 45° mirror to reflect the luminescent
signal to the camera (necessary to protect the sensitive camera electronics from possible
radiation damage due to direct irradiation) makes the imaging system extremely large and
bulky17,29. Most importantly, the lens focusing mechanism of light sensing by the camera target
is limited by an extremely low light collection efficiency as only a small fraction (~ 0.01%) of
the light produced by the luminescent screen is channeled into the volumetric focusing cone of
the lens17,29,43. With such low levels of light collection, the usually high quantum gain from the
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conversion of x-rays to light is significantly compromised, which leads to high imaging noise
and reduced contrast. In addition, there is significant blurring of light in the lens and the camera
target, which severely degrades the system spatial resolution42 . The large volume of the light
coupling enclosure and the highly reflective surfaces of the mirror and the phosphor screen
(bottom surface of the Lanex Fast-B screen is white) lead to multiple light scattering due to
which, light rays originating from one part of the screen may be detected by the camera
following several reflections that distort the spatial orientation of the imaging signal. This
phenomenon can result in reduced spatial resolution and potentially severe errors in dosimetry
and is referred to as optical glare17,44.
1.5.2.3 Liquid matrix ionization chamber EPID systems
In 1985, Meertens and van Herk et al developed a two-dimensional matrix ionization
chamber that utilized an iso-octane liquid film (2,2,4-trimethylpentane) as the detection
medium45-49. The liquid matrix ion chamber was the first alternative system to video EPIDs to be
commercialized and used for clinical portal imaging. The imager was realized as a compact
parallel plate system filled with the iso-octane medium, along with a frontal plastoferrite layer
for build-up. Upon irradiation and subsequent generation of charge pairs in the detection
medium, the ionic current was measured using two orthogonally oriented arrays of 256 parallel
electrodes situated in separate planes, thus rendering a 256 x 256 matrix of pixels to be read out
sequentially by electrometers. However, the system had limited spatial resolution due to sparse
pixel sampling, and since only one electrode matrix was operative at a time, a large fraction of
the x-rays was not utilized in imaging thus increasing the dose required per image17,29.
1.5.2.4 Indirect detection flat-panel EPID systems
The current standard for commercially available megavoltage imagers for clinical
treatment set-up and dose verification is the so called flat-panel EPID system, which is based on
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a conventional Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen whose luminescent response is digitized by an
active matrix of thin film transistor (TFT) switches along the same lines as liquid crystal display
(LCD) panels50-58. Each TFT element consist of one or more semiconductor diode switches made
out of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si or a-Si:H). Such systems have been referred to as
active matrix flat-panel imagers (AMFPIs) or simply as a-Si or flat-panel EPIDs. However, they
may be more appropriately addressed as indirect detection flat-panel (or a-Si) EPIDs, which
indicates that the AMFPI does not detect the incident x-rays directly but instead provides an
indirect read-out of the radiation intensity via the light produced by the luminescent screen
following a short but distinct capacitive or storage phase. The schematic arrangement of a
conventional a-Si EPID is shown in Figure 1-4. The system consists of a luminescent screen
coupled to the flat-panel active matrix that in turn consists of a photosensing layer and a panel of
TFT switches. In this dissertation, the combination of the photosensor and the TFT panel will be
collectively referred to as the a-Si read-out array or panel.
During irradiation, the TFT elements are disabled while the x-rays detected by the screen
generates light photons that interact in the photosensor to liberate electron – hole pairs (a “hole”
refers to the vacancy left behind by a migrating electron in a semiconductor lattice structure that
is equivalent to a positive charge). During read-out, the TFT switches are turned on and the ionic
current proportional to the density of electron-hole pairs over each pixel is acquired and digitized
for image reconstruction and processing. The significant advantage of indirect detection flatpanel EPIDs over first generation video EPIDs is in the light collection efficiency of the a-Si
read-out panel (~ 50% for conventional screens and flat-panels)17 , which results in significantly
greater image quality with a-Si EPIDs57,58. The read-out electronics adds minimal dark noise and
negligible electronic cross talk to provide excellent noise and spatial resolution characteristics58 .
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Several studies have suggested that a-Si arrays are remarkably resistant to prolonged exposure to
radiation with little degradation in performance due to radiation damage59. However, the read-out
circuitry located at the periphery of the detector panel is susceptible to radiation damage and
requires shielding from primary radiation17. Moreover, since a flat-panel imager does not require
a lens, camera or mirror, there is significantly lesser optical blurring, minimal glare, and
subsequently improved spatial resolution compared to video EPIDs17,58. As a result, megavoltage
imaging with a-Si EPIDs offers high image quality that is greater or comparable to film systems
at lesser dose56.
1.5.2.5 Other notable research prototypes
Following the transition from the use of portal film to first generation video EPIDs,
several alternative research prototype systems have been studied with the objective of improving
the quality of the portal images. These prototype systems are based on entirely new and
innovative imaging principles and represent notable ongoing research in megavoltage imaging
although they have not been commercialized to date. In one of the earlier efforts to improve the
light output in video EPIDs, Wong et al used a modified EPID configuration that consisted of a
fiber-optic bundle to channel the light produced by a conventional phosphor screen towards a
camera system60 . However, despite the advantage of eliminating the lens from the system design,
the improvement in light coupling was not significant on account of the light losses incurred
along the large length of the fiber-optic bundle29. Moreover, spatial resolution was quite
limited,29 and the portal images were affected by significant spatial distortion due to fiber
misalignments17,29 . Another popular strategy to counter the poor optical coupling of the mirror –
lens assembly was based on using more sophisticated camera systems for image noise reduction.
Munro et al utilized extended charge integration on the camera target instead of frame
averaging61. For more effective noise reduction, Drake et al used an externally cooled charge
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coupled device (CCD) camera system62 to exploit the characteristically low dark noise of cooled
CCD targets while Pang et al incorporated avalanche based multiplication of charges in the
camera target for high signal gain63. However, despite the improvements with sophisticated
camera systems, video EPIDs were still limited by the inefficiency of phosphor screen detectors.
Moreover, the large size associated with a mirror – lens coupled camera unit remained an
inevitable mechanical constraint. The subsequent need for compact and less bulky systems
fueled extensive research on EPID prototypes based on solid state detectors29.
The initial interest in semiconductor diodes for megavoltage imaging began with the use
of scanning 1-D imagers featuring silicon and cadmium telluride (CdTe) based diode arrays64-66 .
While these systems provided limited spatial resolution and required high exposures for good
quality images, they also led to further developments and improvements in solid state arrays that
ultimately led to the commercialization of modern indirect detection a-Si flat-panel EPIDs17.
Flat-panel arrays were also studied in an alternative imaging configuration utilizing a
photoconductor like amorphous selenium (a-Se) that detects x-rays to directly produce electron –
hole pairs for TFT read-out, and such a system is referred to as a direct detection flat-panel
EPID67-70. However, just as in the case of indirect detection a-Si EPIDs that use phosphor screen
detectors, the imaging performance of a-Se based direct detection EPIDs were limited by
inefficient x-ray detection. The major distinction of direct detection flat-panel EPIDs relative to
its indirect detection counterpart is the elimination of light photons as intermediate signal
carriers. Thus, direct detection flat-panels essentially operate as ionization type detectors as an
applied electric field is used to guide the read-out of electron – hole pairs, and in principle, the
inherent electrostatic focusing of charges provides high spatial resolution67-70. Other notable
efforts in developing ionization type detectors for megavoltage imaging include a gas electron
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multiplication (GEM) based imaging system71 , in which the ionization produced in response to
incident x-rays is focused through a suitably selected electric field that promotes avalanche
multiplication of the charges72 . More recently, the use of heterogeneous ionization media
consisting of metallic activation elements to promote x-ray interactions has been suggested as a
replacement for the homogenous a-Se layer in direct detection flat-panel EPIDs73-76.
Samant et al recently developed an innovative portal imager based on a scanning 1-D
ionization chamber containing high density (100 atm) xenon gas in tandem with a collimated fan
beam, referred to as a kinestatic charge detector (KCD) 77. Unlike conventional ion chambers, the
electric field that guides the ionization charges in the KCD chamber is oriented along one
dimension of the image instead of in line with the radiation beam while a 1-D array of collecting
electrodes (or collectors) is oriented in the other imaging axis. The KCD featured a unique
charge integrating principle, in which the chamber and the fan beam are scanned in tandem
across the imaging field such that the chamber scan speed is exactly equal but opposite to the
speed of the ions drifting under the electric field78 . The use of a fan beam improves image quality
by reducing scatter while the charge integration mechanism significantly enhances contrast
visualization. Theoretical and experimental studies of imaging performance, recombination, and
mechanical stability were recently carried out for a prototype KCD system. The results indicated
more than an order of magnitude improvement (~ 20X) in x-ray sensitivity and overall imaging
performance compared to conventional EPIDs77,79 .
1.5.3 Advanced Scintillators for Megavoltage Imaging
The majority of portal imagers in clinical use today are based on the conversion of
incident x-ray photons to light by a phosphor screen in video or flat-panel based EPID
configurations. As described previously, the major limitation of such systems is the poor x-ray
detection efficiency of the phosphor screen, which also decreases its scintillation response
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resulting in insufficient imaging quanta and poor image quality. Therefore, a significant amount
of research has been devoted over the last two decades to obtaining more efficient scintillation
media that provide greater x-ray sensitivity and subsequently more light output. Attempts at
utilizing thicker phosphor screens were reported initially by Bissonnette et al in combination
with mirror – lens – camera – units41. The exact thicknesses of the tested screens in these studies
are not clear since their size was characterized in terms of mass thickness (product of thickness
and density or mass per unit area). Assuming comparable bulk densities for the binding mixture
of the phosphor, the mass thickness values reported in the above studies represent an increase in
phosphor thickness in the range of 2 – 10 times that of conventional Lanex Fast-B screens that
are used in clinical EPIDs. The major limitation with such an approach is that the opacity of the
Gd2O2 S:Tb paste denies a clear path to the light produced in response to x-ray interactions.
Instead the light photons interact extensively within the screen to be either scattered in an
arbitrary direction or absorbed by the phosphor itself, and this results in a reduction in spatial
resolution as well as depleted light output41,80 . Therefore, despite greater x-ray sensitivity, no
significant improvement in the performance of the screen could be observed beyond a certain
thickness (approximately three times that of a standard screen)41. Considering that standard
screens are approximately 0.365 mm thick (or 134 mg/cm2 mass thickness) and they detect < 2%
of incident x-rays in a typical 6 MV radiotherapy beam41,42, an increase in phosphor thickness by
a factor of three (~ 400 mg/cm2) provided only modest improvements in x-ray detection and light
output (< factor of two)41 , which is unfortunately not adequate based on the current standards and
expectations of portal image quality.
The above studies clearly established the limitations of opaque scintillators and
corroborated earlier findings of practical limits to phosphor thickness based on light ouput81,82.
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As a result, much of the subsequent interest in advanced luminescent screens was diverted to the
use of optically clear or transparent scintillation media17. A popular choice for clear scintillators
that has been widely studied in a variety of imaging configurations in the recent past has been
crystalline cesium iodide doped with thallium [CsI(Tl)]. In a pioneering effort, Mosleh-Shirazi et
al developed a video EPID system consisting of a 2-D array of 1 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals
coupled via a standard mirror and lens to a CCD camera system83-86 . Individual CsI(Tl) elements
were optically separated by coating an epoxy resin along their septa to limit the migration of
light between CsI(Tl) elements. With its large thickness (~ 27 times the thickness of standard
phosphor screens), the 1 cm thick CsI(Tl) array provided significantly greater x-ray sensitivity (~
18% for 6 MV beams)83,86. However, its spatial resolution was extremely limited to resolving 2
mm wide structures due to a rather coarse pixel sampling grid (pixel width ~ 3 mm) compared to
conventional EPIDs (typical pixel width ~ 0.5 mm) 83. Moreover, the explicit pixelization of the
light produced in the scintillator with the choice of a structured CsI(Tl) array may also have been
detrimental to the overall imaging spatial resolution as the focusing mechanism of the lens and
the pixelization of the CCD camera would have been sufficient to render effective spatial
resolution.
As an alternative configuration to a structured CsI(Tl) array, Zeman and Sawant et al
incorporated an unsegmented clear slab of crystalline CsI(Tl) coupled to a nitrogen cooled CCD
camera87,88 . With a comparable scintillator thickness (~ 1.3 cm), this system also featured good
x-ray sensitivity (~ 25% for a 6 MV beam)87 and illustrated the potential benefit of clear
scintillators in megavoltage imaging. More recently, clear crystalline scintillators have been
studied in segmented configurations in conjunction with a-Si flat-panel arrays. Rathee and
Monajemi et al recently developed a prototype EPID using structured arrays of 1 cm thick
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cadmium tungstate (CdWO4) crystals coupled to photodiodes to render high quality megavoltage
imaging89-92. Sawant et al reported detailed theoretical studies and preliminary measurements
with the use of bismuth germinate (Bi4 Ge3 O12 or BGO) and CsI(Tl) based structured scintillator
arrays with thicknesses up to 4 cm in conjunction with a standard a-Si read-out panel93,94. These
recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using thick, clear scintillation media for
significant improvement in x-ray detection (up to a factor of ~ 25 – 30) and subsequently in the
luminescent response and overall mage quality.
1.6 CT Based Image Guidance (3-D IGRT)
As a result of inherent limitations of megavoltage imaging, the usefulness of IGRT using
portal imaging has generally been greatly reduced as bony anatomy has to be used as surrogate
landmarks for target localization on account of poor soft tissue visualization19-28. A logical
alternative to overcome these limitations was to introduce additional kilovoltage x-ray imaging
units as attachments to the linac for diagnostic quality 2-D target localization, and such strategies
have been studied even before the inception of commercial EPIDs95,96. But recently, IGRT has
been based on 3-D volumetric imaging systems to keep up with the demands of IMRT treatment
margins. Although several commercial 3-D IGRT solutions are currently available that may be
classified based on functionality, equipment, and clinical application, only a few selected CT
based IGRT systems will be briefly described in this section as they represent the most widely
used subset of 3-D IGRT solutions based on clinical prevalence and literature reports.
With the aim of achieving target localization with high soft tissue visualization
comparable to treatment planning CT images, the so called “in room CT” or “CT-on-rails”
system incorporates a conventional CT into the treatment room with the use of rails to relocate
the CT bore and the patient table relative to each other97-101 . Another form of CT based IGRT
that has recently grown in popularity is based on obtaining a 3-D CT reconstruction of the
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treatment field using planar projection images acquired with a x-ray beam that is collimated to a
2-D radiation field (also called a “cone beam”) along with a matched x-ray detector, and this
form of IGRT is referred to as cone beam CT (CBCT)102,103. In one form of implementation, a
kilovoltage x-ray source and a phosphor screen based a-Si flat-panel imager are integrated into
the linac orthogonally relative to the treatment beam, and this is referred to as kilovoltage-CBCT
(KV-CBCT)104-107. Alternatively, the megavoltage treatment beam itself may be used in
conjunction with a conventional EPID to render a CBCT reconstruction of the treatment volume,
and this is referred to as megavoltage-CBCT (MV-CBCT)108-114 . It may be noted that volumetric
CT reconstruction based on megavoltage imaging is also performed in a helical tomotherapy
system (described in section 1.3), which is a specific implementation of single slice IMRT that
utilizes a megavoltage fan beam, and this form of IGRT is distinguished as megavoltage CT
(MVCT)115-118.
While in-room CT systems provide high quality target localization, the obvious
complexity and space constraints associated with such systems have limited their potential
benefit. Similarly, KV-CBCT also required additional equipment to be installed on treatment
units although the added cost and complexity is relatively less compared to in-room CT. Another
major disadvantage associated with these systems is that their spatial accuracy is sensitive to the
degree of coincidence between the centers of rotation (commonly referred to as the “isocenter”
for conventional linacs) between IGRT imaging and the actual treatment. Therefore, in-room CT
and KV-CBCT provide an indirect or surrogate verification of the treatment volume. On the
other hand, MV-CBCT imaging provides a direct 3-D visualization of the tumor volume and it
can be implemented with most clinical treatment units without the attachment of any additional
system components. Unlike conventional CT that utilizes thin fan beams, both KV and MV
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based CBCT systems are affected by x-ray scatter on account of the large field size associated
with the cone beam, which generally compounds the severity of CT reconstruction artifacts and
degrades the overall image quality. The additional dose to the patient on account of frequent
CBCT scans is also of concern although MV-CBCT is somewhat less affected by scatter and
excess patient dose, and is less prone to artifacts from high Z elements compared to KV-CBCT
due to the decreased x-ray interaction cross-sections of megavoltage x-rays108.
1.7 Research Goals
Despite the mechanical and physical constraints of KV-CBCT and the reduced severity of
scatter based artifacts and patient dose in MV-CBCT, the former is currently more widely used
mainly due to the significantly better delineation of soft tissue structures, which provides more
effective target localization. However, with the use of improved EPID systems that utilize more
efficient x-ray detectors, a significant enhancement of soft tissue contrast and overall image
quality is expected to improve the quality of MV-CBCT to the point where it can be comparable
to or more effective than KV-CBCT for target localization, set-up verification, organ motion
tracking, and dosimetric applications17. Therefore, the research presented in this dissertation is
focused on identifying megavoltage x-ray detectors that provide greater x-ray sensitivity,
enhanced contrast, low noise, and good spatial resolution. Based on recent trends in megavoltage
imaging research, the use of thick scintillators has emerged an attractive choice for such high
performance megavoltage x-ray detectors as they offer key radiographic advantages (described
in section 1.5.3) and can be readily implemented with existing EPID configurations83-94.
The greatest advantage with the use of clear scintillators is that it permits greater freedom
in the selection of large thicknesses since the light photons produced in response to x-rays can
travel over large path lengths without interacting with the scintillation medium depending on its
degree of transparency. Therefore, in principle, the trade-off between scintillator thickness and
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overall performance is significantly alleviated and is only affected by radiation interaction
characteristics (i.e. x-rays and secondary electrons) as light scattering and absorption losses are
greatly minimized. While the peripheral image blur due to the divergence of the x-ray beam is
accentuated with thicker detectors, this can be rectified by using focused detector elements that
angulated towards the radiation source93. In general, the choice of an efficient scintillator
candidate depends on several vital factors like x-ray sensitivity and bulk density, scintillation
characteristics, optical properties, and practical aspects like cost and ease of fabrication,
assembly and handling. Based on the limited number of studies comparing multiple scintillators
for megavoltage imaging86,92,93, no singular choice for an ideal or appropriate scintillator is clear
so far. Several studies have been recently conducted to investigate the use of thick scintillators in
video and flat-panel EPID configurations89-94. However, significant research and development of
these systems is still ongoing as they need to be optimized with respect to various aspects
associated with their overall imaging performance including the choice of an appropriate
scintillator, detector design, and fabrication issues. Moreover, the advent of such advanced thick
scintillator arrays may require sophisticated mechanical design and material sciences expertise,
which also drives up the cost associated with production and potential commercialization.
Therefore, the design of the next generation of high performance, thick scintillator based EPID
systems depends not only on radiographic and optical optimization but also on the practical
feasibility of constructing and assembling such sophisticated imaging units in a manner that is
cost effective, consistent, accurate, and somewhat automated.
In this research, two candidates for thick scintillators were considered for study: CsI(Tl),
and terbium doped scintillation glass. The two scintillation media were investigated in separate
imaging configurations to test and validate their radiographic imaging characteristics. The first
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prototype is based on a thick scintillation crystal (TSC) consisting of a monolithic slab of CsI(Tl)
coupled to a mirror – lens – camera system. The second configuration is based on a fiber-optic
scintillation glass array (FOSGA), in which scintillation glass is drawn into fiber-optic conduits,
inserted into a grid of polymer-tungsten alloy, and coupled to photodiode read-out with an a-Si
flat-panel array. The imaging prototypes were characterized using theoretical studies and
imaging measurements to obtain fundamental metrics of imaging performance including spatial
resolution, noise and contrast. The imaging studies were used to optimize the TSC and FOSGA
imagers and propose prototype configurations for order-of-magnitude improvements in overall
image quality. As part of this research, detailed studies on the imaging measurements and
specific techniques used to determine fundamental imaging metrics were conducted. A fast and
simple technique was developed to obtain these metrics for clinical EPID and CBCT systems, in
a novel adaptation of these fundamental metrics from imaging research to clinical performance
monitoring. The specific aims of this dissertation are detailed below.
• Aim 1 – Optimization of a conceptual prototype TSC EPID system based on simulation
studies, imaging measurements, and theoretical modeling of overall imaging performance.
• Aim 2 – Theoretical characterization of the imaging performance of a conceptual FOSGA
based EPID system to optimize detector geometry.
• Aim 3 – Development of a simple and fast technique to measure fundamental imaging metrics
for clinical EPID and CBCT systems for routine performance monitoring.
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Figure 1-1. Relative contributions of photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering to the total
x-ray interaction cross-section in water.

Figure 1-2. Effect of x-ray beam energies on image quality. (A) Kilovoltage image at 40 kVp and
30 mAs (< 0.05 R), and (B) Megavoltage image at 6 MV and 10 MU (> 10 R).
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Figure 1-3. Schematic representation of a first generation video EPID system.
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Figure 1-4. Schematic representation of an indirect detection a-Si flat-panel EPID system.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS OF CHARACTERIZING RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEMS
The goal of every radiographic imaging system is to deliver images of high quality. In
general, a high quality radiographic image is expected to have good contrast and spatial
resolution, and low noise. Contrast refers to the perceivable difference in the image intensities
corresponding to two structural regions of varying material or density or both. It depends on the
energy and quality of the x-ray beam, the object that is being imaged, and finally the x-ray
imaging device. Noise refers to the uncertainty associated with the intensity of an image at any
or all given points. For stochastic processes like x-ray incidence and detection, much of the noise
in radiography is a result of the Poisson uncertainty associated with x-ray quanta. Spatial
resolution (or image sharpness) indicates the accuracy or integrity with which an object or
structure of any given size can be visualized (not considering the effects of contrast and noise).
While it generally reflects the ability of an imaging system to delineate small structures, spatial
resolution is often used to describe the smallest possible structure than can be visualized. In
reality, from a “human eye” or observer perspective, the overall contrast in any image includes
the combined influence of both noise and spatial resolution.
The majority of methods used to analyze the performance of an imaging device are based
on linear systems theory and theoretical concepts developed when imaging was dominated by
radiographic and photographic film119 . An important assumption in this case is that the imaging
detector is a linear and shift invariant system. Although all practical x-ray detectors depart
slightly but surely from this assumption, they are treated as black box modules that for all
practical purposes, behave like linear and shift invariant control systems120. Such a linear
systems approach has enabled the characterization of imaging devices using transfer functions in
the Fourier or frequency domain. Since 2-D images represent a spatial domain, its Fourier
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components represent the so called “spatial frequency” domain. In this case, spatial frequency is
an inverse or reciprocal index of space or distance and is commonly expressed in units of mm-1,
or cycles per mm (cy/mm). For example, a 1 mm wide object along with 1 mm of air or free
space may be combined to represent a spatial frequency of (1 mm + 1 mm)-1 = 0.5 mm-1 or
cy/mm. The transfer function parameters that are used to describe the linear systems equivalent
of spatial resolution, noise and contrast are described below. These parameters are considered to
be fundamental imaging metrics that are widely acclaimed as the best indicators of radiographic
imaging performance, and their characterization is currently considered mandatory in imaging
research and in the development of new imaging devices.
2.1 Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
The MTF of a radiographic imaging device describes the resolving power of the system
and its dependence on structure size expressed in terms of spatial frequency120. An MTF curve is
usually a monotonically decreasing function of spatial frequency. The curve is normalized such
that the MTF is unity at a spatial frequency of 0 cy/mm, which assumes perfect resolution of
infinitely large objects. The MTF gradually declines with spatial frequency until it falls to zero,
and the spatial frequency at that point is considered the limiting spatial frequency of the imaging
device (in practice, resolution limits may be set more conservatively to when the MTF falls to
10%). Typically, this limiting frequency depends on the intrinsic spatial resolution characteristics
and the sampling properties of the imaging system (typically 0.75 – 1 cy/mm for clinical EPIDs).
2.1.1 Principles of Measurement
The resolving capability of an imaging device can typically be well represented by the
extent to which the signal at a given point is smeared or blurred across the imaging space.
Consider a given x-ray intensity distribution denoted by Φ(x,y) that is incident on an imaging
detector, and let r(x,y) be the resulting detector response or imaging signal distribution. The
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distribution in r(x,y) can be expressed as shown in Equation 2-1120 as a convolution integral of
Φ(x,y) with a point response distribution given by p(x,y).
r ( x=
, y) k ∫

∞

∫

∞

−∞ −∞

Φ ( x − x′, y − y ′) p( x′, y ′) dx′ dy ′

(2-1)

In this case, k is a stochastic scalar indicating the gain or conversion factor between the incident
x-ray photons and the intensity values in r(x,y). The convoluting kernel p(x,y) is referred to as the
point spread function (PSF) of the detector, which represents the imaging response to x-rays
incident at a reference point on the detector. In other words, p(x,y) indicates the extent to which
the imaging signal from an x-ray photon interacting in the detector is spread or smeared across
the image as a result of the lateral migration of scattered photons, secondary electrons, and any
subsequently generated imaging quanta. The PSF is considered a spatial domain representation
of the resolving power of an imaging detector, and as Equation 2-1 indicates, it manifests itself
as a convolution kernel on the spatial distribution of the incident x-ray beam resulting in some
blurring of the final image. The Fourier transform of the PSF provides a frequency domain
representation of the image blur as indicated by Equation 2-2. In this case, m(u,v) is a spectral
decomposition of p(x,y) that provides a 2-D rendering of the MTF as a function of the spatial
frequency indices (u,v) corresponding to the Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y).
m(u, v ) =

∞ ∞

∫ ∫ p ( x, y ) e
−∞ −∞

−i 2π (ux +vy )

(2-2)

dx dy

In practice, the MTF is typically formulated as a function of a singular index of spatial
frequency (commonly referred to by f in units of cy/mm) in 1-D form, i.e. MTF(f). In this 1-D
realization, one first obtains the detector response to a line source of radiation, which is referred
to as a line spread function (LSF). As seen in Equation 2-3120 , the LSF is effectively a 1-D
representation of the PSF and can be derived as the line integral of p(x,y). The MTF is obtained
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from the Fourier transform of the LSF using Equation 2-4120 . It must be noted that the Fourier
integrals in Equations 2-1 and 2-2 usually include an implicit normalization by the area and line
integrals of the PSF and LSF respectively to force unit normalization of the transforms at zero
spatial frequency, i.e. m(0,0) = MTF(0) = 1, in accordance with conventional definitions.
∞

LSF ( x ) =

∫ P( x, y ) dy

(2-3)

−∞

∞

MTF ( f ) =

∫ LSF ( x ) e

− i 2π

fx

dx

(2-4)

−∞

Equation 2-4 essentially describes the most common realization of MTF spectra for
radiographic imagers. Different techniques can be used to obtain the LSF of an imaging detector
that are based on the use of specifically engineered attenuating objects or phantoms to produce
the desired incident x-ray intensity distribution as an input to the detector. The two most popular
techniques involve the use of thick attenuating metallic blocks to collimate the beam to present
either a “slit” or an “edge” profile. In the slit response method, two thick attenuating blocks
(typically made of lead, tungsten or steel) are held close together to present an extremely narrow
gap121-130 . As shown in Figure 2-1, when an x-ray beam is passed through the slit the attenuated
beam profile that is incident on the detector resembles a line source of radiation, and the
resulting imaging response is collected to generate the LSF. On the other hand, the edge response
technique is an indirect form of obtaining the LSF as it only uses one such metal attenuator in the
path of the beam so that the beam profile incident on the detector resembles a gradient or edge
profile131-136. The resulting imaging response is referred to as an edge spread function (ESF)
whose first derivative is obtained to generate the LSF as shown in Figure 2-1.
An alternative conceptual definition of the MTF is based on the treatment of the detector
response to sinusoidal modulations in the intensity of the incident x-rays137,138. Such an incident
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radiation profile may be generated by imaging an attenuating object whose thickness varies as a
sine wave of a particular discrete frequency denoted by f. The imaging response of the detector
to the sinusoidal beam profile is also expected to be approximately sinusoidal in shape with
maximum (or “peak”) and minimum (or “valley”) intensities indicated by rpeak and rvalley
respectively, as shown in Figure 2-2. In this case, M(f) is the amplitude of the modulation
response (also referred to as the modulation value), and is given by Equation 2-5137.

M( f ) =

R peak − Rvalley

(2-5)

R peak + Rvalley

The presence of the argument f in Equation 2-5 denotes that it pertains to the specific discrete
spatial frequency associated with the sine wave pattern of the incident modulation. As indicated
in Figure 2-2, the frequency of the sinusoidal modulation profile is related to the width of the
sine wave profile (indicated by w). According to Equation 2-1, the detected intensity modulation
profile is essentially a convolution of the incident modulation profile with P(x,y), and the
subsequent blurring results in an attenuation of M(f). Based on the premise that the severity of
this attenuation increases with broader PSF distributions (indicating lower MTF and reduced
spatial resolution), the MTF can be determined (as illustrated in Figure 2-3) from a series of M(f)
values obtained in a similar fashion for several spatial frequencies over a desired range, as shown
in Equation 2-6137.

MTF
(f)
=

M( f )
M( f )
≈ lim
δ
→
0
M (0)
M (δ )

(2-6)

In this case, the modulation values in M(f) must ideally be normalized by the true zero frequency
modulation or M(0). However, since this essentially requires a sine wave emulating attenuator of
infinite width, M(0) may be typically approximated by sufficiently wide sine wave attenuators
that present an extremely small limiting frequency indicated by δ. It can be seen that since the
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slit and edge response techniques involve Fourier analyses of spread functions, they may be
considered frequency domain based methodologies, while the modulation response technique
represents a spatial domain approach to determine the MTF. The practical implementations of
these techniques to obtain MTF measurements are also affected by several external and
sometimes unavoidable factors (noise, scatter, sampling effects, etc) that contaminate the
measurement and decrease its accuracy. While the effects of noise and scatter can be somewhat
controlled by optimizing the imaging conditions like exposure and radiation field size, the effect
of sampling or pixelization is more difficult to predict or control.
2.1.2 Sampling and Aliasing
In general, sampling may be understood as a process of capturing discrete values of an
analog signal at regular time or space intervals. With appropriately selected sampling rates or
frequencies, these discrete values or samples can represent the original signal sufficiently
accurately both in magnitude as well as shape or form. Specifically, the Nyquist – Shannon
sampling theorem139,140 states that for an analog signal that is discretized by a sampling
frequency of fS, the highest frequency that can theoretically be faithfully rendered is given by fN
= (½) fS, where fN is referred to as the Nyquist frequency limit of the sampled signal. For
example, for images sampled using a pixel width of 0.5 mm (typical for most EPIDs), fS = (0.5
mm)-1 = 2 cy/mm, and fN = 1 cy/mm. This indicates that EPID images obtained using 0.5 mm
wide pixels may only be considered an accurate sampling of the actual imaging signal if the
highest spatial frequency component contained in the signal is within the Nyquist limit (i.e. fN =
1 cy/mm). However, the analog spatial distribution of imaging intensities produced in the x-ray
detector often includes high frequency components (eg. sharp edges) that exceed the Nyquist
limit since conventional imagers are typically undersampled to mediate the trade-off between
image sharpness with finer sampling and excess digitization noise. Due to undersampling, all
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analog imaging signal components that exceed the Nyquist frequency limit are included in the
sampled or digitized imaging signal in the form of a lower frequency component, and this effect
is referred to as aliasing141. Specifically, if fA represents an analog frequency component such
that fA > fN, it is replicated in the digitized signal as a lower frequency component given by fD =
2fN – fA. Aliasing has the potential to cause significant errors in transfer function analysis and
particularly in the case of MTF measurements, especially at spatial frequencies in the vicinity of
the Nyquist limit. Therefore, the methodologies used to obtain slit, edge, and modulation
response profiles require major modifications in order to obtain MTF spectra that are relatively
unaffected by any potential contamination due to aliasing. Since such “unaliased” MTF spectra
represent the spatial resolution of imagers prior to sampling effects, they are also referred to as a
“presampled” MTF. The practical methods used to obtain presampled MTF measurements for
digital imaging systems are described below.
2.1.3 Slit and Edge Response
Despite some fundamental differences in signal characteristics and accuracy, the slit and
edge response techniques have several similarities in terms of the principles of measurement,
experimental set-up, and image analysis. The slit response technique is based on the use of a pair
of closely clamped metallic attenuating blocks to provide an extremely narrow slit gap so that the
attenuated x-ray beam closely emulates a line source for the measurement of an LSF profile.
Typically, lead, tungsten and steel blocks are used, and the thickness of these blocks depends on
the energy of the x-ray beam (in the mm range for kilovoltage beams and several cm thick for
megavoltage imaging)142 . The securely clamped pair of metal blocks with a uniform slit gap
maintained over its length and thickness is referred to as the slit phantom or target. It is generally
positioned as close to the imaging plane of the detector as practically possible, and oriented
symmetrically about the center of the radiation field. The slit target is made large enough to
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obtain an LSF profile that is at least 5 – 10 cm long in the direction perpendicular to the length of
the slit, and with sufficient rows (or columns) of LSF profiles to facilitate the averaging of a
large number of LSF samples to minimize measurement error. The overall design of the slit
geometry (attenuating thickness and slit gap) is generally optimized based on the imaging field
geometry (x-ray source size and source – slit distance), to provide high x-ray attenuation through
the blocks and maximal x-ray transmission through the slit gap, which ensures that the
uncertainty associated with the tail regions of the LSF profiles is minimized relative to the peak
intensity to provide accurate MTF measurements130. In order to minimize the effect of scatter,
the radiation field is defined to be well within the area of the slit target, and noise is generally
minimized by using significantly high imaging exposures for better Poisson statistics. In
addition, a separate imaging measurement with the slit gap completely closed (i.e. zero slit
width) is also obtained as a surrogate representation of the LSF baseline that may include scatter
contribution and residual transmission through the slit target42,77,122,142. In addition to the
subtraction of this baseline, the tail regions of the LSF may also be smoothed or fit with
appropriately selected functions to minimize the effect of noise122 . It must be noted that instead
of a true line source, the x-rays passing through a slit actually render a rectangular step function
with an aperture size equal to the width of the slit gap (g). As a result, the slit response is not a
true LSF but rather its convolution with the slit aperture, which requires the correction shown in
Equation 2-7122 .

 (π fg ) 
MTFtrue ( f ) = MTFslit ( f ) 

 Sin(π fg ) 

(2-7)

For an edge response measurement, only one attenuating metal block is required to
produce a radiation gradient profile of x-rays incident on the detector. The block is placed close
to the imaging plane of the detector with its edge at the center of the radiation field. Relevant
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experimental details like attenuating thickness, imaging set-up, exposure, and field size are
similar to those for the slit. While no baseline corrections are required, the ESF profiles
generated are often subjected to some smoothing or fitting, especially on the attenuated half of
the profile that renders a noisy LSF component due to the reduced number of x-rays contributing
to the signal131,135.
Before the advent of digital imaging, LSF or ESF measurements for film systems were
obtained by scanning the film perpendicular to the direction of the slit or edge122,123. Aliasing
effects were effectively avoided by selecting small optical scanning apertures for high Nyquist
limits and minimal aliasing at spatial frequencies of interest122,123. However, the explicit
pixelization of digital imagers and the previously described issues related to sampling and
aliasing artifacts have led to significant modifications to the imaging set-up used in slit or edge
response techniques. In order to avoid aliasing effects from regular pixel sampling, the slit and
edge response profiles are commonly oversampled by extracting the LSF and ESF profiles at
sub-pixel intervals using a special reconstruction technique125,143. In this method, the slit or edge
target is slightly angulated at a small angle (θ) with respect to the imaging co-ordinate axes. As
shown in Figure 2-4, the angle of the median axis of the slit or edge effectively displaces
successive rows of pixels by a very small sub-pixel distance given by Δx = p tan(θ), where p
represents the pixel size of the detector125 . By superposing slit or edge profile components that
are successively shifted by sub-pixel increments on a single composite reconstructed LSF or ESF
respectively, the effective sampling size of the slit and edge response is significantly lower
compared to the actual pixel size as illustrated in Figure 2-5. For example, for θ ≈ 2°, the
oversampling factor (p/Δx) is approximately 30. The oversampling results in a significantly
greater Nyquist limit and nearly no aliasing artifacts in the finally calculated MTF at relevant
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spatial frequencies. In practice, the oversampled profiles are commonly binned into slightly
larger sampling grids to minimize noise143 so that the final oversampling factor is in the range of
5 – 10, which is considered sufficient for an aliasing free presampled MTF using Equation 2-4.
2.1.4 Line-pair Modulation Response (Bar-pattern Technique)
The original conception of the method of using modulation response profiles was based
on applying sinusoid attenuators to shape the incident x-ray beam137. In practice, a pattern of
square wave bars is used instead of a sinusoidal pattern since these are easier to fabricate42,77,87.
The square wave pattern of attenuating bars is generally referred to as “line-pairs”, which
indicates that each functional unit of the resolution pattern consists of a bar and an adjacent gap
of the same size. Typically, several sets of such square wave line-pairs are fabricated on a single
attenuating metal bar to produce a generic line-pair resolution phantom referred to as a barpattern, and the spatial frequencies emulated in the bar-pattern are expressed in units of line-pairs
per mm (lp/mm). Since a square wave function has a different Fourier composition compared to
a sine wave (a square wave is actually a series of sinusoids), the direct application of Equation 26 on a square wave line-pair modulation response results in an overestimation of the MTF since
it includes contributions from odd-numbered harmonics of the fundamental frequency (i.e. 3f, 5f,
7f, … etc)137. Therefore, a modified form of Equation 2-6 that includes a correction for the
presence of harmonic contributions in the modulation values is generally used and is given in
Equation 2-8137,142 .
M ( nf ) 

M ( f ) + Cn
π 
n 
MTF ( f ) = lim   

δ → 0 4 
M (δ )





(2-8)

In this case, M(nf) denote the modulation components from odd harmonics (n = 3, 5, 7, …) and
all modulations are normalized at the near-zero spatial frequency δ. Specifically, M(δ) is
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obtained as the modulation in imaging intensities associated with a large uniform area of the bar
and background air. For example, if 50 mm wide regions of the bar and background air are used
for normalization, δ = (50 mm + 50 mm)-1 = 0.01 cy/mm or lp/mm. The values of the
coefficients in Cn are used in the correction for the harmonics, and they depend on the total
number of primes P and the number of different primes P′ that can be factored into n.
Specifically, Cn = (-1) P + (n - 1) / 2 if P = P′, and Cn = 0 if P > P′.
To avoid undersampling effects, a specially adapted aliasing free realization144,145 of the
bar-pattern technique is used in which the statistical variance V(f) in pixel intensities associated
with a given line-pair frequency is used instead of the modulation value M(f). The basic premise
of this technique is that while V(f) is proportional to the square of the modulation M(f), it is
remarkably unaffected by aliasing. Typically, V(f) is obtained for each spatial frequency by
identifying a region of interest (ROI) the line-pairs of that frequency, and computing the variance
over all pixel intensities within the ROI. In this implementation, Equation 2-8 takes the form of
Equation 2-9142,144,145 below with a similar correction for harmonic contributions for which the
coefficients in Cn are either 0 (if P > P′), 1 (if P′ > 1) or -1 (if P′ = 1). The normalization factor
M0 in Equation 2-9 is simply the difference in imaging intensities between large bar and
background air regions, i.e. only the numerator in Equation 2-5 with f = δ, which is a subtle
variation from the use of M(δ) in Equation 2-8.

V ( nf ) 
V ( f ) − Cn


 π 
n2 
MTF ( f ) =


M0
 2 




(2-9)

2.2 Noise Power Spectrum (NPS)
The fundamental source of noise or uncertainty in a radiographic image can be generally
understood from Equation 2-1, which provides a broad relationship between the imaging
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response and the incident x-ray beam. The scalar term (k) that indicates the transduction of x-ray
photons to the final form of imaging intensities manifests as a stochastic identity whose value
may undergo fluctuations that stem from the physics of x-ray interactions and the nature of
production, detection and acquisition of subsequent imaging quanta (light, ions, electrons, etc)120 .
These fluctuations result in the overall uncertainty of the recorded pixel intensities in an image
that is broadly classified as noise. It is commonly characterized for imaging devices in the form
of the NPS, which is the power spectrum of the variance associated with pixel intensities in the
imaging response to an unattenuated or “open” field as indicated by Equation 2-10143,146-150.

p p 
NPS (u, v )  X Y 
=
 A 

∫  I ( x, y ) − I  e

−i 2π (ux +vy )

2

dx dy

(2-10)

A

In this case, I(x,y) represents an open field or air image of area A and mean imaging intensity Ī
that is acquired using an open field exposure that deposits a uniform radiation field upon the xray detector whose co-ordinate pixel dimensions are given by p X and pY. Typically, open fields
are acquired with field sizes greater than 10 x 10 cm2 at exposures that are relevant for the
specific imaging application, and often for a series of different exposures to verify the
conformation of the detector to expectations of exposure dependent linearity.
The major limitation with the direct implementation of Equation 2-10 is the inevitable
presence of structured and systemic artifacts (due to scatter, beam divergence, etc) that hinder the
delivery of a truly uniform radiation field42,68,77,146,150. This results in a significant overestimation
of the noise at low spatial frequencies and necessitates corrective measures to minimize the
inclusion of low frequency artifacts in the computed NPS. To this end, the difference field
ΔI(x,y) between a pair of identically exposed open field images is used to compute the NPS as
shown in Equation 2-1142,68,143,150. The additional scaling of the NPS by a factor of two is
included in Equation 2-11 to account for the fact that the subtraction of open field images results
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in the addition of their respective variance levels (that may be considered equal for identical
exposures)42,68 . The NPS is also normalized by the mean image intensity Ī to isolate the NPS
from system gain settings.

 1  p p  1
NPS (u, v )    x y 
=
 2  A  I

∫ ∆I ( x, y ) e

− j 2π (ux +vy )

2

dx dy

(2-11)

A

The NPS obtained in this fashion is a 2-D spectrum of the imaging system variance, and
it is often desirable to extract 1-D NPS components along individual axes. Moreover, the
acquisition of 1-D NPS spectra is also necessary to conform to MTF measurements that are
obtained along individual co-ordinate axes for further characterization of imaging performance.
The extreme susceptibility of the NPS to low frequency baseline artifacts make it impractical to
extract 1-D NPS components from the axial vectors of NPS(u,v), i.e. NPS(u,0) and NPS(0,v).
Therefore, more sophisticated techniques have been devised that sample the NPS(u,v) field along
the elements immediately adjacent to the axes42,68,150. Typically, this is performed by acquiring
“slices” of NPS(u,v) parallel to the u and v axes that are commonly 3 or 4 elements thick. The
axial frequency indices (u,v) are used to populate the NPS values into suitably selected 1-D
frequency bins where f = (u2 + v2) -2.
2.3 Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE)
The overall performance of an imaging device and its general ability to provide images of
good quality is best represented by the DQE of the imaging system. While overall image quality
can be affected by x-ray beam characteristics, the imaged object, and the imaging detector itself,
the DQE only reflects the performance of the detector and its ability to preserve the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) characteristics of the incident x-ray beam. The DQE can be generally defined
according to Equation 2-12119, where SNRin and SNRout reflect the SNR values of the incident xray beam and the output image respectively. Based on the Poisson noise distribution of x-ray
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quanta, SNRin2 is effectively reduced to the total number of x-ray photons in the incident beam.
The maximum DQE for clinically used EPIDs lie in the range between 0.1% (video EPIDs) to
1% (flat-panel EPIDs).

DQE =

SNRout 2
SNRin 2

(2-12)

The interactions of the incident x-rays as well as secondary photons and electrons within
the detector results in the absorption of energy by the detection medium, which leads to
subsequent generation of imaging quanta. For example, the absorbed energy is converted to light
in a scintillator, and ions in an ionization medium. Depending on the quantity of energy that was
absorbed in a given interaction, any number of subsequent signal quanta (light photons or ion
pairs) may be liberated in the detector, and for a large energy range of interactions, this
represents a significant addition to the uncertainty of the image detection. Therefore, the
absorbed energy distribution (AED) associated with the detection of an x-ray beam, which
indicates the energy distribution of the interaction events within the detection medium, is a
fundamental limiting factor that affects imaging performance. Subsequently, a more descriptive
form of Equation 2-12 is often used to express the DQE in terms of the characteristics of the
AED spectrum associated with an imaging detector for a given x-ray beam42,77,87.
2



 ∫ E AED ( E ) dE 
2
 1  M1
E

=
DQE =
 
N ∫ E 2 AED ( E ) dE  N  M 2

(2-13)

E

In Equation 2-13, E indicates a generic index of energy, N is the total number of incident x-ray
photons, and M1 and M2 represent the first and second moment of the AED. Equation 2-13 can be
further adjusted by including the zeroth moment (M0 ) of the AED as shown in Equation 2-14. In
this case, the ratio of M0 over the total number of incident photons (N) represents the overall x-
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ray sensitivity of the imaging detector that is commonly referred to as the quantum efficiency
(QE) of the detector. Further, the moment terms can be rearranged to express the DQE in terms
of a scaling term that is referred to as a “Swank factor” (AS), which reflects the fractional
magnitude of the DQE relative to QE151 .
=
DQE

M 0 M 12
M 12
QE
= QE
=
N M 0M 2
M 0M 2
AS

(2-14)

The above realizations of DQE are extremely useful in theoretical evaluations of an
imaging detector especially in megavoltage imaging, wherein the effect of x-ray detection
efficiency is a major focus of research. It must be noted that Equations 2-12 – 2-14 generally
represent qualified forms of DQE that can depart from the true DQE of a practical imaging
device due to two factors. First, these expressions only indicate broad imaging signal
characteristics reflecting large uniform imaging fields and therefore, the evaluated DQE strictly
pertain to zero spatial frequency only, i.e. DQE(0). Second, subsequent stages of image detection
commonly introduce more uncertainty into the imaging signal that often requires detailed
characterization using more sophisticated theoretical models. Therefore, practical measurements
of DQE to determine overall system performance are based on Equation 2-1542,58,68,69,77,143,152
below.

MTF 2 ( f )
DQE ( f ) =
Φ NPS ( f )

(2-15)

In this case, the DQE is obtained as a function of spatial frequency to indicate the combined
influence of spatial resolution in the form of MTF and imaging noise in the form of NPS. The
normalizing term (Φ) refers to the quantum fluence (in photons/mm2) associated with the open
fields used to obtain the NPS measurements. In a general classification, the fluence Φ and the
ratio of MTF2 and NPS can be taken to represent SNRin2 and SNRout2 respectively. It must be
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noted that Equation 2-11 expresses NPS spectra in units of mm2 (with explicit scaling with pixel
area using p X and pY) to facilitate the use of the fluence Φ in Equation 2-15 so that the overall is
obtained as normalized unitless metric.
2.4 Theoretical Analysis of Imaging Systems
The imaging parameters introduced in sections 2.1 – 2.3 can be powerful tools in
describing varied imaging properties of any x-ray detector. While they can be directly measured
using Equation 2-15 for practical and existing imaging systems, theoretical techniques may be
required to obtain these metrics for conceptual or hypothetical prototypes of such systems for
research and development. Such theoretical tools may be based on modeling the physics
associated with the imaging device as a surrogate for actual measurement, or they may
incorporate computational systems based on individually characterized components. These
methods have been briefly described in this section.
2.4.1 Monte Carlo Simulations
Any stochastic process that is based on a known probability density function (PDF) can
be modeled by the random sampling of such a PDF to simulate or “mimic” its natural
occurrence, and this form of non-deterministic modeling is generally referred to as a Monte
Carlo simulation153,154 . In general, a Monte Carlo simulation models a stochastic process by
generating a series of events based on repeated random sampling of its PDF. The effective mean
outcome of the simulated events is considered an accurate representation of the true expected
outcome if a sufficiently large number of events are sampled, and if the sampling process is truly
random153,154. With the recent onset of exceptionally high computational power that includes
computing speed, parallel processing, memory, algorithm development, and high quality random
number generators, Monte Carlo simulations provide an extremely powerful and popular tool in
a variety of applications153-155 . Since the physics of x-ray interactions in a given medium are
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generally well understood, Monte Carlo simulations have been extensively used for radiation
transport in various fields including industry and medical physics (radiology and
radiotherapy)156, and several commercial software packages containing stand-alone code systems
for photon and electron transport are currently available. Monte Carlo simulations are
particularly useful in radiographic imaging research and studying x-ray detectors since they can
be used to isolate the intrinsic x-ray detection characteristics of various imaging media that
cannot be easily measured experimentally. They are an invaluable tool when evaluating multiple
combinations of detector material and geometries, as simulation results can be used to identify
optimal detector geometries that provide good x-ray sensitivity as well as spatial resolution. In
this research two standard code systems were used to perform radiation transport calculations to
characterize the radiographic merits of prototype imaging detectors.
1) Integrated Tiger Series, version 3.0 (ITS 3.0), developed by Sandia National Laboratory
(Albuquerque, NM), and distributed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge, TN)157
2) Monte Carlo N-Particle, “eXtended” version 2.5 (MCNPX 2.5), developed and distributed by
Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos, NM)158
In ITS 3.0, the 3-D transport code (referred to as “ACCEPTP”) was used with a separate
cross section generation code (“XGENP”) to perform simulations. Both the ITS (ACCEPTP) and
MCNPX code systems facilitate a 3-D combinatorial geometry to define the simulation field and
material regions, and both feature comparable cross section databases and transport physics that
were appropriately benchmarked prior to distribution. The codes facilitate the user to specify a
variety of simulation parameters including the nature and strength of the source, material and
structural geometry, several tracking and scoring options, and termination parameters, and
several significant imaging characteristics like dose or energy deposition, spatial intensity
distributions, and energy distributions can be tallied for the desired radiation beam and detector.
Specific details and user operation of the numerous features involved in selecting simulation
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parameters may be easily found in the literature disbursed with the simulation codes and will not
be separately described here. In general, the MCNPX codes allow greater freedom to the user in
designing and running simulations through the use of more user controlled variables for defining
more complex structures, designating particle importance, etc. No code modifications were made
prior to running MCNPX simulations. The ITS codes were modified slightly to increase memory
parameters allocated to selected variables to facilitate larger geometries with more structures and
more energy bins. In this research, the ITS codes were used to model radiation transport
calculations for the CsI(Tl) scintillator for the TSC video EPID prototype system (MCNPX was
yet to be installed at the time). MCNPX was used to perform simulations for the FOSGA system.
2.4.2 Linear Cascaded Systems Modeling
The linear systems analysis of radiographic imaging devices is generally based on
characterizing system performance in terms of the integrity with which the SNR of the imaging
signal is preserved as indicated in Equation 2-12. A linear cascaded systems analysis is a
compartmentalized extension of Equation 2-12, wherein the overall SNR characteristics of an
imaging device are evaluated based on component contributions of individual compartments or
“stages” of imaging159,160. In this case, the imaging system is typically compartmentalized into
stages based on the relevant processes involved in the conversion of incident x-rays to the final
image. Based on the specific nature of the imaging device, the stages may be classified as “gain”,
“spreading”, or “additive noise” stages as described below.
2.4.2.1 Gain stages (“gi”)
If a hypothetical “ith” stage of the cascaded systems model of an imaging device involves
the detection or transduction of quanta (eg. detection of x-rays, conversion of energy from
radiation interactions to light or ions, camera light sensitivity, etc), such a stage is characterized
by the value of the associated gain factor (gi), which is typically the efficiency or quantum
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conversion factor of that process. The effect of the stochastic nature of the gain on the overall
uncertainty in the number of quanta constituting the imaging signal at any point is incorporated
in the form of a so called “Poisson excess” term (Єgi) as shown in Equation 2-16160. In this case,
Ni and N i-1 represent the number of quanta constituting the imaging signal in the i-1th and ith
stages respectively, and σgi2 indicates the variance associated with the stochastic gain gi.

N=
gi N i −1 and ∈=
i
gi

σ gi 2
gi

−1

(2-16)

The Poisson excess Єgi essentially quantifies the potential departure of the quantum population
from a Poisson distribution (σgi2 = gi and Єgi = 0 for a true Poisson distribution) 160. Therefore, if
an ith stage adds to the overall uncertainty of quanta, this is reflected in the value of Єgi (since σgi2
> gi and Єgi > 0). It must be noted that since most imaging or detection processes conform to a
binomial selection (eg. an x-ray photon is either detected or not), Equation 2-17 holds true in
most stages159,160.

σ gi 2 =gi (1 − gi ) and ∈gi =− gi

(2-17)

2.4.2.2 Spreading stages (“Ti”)
Any part of the imaging process that may affect the spatial resolution of the imaging
device by contributing to the spread or blurring of quanta in space is considered a spreading
stage (eg. spread of secondary photons and electrons, blurring of light within a lens, ion
diffusion, etc). As described with Equation 2-1, the spreading of quanta in space can be
characterized by an appropriate spread function (PSF or LSF), and similarly component
contributions of such a spread function can be determined for a given stage of the cascaded
systems model. However, since linear systems analysis is based on DQE characterization in the
spatial frequency domain, the spreading associated with a hypothetical ith stage of a system is
characterized by an appropriately devised transfer function Ti(f), which is effectively the MTF
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contribution of that stage. As shown in Equation 2-18, the overall MTF of an imaging system can
be obtained as the product of the individual stage contributions of a cascaded systems
model159,160.

MTF ( f ) =T1 ( f ) × T2 ( f ) × T3 ( f ) . . =.∏ Ti ( f )

(2-18)

i

A spreading stage does not have a specific gain value associated with it as the gain and spreading
processes are typically separated into individual stages. Therefore, a spreading stage is allocated
a deterministic gain of unity (gi = 1, σgi2 = 0, and Єgi = -1)160.
2.4.2.3 Additive noise stages (“Si”)
If a hypothetical ith stage of the cascaded systems model adds to the overall uncertainty in
the signal quanta by virtue of additive noise (eg. dark current in electronic circuitry), the
contribution of this stage is indicated by the a relative variance component S i(f). In practice, this
additive noise term is obtained as the NPS spectrum associated with the additive noise as a ratio
with the number of signal quanta exiting the given stage159,160. Thus, Si(f) indicates the fractional
increase in the variance of the imaging signal in the ith stage as a result of additive noise.
2.4.2.4 System analysis
The cascaded systems model is implemented by identifying and characterizing the
component stages of the imaging device as described in sections 2.4.2.1 – 2.4.2.3. The stages are
appropriately ordered sequentially, as the output of every stage forms the input to the next stage
starting with the incidence of x-rays to final image formation. During the analysis, the signal and
noise characteristics of imaging quanta are accounted for and tabulated as they are propagated
serially through various stages of detection and transduction. The quantum accounting model can
also be used for graphic representation that is commonly referred to as a quantum accounting
diagram (QAD), which depicts the number of quanta associated with each stage in the model and
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its relative progression through various stages of detection. Such QAD plots can be useful in
identifying potential weaknesses in system design on account of significant “quantum sinks”. In
this case, a quantum sink represents the stage associated with the fewest number of signal
quanta, which essentially sets the fundamental limit for the maximum attainable SNR in the
overall imaging signal (eg. the coupling efficiency of the lens in video EPIDs represents a
significant quantum sink). For a more detailed representation of imaging performance, the
overall DQE of the imaging system can be determined using Equation 2-19159,160.

1

DQE ( f ) =
1+ ∑
i

(2-19)

1+ ∈gi Ti ( f ) + Si ( f )
2

∏

i
j =1

gi Ti ( f )

2

The linear cascaded systems model allows each stage to be evaluated separately as well as in
terms of their influence on the performance of the imaging device. It enables a platform that can
be used to optimize imaging systems through the use of various combinations of specific system
components while eliminating the significant cost and effort involved in actual experiments and
imaging measurements. In this research, the linear systems analysis was used to characterize and
optimize prototype configurations for the TSC and FOSGA systems. These studies are described
in complete detail in the following chapters.
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Figure 2-1. MTF measurement using slit and edge response techniques.
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Figure 2-2. Modulation response technique – measurement of modulations from a sine pattern.
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Figure 2-3. Modulation response technique – calculations of MTF from modulation profiles.
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Figure 2-4. Angulated slit and edge methods – incremental sub-pixel shifting of pixel centers.
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Figure 2-5. Angulated slit and edge methods – reconstruction of oversampled LSF and ESF. (A)
Regularly sampled LSF (straight slit), (B) Oversampled LSF (angulated slit), (C)
Regularly sampled ESF (straight edge), (D) Oversampled ESF (angulated edge).
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CHAPTER 3
PROTOTYPE 1 – THICK SCINTILLATION CRYSTAL (TSC)
The first prototype EPID system investigated in this research was based on a
conventional mirror and lens coupled camera system featuring a thick scintillator crystal (TSC)
as a high QE luminescent detector. Hereafter, the term “TSC” may be used to describe both a
generic scintillation medium for use in the above prototype, and the system itself as a whole. In
this chapter, a detailed analysis of a prototype TSC system is presented including intrinsic
scintillator characteristics, clinical and imaging measurements to describe imaging performance,
and a theoretical modeling of imaging characteristics to optimize the system. In this case, Monte
Carlo simulations were used to study the intrinsic x-ray detection characteristics of the TSC and
its dependence on scintillator thickness. Based on methods described in sections 2.1 – 2.3,
measurements of imaging performance were conducted through MTF, NPS, and DQE
calculations for a proof-of-principle TSC system that was installed on a clinical linac gantry for
low dose verification imaging. Extensive measurements were carried out to build and validate a
linear systems model for the TSC, and an optimized system configuration for a future imaging
prototype was developed.
3.1 CsI(Tl) as a Scintillator
In this study, CsI(Tl) was selected as the TSC luminescent screen due to its inherent
advantages as an x-ray detector, and partly as a continuation of existing collaborative work87.
CsI(Tl) has been widely used as a scintillator in radiation detection applications as a result of
several attractive and beneficial physical characteristics. It provides high x-ray sensitivity due to
its relatively high density (4.51g/cm3) and high effective Z (~ 54). It lends admirably to
mechanical fabrication as it is softer and more malleable than comparable inorganic scintillators,
and it can be cut and shaped easily without damage. While it is reactive to water, it is far less
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hygroscopic than other alkyl halide scintillators, particularly sodium iodide (NaI). While several
scintillators that provide high light output have emerged recently161-163, CsI(Tl) provides an
optimal combination of scintillation properties specific to x-ray imaging (including density,
effective Z, light output, emission wavelength, mechanical handling, and cost). Its luminescence
spectrum is peaked at 550 nm, which suitably matches the peak sensitivity of conventionally
used light sensing systems in x-ray imaging (including camera targets and a-Si arrays). CsI(Tl)
has a relatively high decay time (~ 1 μs) associated with its luminescent response, which is
characteristic of the use of thallium activation in inorganic alkyl halide type scintillators164.
However, this is not a significant issue in x-ray imaging compared to spectroscopic applications.
Studies have also suggested that CsI(Tl) is reasonably resistant to radiation damage (~ 14%
reduction in light output for radiation doses up to 2 x106 rad)163. One of the most attractive
features of CsI(Tl) is its optical clarity compared to standard Gd2O2 S:Tb based phosphor screens.
Light produced in response to radiation interactions can exit the detector more efficiently and
with minimal blurring since the clear crystal provides excellent optical coupling to the
subsequent light sensor, which is a camera system in the case of the TSC. Although, CsI(Tl) can
be used in both segmented and unsegmented configurations, a single monolithic slab of CsI(Tl)
was selected as the TSC scintillator based on observed limitations of its use in structured arrays83
and promising results when realized in unsegmented form87.
3.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
As a necessary precedent to developing a complete TSC system, Monte Carlo simulations
were used to establish the intrinsic x-ray detection characteristics of CsI(Tl) as a scintillator,
which refer to its radiographic imaging properties based solely on the specific nature of radiation
interactions in response to incident x-rays. The 3-D transport code (ACCEPTP) of the ITS 3.0
Monte Carlo simulation package was used to model the x-ray absorption characteristics of
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CsI(Tl) and quantify the influence of scintillator thickness on imaging performance. In this case,
the transport problem was set up as shown in Figure 3-1. The standard key word command
structure that is built in to the ITS codes were used to specify material and source specifications,
the problem geometry, and relevant simulation parameters. The detector was specified to be a
block of pure CsI with an area of 20 x 20 cm2 and variable thickness. Thallium doping was not
explicitly specified since it only affects light activation, and exact concentrations and spatial
distributions of activation centers were not easily available. This approximation is common for
radiation transport problems in CsI(Tl) scintillators85,87,94, and it is not expected to affect the
accuracy of the results. The radiation source was modeled as a point, monodirectional emitter of
megavoltage x-rays whose energy spectrum was specified based on reported values for a clinical
6 MV radiotherapy linac165. Although this misrepresents practical linac sources that deliver
divergent beams off a finite source size (~ 1 – 3 mm focal spot size) 166, it is applicable to linear
systems based characterization of imaging detectors assuming shift invariance. Since the focal
spot size was not modeled, this analysis did not include the loss of spatial resolution due to
source size (dependent on magnification), and subsequent calculations represented the MTF
associated with the detector only. Also, possible variations in the results due to differences in
reported beam spectra are not expected to be significant based on prior tests77. The source
position was specified to be at the center of the top surface of the scintillator.
Two output tallies were scored to describe the distribution of all radiation interaction
events in energy and space. The energy distribution of the recorded events (referred to as a
“pulseheights” tally) was scored over 600 linear energy bins (0.01 MeV wide) to reflect the
spectral variations in the energy absorption characteristics of the scintillator, which was
previously defined as the AED term in Equation 2-13. Similarly, the spatial distribution of the
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energy deposition events indicated the 2-D spread function or PSF of the scintillator. In this case,
the detector was sectioned into virtual voxels by zoning them into 20 μm wide longitudinal slabs
as illustrated in Figure 3-1. By obtaining separate tallies of the energy deposition events recorded
in each virtual voxel, the spatial distribution of events was conveniently obtained in the form of
the intrinsic LSF of the detector. By sampling the interaction events in 20 μm spatial bins, the
LSF could be discretized to near analog perfection as the effective Nyquist frequency limit (25
cy/mm) for this sampling was significantly higher than the spatial frequency range of interest in
megavoltage imaging (~ 0 – 1 cy/mm). The photon and electron energy cut-offs for the
simulations were set at 10 and 521 keV respectively in accordance with recommended
norms41,42,58,77,87,94,142,159 for transport problems in radiation detection based on benchmarking
standards of output accuracy relative to simulation time. All simulations were carried out by
running 10 million photon histories (in 10 batches), which resulted in good overall accuracy in
the AED and LSF tallies, especially in the energy and spatial bins contributing the dominant
portion (~ 95%) of the AED and LSF tallies respectively.
Simulations were run for a series of scintillator thicknesses ranging from 5 – 100 mm,
and selected results of the AED and LSF tallies are shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 respectively.
The AED plots (expressed in interaction events per incident x-ray photon) indicated that most
energy deposition events occurred in the broad energy range of 0.1 – 1 MeV and were peaked in
the vicinity of 0.5 MeV, which is consistent with previously reported simulations results87 . The
benefit of utilizing thicker detectors is highlighted by the increasing AED pulseheights for
greater scintillator thicknesses. Error bars (typically expressed in terms of standard error) have
been excluded from most of the AED plots since they were frequently too small to visualize
clearly, and they also decreased the overall clarity and ability to distinguish plot legends. They
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have been included for one of the AED tallies (scintillator thickness of 100 mm) to reflect the
general magnitude of these standard errors that were generally consistent over all thicknesses.
The relative error (fraction of one standard error over the mean) in the AED tallies ranged from a
minimum of < 1% for the bins receiving the highest event counts to a maximum of 100% (some
energy bins did not register any events). However, the simulated AED tallies were considered
sufficiently accurate with over 95% of the cumulative AED (area under the curve) being from
energy bins with < 5% relative error. The LSF plots in Figure 3-3 have been normalized to unit
peak intensities to visualize their relative widths for different scintillator thicknesses. The plots
indicated that increasing the thickness of the scintillator resulted in a broadening of the LSF
profiles, which can be attributed to the greater pathlengths and lateral spreading of secondary
photons and electrons in thicker detectors. Error bars were excluded from the LSF plots since
they were too small to visualize (nearly 0% relative error) for the plotted range in Figure 3-3.
Specifically, over 95% of the cumulative LSF had a relative error of < 1%, and all LSF values
that were > 0.5% of the peak intensity had < 1% relative error (maximum relative error was at
the tail ends and was ~ 12%).
The AED and LSF tallies were used in the calculation of intrinsic QE, DQE(0), and MTF
as a function of scintillator thickness based on Equations 2-14, 2-13, and 2-4 respectively. As
shown in Figure 3-4, both QE and DQE(0) increased with scintillator thickness. Compared to
standard phosphor screens (QE < 2% at 6 MV), significant improvements in QE (up to 10 – 100
times greater) can be achieved with CsI(Tl) scintillators for a thickness range in the order of a
few cm. Similar improvements can also be observed in the calculated DQE(0), although they
only represent intrinsic detector characteristics that reflect upper estimates of imaging
performance. The calculated QE values had negligible uncertainty (relative error < 0.1%) as they
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were accumulated over the entire AED pulseheight spectrum. The DQE(0) values also had very
low relative errors (0.1 – 2%) that were generally reduced with higher scintillator thicknesses.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the effect of scintillator thickness on intrinsic MTF. As expected with the
observed trends in LSF profiles, the MTF steadily declined with increasing detector thickness,
and this effect was more pronounced at lower thicknesses. All the calculated MTF values had
negligible relative errors (< 0.1%), and may be considered equivalent to presampled MTF
spectra since the LSF profiles were sampled with near analog precision in extremely small
voxels (20 μm wide).
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 demonstrate the effective trade-off between x-ray sensitivity (QE)
and spatial resolution (MTF), which improve and decline with scintillator thickness respectively.
To resolve this trade-off, an approximation for the effective intrinsic DQE(f) spectrum (spatial
frequency dependent DQE) of the scintillator was formulated using Equation 3-1.

DQE ( f ) ≈ DQE (0) MTF 2 ( f )

(3-1)

This estimate of DQE(f) was based on an extension of Equation 2-15 with the assumption that
the intrinsic NPS spectrum for the detector was constant over all spatial frequencies (i.e. white
noise). The intrinsic DQE(f) spectra obtained in this fashion for the CsI(Tl) scintillator are shown
in Figure 3-6. The DQE(f) increased consistently with scintillator thickness at all spatial
frequencies, which indicated a more dominant influence on QE and DQE(0) compared to its
effect on the MTF.
3.3 Prototype TSC Video EPID System
Following the characterization of the intrinsic radiographic merits of CsI(Tl) in relation to
detector thickness, a proof-of-principle prototype of the TSC system was assembled using a test
CsI(Tl) scintillating screen and a custom installed camera system. The principal aims of
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developing the test prototype system were to extend the intrinsic imaging performance
characterization carried out with Monte Carlo simulations to a practical measurement of imaging
performance to further classify the system and study the effects of various system components.
Imaging protocols including exposure or dose settings, camera operating parameters, and image
processing were established following a custom installation of the camera system. Quantitative
measurements of MTF, NPS, and DQE were acquired along with images of anthropomorphic
phantoms for qualitative visualization of image quality. Detailed measurements to characterize
various system components of the prototype were also obtained towards implementing
theoretical models of imaging performance.
3.3.1 Design Considerations
The essential design considerations for a practical lens coupled scintillator – camera
system include an appropriate choice of scintillator thickness, and the optical parameters of the
lens and camera system, all of which depend on specifications and tolerance criteria associated
with the imaging field. As indicated by Figures 3-4 – 3-6, the selection of thickness for a CsI(Tl)
scintillator was not explicitly limited by spatial resolution since the overall intrinsic DQE
steadily increased with thickness at all spatial frequencies. However, it is limited by the finite
“depth of focus” of the lens. For a given optical geometry, the lens is configured to focus on a
specific surface or plane in the scintillator (typically located near the center). The focus is
diminished as one goes away from this median plane towards the top and bottom surfaces of the
scintillator, and this effectively restricts its practical thickness. Precise focal depth calculations
can be used to identify the maximum scintillator thickness that is feasible within focal tolerances
based on the optical geometry and pixel size.
For a given scintillator – camera system, the lens is ordinarily positioned so that the
optical path between the lens and the scintillator (sum of scintillator – mirror and mirror – lens
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distances) matches the distance between the x-ray source and the scintillator. The choice of the
camera system including the camera tube or target type and pixel dimensions is commonly
dictated by the imaging application, and the selection of the lens is based on the focusing
requirements for a given imaging geometry (field sizes and distances). The optical properties of a
lens are commonly described in terms of its focal length (which determines its magnification)
and an f-number (also referred to as f-stop or f-ratio), which is the ratio of the focal length to the
diameter of the iris aperture. Lens specifications depend on the imaging field size, camera target,
source and detector positions, and focal depth tolerances42,87 . In practice, there is significant
interplay between the above parameters and an optimal combination of these parameters has to
be obtained iteratively for the best possible light collection and spatial resolution42.
For the most part, these generic optical design techniques can be implemented with thick
and clear scintillators like CsI(Tl) in much the same way as with phosphor screens. However, the
physical properties of the scintillator need to be considered for certain aspects of optical coupling
geometry. When using thick and optically clear scintillators instead of thin diffuse phosphor
screens, the increased thickness and transparency of the luminescent detector results in two
separate sources of optical blurring in the acquired images. One form of optical blurring that
occurs uniformly across the entire image is caused by the refraction of light exiting the
scintillation medium87. The refractive bending of light rays results in a shift in the plane of focus
of the lens that uniformly blurs the final image. This problem can be easily corrected by
adjusting the position of the lens to compensate for light refraction. In this case, the ratio of the
source – scintillator distance to the scintillator – lens optical path is made equal to the refractive
index of the scintillator87 . Another source of optical blurring with a thick and clear scintillator is
a specific spatially variant form of geometric blurring that is illustrated in Figure 3-7. When x-
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ray photons originating from arbitrary points in the object plane interact within the scintillator,
they generate a succession of light emission events along its path to form a scintillation track for
each detected point in the object plane. With a divergent x-ray beam and a conventional light
coupling geometry (the mirror and lens are situated below the luminescent screen), the
scintillation tracks for all interactions are effectively resolved in the form of their linear
projections at the lens’ focus plane. This results in a given point in the object plane to be blurred
into a line, and the extent of the blurring increases with scintillator thickness and also with the
distance of the point from the center of the image (there is no blurring at the center) 42,87 . Such
geometric losses of spatial resolution are particularly undesirable since different parts of an
image can suffer from varying degrees of blurring leading to visually distracting image artifacts.
Sawant et al introduced a novel solution to prevent this form of blurring by incorporating a “back
reflecting” or “reverse” optical coupling geometry in which the mirror, lens, and camera
assembly are situated on the superior side of the scintillator (i.e. on the same side as the x-ray
source)87 . As indicated in Figure 3-7, the reverse coupling allows scintillation tracks to be
focused along optical paths that are parallel to the divergence of the x-rays so that all points in
the object plane are faithfully resolved as corresponding points in the image plane. The reverse
optical coupling geometry is illustrated in Figure 3-8.
3.3.2 Prototype Description
A complete prototype design requires an elaborate modeling of the effects of several
physical and optical components as described in section 3.3.1. However, since the test prototype
for the TSC system was developed using existing components (scintillator, linac, and gantry), a
completely optimized prototype configuration was not feasible. The test prototype for the TSC
system was developed as a modification to an existing clinical Siemens BEAMVIEWPLUS portal
imager (hereinafter referred to as the “Beamview”), which is a commercially available first
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generation video EPID that was installed on a Siemens PRIMUS dual energy linac (Siemens
Oncology Care Systems, Concord, CA). The Beamview is a conventional gantry mounted EPID
that utilizes a standard Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). In its
original configuration, the phosphor screen was coupled to a Newvicon-tube camera (512 x 480
pixel2, ~ 30 μm pixel width, 8-bit ADC) via a conventional mirror – lens optical chain. For the
TSC prototype, the phosphor screen was replaced with a clear monolithic CsI(Tl) cystal
scintillator (Saint-Gobain Crystals, Paris, France) with a surface area of 25 x 25 cm2 and a
thickness of 12 mm. The CsI(Tl) scintillator was held by a black support plate mounted to its
upper surface as shown in Figure 3-9. The bottom face of this black plate was made rough to
minimize the reflection of scattered light in order to prevent the contamination of the imaging
signal due to glare. The Beamview camera system was replaced by a Video-Optics V1519
Plumbicon-tube camera (Video-Optics, Los Gatos, CA) for improved spatial and contrast
resolution (1240 x 1024 pixel2 , ~ 30 μm pixel width, 12-bit ADC). A 58 mm, f/1.0 lens (NoctNikkor, Nikon,) was used for focusing (i.e. focal length = 58 mm, f-number = 1.0) that rendered
a demagnification factor of 22.6. The detector mount provided a source – detector distance
(SDD) of 132 cm with an equivalent detector – lens distance, which rendered a pixel width of
0.37 mm at the imaging or detector plane and ~ 0.3 mm at the nominal object plane at the linac
isocenter (100 cm from source). The maximum field-of-view that could be rendered by the
camera optics was 34 x 28 cm2 at isocenter, although the size of the CsI(Tl) scintillator limited
imaging fields to 19 x 19 cm2 .
As shown in Figures 3-4, a 12 mm thick scintillator provides high intrinsic QE and
DQE(0) values (24% and 13% respectively), which is a significant improvement over phosphor
screens for which QE ~ 2% and DQE(0) ~ 1% (all listed values pertain to a 6 MV beam). The
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choice of thickness was motivated by the prior successful use of this scintillator for megavoltage
imaging87 including good image quality and ample focal depth for conventional camera
systems42, which provided a good experimental prototype for imaging measurements and future
design and optimization of the TSC system. The camera system featured a Plumbicon tube
(Phillips Components XQ5002, Narragansett Imaging, North Smithfield, RI) with negligible
pixel gain variations and reduced dark noise compared to conventional tubes. The lead oxide
based target of the Plumbicon was well suited to low light fields and ideal for high frame-rate
megavoltage fluoroscopy with user controlled target integration159. The camera target integration
was user controlled with the help of a programmable camera software interface. A prominent
limitation of the prototype was that the reverse optical coupling shown in Figure 3-8 could not be
utilized due to the conventional gantry mounting of the original Beamview housing.
3.3.3 Imaging with the TSC prototype
During imaging, the linac was operated at 6 MV with an exposure rate of 300 MU/min.
The frame acquisition settings of the camera system were controlled using a dedicated software
interface. The exposure and dose settings could be adjusted for each acquisition by controlling
the integration time of the camera target. The duty cycle of the camera interface consisted of the
camera integration period, which was followed by a blanking signal to clear residual charge
(lasting ~ 40 ms), followed by a period of 200 – 300 ms to write the accumulated 12-bit frames
to the hard disk (the processor configuration available at the time did not allow a “write”
instruction simultaneously with the integration and blanking phases). As a result, fluoroscopic
capability was limited (2 – 3 frames/sec) for imaging with low sub-MU exposures (i.e. < 1 MU)
even though 10 – 15 frames/sec would have been possible with more efficient processor control
depending on processing speed and memory. The images were acquired on the camera control
processor in raw format. Initial images revealed that due to non-ideal crystal growth, the CsI(Tl)
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screen contained a few manufacturing imperfections (~ 0.1 – 4 mm diameter) that were
distributed across the surface of the crystal. These imperfections were varied in shape and size
and were specified to be caused by stress fractures during the growth process. Such
imperfections act as small pockets that scatter the light produced, resulting in visible specks in
the final image. These artifacts could be removed to some extent by a simple flat-field
correction, wherein a flat or open field image was divided out from the original image to reduce
the intensity variations caused by the imperfections. Figure 3-10 illustrates the effect of flat-field
corrections for an image of a pediatric chest phantom acquired with the TSC. It must be noted
that the flat-fielding only corrected for the general intensity variations caused by the crystal
imperfections as more deep rooted effects like scatter and blurring cannot not be removed with
this technique.
For a visual or qualitative inspection of overall image quality with the TSC prototype,
anthropomorphic phantoms (pediatric chest, adult head, and femur and humerus bones in water)
were imaged at various exposure settings. All phantoms were positioned at the isocenter to
reflect clinical patient scatter conditions even though the field of view (19 x 19 cm2 ) was not
sufficient for some phantoms. The camera integration time was adjusted via software control to
provide images in the range of 0.2 – 5 MU, where 1 MU = 1 cGy at the isocenter (i.e. 100 cm
from the x-ray source). For a comparison with other systems, the chest and bone phantoms were
imaged using several clinical portal imagers that included the original Beamview video EPID, an
Elekta iView video EPID (Elekta Inc., Crawley, West Sussex, UK), an Elekta iViewGT flatpanel system, conventional Agfa Cronex 10T therapy film (Agfa-Gavaert N.V., Mortsel,
Belgium), and Kodak EC-L film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). As in the case of the TSC, all
phantoms were positioned at the isocenter, although this rendered varied image magnification
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settings due to differences in the detector position or SDD. The SDD setting was 132 cm for the
Beamview and both films, and the Elekta iView and iViewGT systems had their SDDs set to
nearly 160 cm. The images were acquired at 5 MU for all clinical systems except for
conventional film that required 10 MU, all of which represent typical clinical exposures for these
systems. The film images were digitized using a Microtek ScanMaker 9600XL film scanner
(Microtek, Los Angeles, CA) at 120 dots per inch (dpi) resolution and with 12-bit grayscale
levels (120 dpi indicates ~ 0.2 mm pixel width). The phantom images are shown in Figures 3-11
and 3-12 for visual comparisons. These include TSC images taken with exposures of 0.2, 1, and
5 MU [parts (F), (G), and (H) respectively] to visualize the improvement in image quality with
exposure.
The two clinical video EPIDs (Beamview and iView) provided relatively poor image
quality especially over smaller anatomical features even as their contrast levels over larger
structures were somewhat comparable to the conventional and EC-L film images. This can be
attributed to poor spatial resolution that is characteristic of first generation video EPID systems.
The TSC images at 1 and 5 MU exposures provided good contrast over larger anatomical
structures that was generally comparable to that obtained with the iViewGT flat-panel EPID
(imaged at 5 MU), and slightly superior to both films (5 and 10 MU). However, the flat-panel
and film images featured superior visualization of finer structures indicating greater spatial
resolution relative to the TSC prototype. The sub-MU (0.2 MU) TSC image provided reasonably
good image quality despite the order of magnitude reduction of exposure. Greater contrast and
finer structure detail could be clearly observed for the TSC image at 0.2 MU compared to those
acquired at 5 MU with the Beamview and iView systems. Both conventional and ECL films
were generally comparable in image quality, although conventional film required a much larger
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exposure (10 MU) than EC-L film (5 MU). To investigate the potential of the TSC for
megavoltage fluoroscopy with lower camera integration times, the adult head phantom was
imaged with a lower linac exposure rate of 50 MU/min and target integration set to 36 ms, which
provided a nominal exposure of 0.03 MU to observe the extent of reduction in image quality. It
must be noted that the calculation of the exposure value (product of linac exposure rate and
integration time) may be inaccurate due to uncertainties in the camera and processor clock
cycles, and the lack of synchronization with the linac beam pulses. Figure 3-13 shows images of
the head phantom acquired with the TSC (0.03 and 0.2 MU) and the Beamview (5 MU). In this
case, the TSC image at 0.03 MU offered comparable or better image quality than the Beamview
at 5 MU, while the TSC image at 0.2 MU provided clearly superior image quality.
3.3.4 Imaging Measurements
Quantitative measurements of MTF, NPS, and DQE were carried out with the TSC
prototype to characterize its overall imaging performance based on methods described in Chapter
2 (sections 2.1 – 2.3) and using the imaging set-up and protocol indicated in section 3.3.3.
3.3.4.1 MTF of the TSC prototype
In order to measure the MTF for the prototype TSC, a standard angulated slit response
technique was used to determine the LSF. A slit phantom was constructed using two precision
machined 10 x 10 x 16 cm3 blocks of steel that were clamped together with a slit gap of 100 μm.
In this case, the thickest dimension (16 cm) was oriented along the x-ray beam for maximal
attenuation in the LSF tail. Shims (uniform brass foil of 100 μm thickness) were used to maintain
the slit gap uniformly between the two blocks. The slit phantom was secured with heavy duty
clamps and mounted on the arms of a programmable micro-positioning translation table. The slit
was positioned in the imaging field with a small angulation (~ 2°) with respect to the image coordinate axis and held as close to the top surface of the scintillator as possible. Following an
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initial approximate alignment with respect to the central-axis of the radiation beam using the
linac light field and laser guides, the position of the slit was carefully adjusted in the image plane
using shifts of 100 μm to maximize the x-ray transmission through the slit through trial and
error. Typically, slit measurements are conducted at high exposures (> 10 MU) to minimize
uncertainty. However, the high light output of CsI(Tl) resulted in signal saturation in the camera
system, which limited the use of high exposures. Therefore, the slit response was obtained by
averaging 25 sub-MU frames. One of the collected frames for the slit response image is shown in
Figure 3-14. In order to determine the LSF baseline, the steel blocks were imaged at the same
position after being clamped together with no separation between them. The baseline was
subtracted from the LSF for accurate determination of the low frequency MTF response.
The method reported by Dobbins et al was followed to determine the exact slit
angulation, wherein the variations in the intensity and position (or column index) of the
transmitted slit response peaks over successive rows (assuming the LSF is measured along the
rows) was used to calculate the slit angle143 . Figure 3-15 illustrates the cyclic variation of the
peak intensities over successive rows that were carefully selected from specific regions of the slit
response that were relatively unaffected by structural image artifacts due to crystal imperfections
(no flat-field correction was used to preserve the integrity of the slit response). In this case, the
local maxima of the profile indicated pixels of successive columns whose centers were exactly
aligned with the median axis of the slit gap, while the profile minima resulted from the slit axis
overlaid on the boundary between the pixels. Along the same lines, Figure 3-16 shows the
variation in the relative positions corresponding to the peaks in Figure 3-15, reflecting a stepwise linear shift of column indices due to the slit angle. The exact value of the slit angle was
calculated using the distance (in pixel rows) between successive peak maxima in Figure 3-15 and
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aided by Figure 3-16. For the measured slit response for the TSC prototype, this distance was
found to be approximately 24 pixels, which indicated a slit angle of θ ≈ tan-1 (1/24) = 2.4°. The yaxis co-ordinates in Figures 3-15 and 3-16 were not shown since their exact values were not
significant. At the calculated slit angle, the effectively rendered sampling increment in the LSF
was ~ 0.04 mm. However, to minimize the uncertainty of the oversampled LSF, it was
reconstructed into 0.1 mm wide sampling bins and averaged over all the collected frames to
obtain a smooth LSF with an oversampling factor of nearly 4. The oversampled LSF was
reconstructed as described in section 2.1.3, and is shown in Figure 3-17. For comparison, a
regularly sampled LSF obtained by averaging separate row profiles of the slit response is also
shown.
The presampled MTF for the TSC prototype was calculated using the oversampled LSF
and in Equations 2-4 and 2-7. This measurement represented the overall MTF of the prototype,
which includes the effects of intrinsic radiation interaction characteristics (i.e. spreading of
secondary photons and electrons) in the CsI(Tl) scintillator, spreading of light due to optical
scattering within the scintillator, and the blurring of light by the lens and camera target. The
intrinsic MTF of the scintillator due to radiation interactions alone was previously obtained using
Monte Carlo simulations as described in section 3.2 and Figure 3-5. Due to the high degree of
transparency of CsI(Tl)163, the MTF contribution of light interactions in the scintillator is not
expected to be significant. Therefore, much of the optical blurring in the TSC prototype can be
attributed to the lens and camera system. Separate optical measurements were conducted to
determine the joint contribution of the lens and camera target to the overall MTF. Herein, the
CsI(Tl) screen was replaced with an optical slit target that consisted of two 5 cm thick plastic
blocks separated by a slot gap of 50 μm. The ambient light in the linac room was adjusted to
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provide sufficient light quanta to be transmitted through the slit in order to obtain an accurate
estimation of the optical slit response for the lens and camera system. The optical slit response
was analyzed along the same lines as the previously described treatment of the overall slit
response, and the joint MTF contribution of the lens and camera system was determined. Since
the overall MTF can be expressed as a product of its constituent component contributions as
described by Equation 2-18, the MTF due to the spread of light within the CsI(Tl) scintillator
could be isolated from the overall MTF of the TSC prototype using Equation 3-2.
MTFCsI (Tl ) opt =

MTFsystem
MTFlens + camera
and MTFlens =
MTFCsI (Tl ) rad MTFlens + camera
MTFcamera

(3-2)

In this case, MTFsystem indicates the overall system MTF, and its constituent components due to
radiation interactions in the scintillator, optical spreading in the scintillator, and the blurring due
to the lens and camera system are referred to as MTFCsI(Tl) rad, MTFCsI(Tl) opt, and MTFlens + camera
respectively. Similarly, since the MTF contribution of the camera target alone (MTFcamera) was
provided separately by the vendor (Video-Optics, Los Gatos, CA), the MTF due to the lens itself
(MTFlens) could also be calculated along these lines. It must be noted that Equation 3-2
disregards the locally variant geometric blurring described in Figure 3-7 that resulted from the
use of conventional optical coupling for the TSC prototype instead of the recommended reverse
coupling geometry. However, this effect is not expected to be significant since much of the
spatial frequency range for the MTF measurement was covered in the peak-to-tail transition of
the slit response, which was at or very close to the center of the field where the blurring was
minimal.
The overall and component MTF spectra determined for the TSC prototype are shown in
Figure 3-18. The plots indicated that the overall MTF of the prototype was significantly reduced
compared to the intrinsic MTF due to radiation interactions alone. This was mainly due to the
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poor MTF associated with the optical coupling through the lens that is characteristic of video
EPID systems. Figure 3-19 shows the intrinsic MTF spectra due to radiation interactions alone
and when coupled with optical spreading within the screen for the 12 mm thick CsI(Tl)
scintillator and a standard Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen (1 mm Cu + 0.365 mm Gd2O2 S:Tb). As
expected, the MTF due to radiation interactions alone was significantly greater for the phosphor
screen compared to the CsI(Tl) scintillator due to the large difference in their thicknesses.
However, when the effects of light spreading within the screen were included, the subsequent
reduction in MTF was significantly more severe for the phosphor screen compared to CsI(Tl),
which clearly reflected the inherent advantage of an optically clear scintillator. In other words,
the MTF of a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator is only slightly lower than that for a thin phosphor
screen despite its order-of-magnitude greater thickness due to the optical clarity of CsI(Tl). In
this case, the MTF values for the Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen were obtained from reported
results58 .
Finally, MTF measurements were also conducted using the angulated slit response
method for the original Siemens Beamview video EPID system (i.e. standard phosphor screen +
original Newvicon camera) as well as for the “modified Beamview” with only the camera system
replaced by the prototype Plumbicon camera (i.e. phosphor screen + prototype camera). These
MTF measurements are shown with those for the TSC prototype in Figure 3-20 to indicate the
improved spatial resolution with the prototype camera system alone. Along the same lines as
Figure 3-19, the MTF of the modified Beamview was only slightly greater than that for the TSC
prototype. This validated the premise of utilizing a thick CsI(Tl) scintillator for greater x-ray
detection and light output, as even with the accompanying loss in spatial resolution the MTF due
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to a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator was still comparable to that for a much thinner phosphor
screen.
3.3.4.2 NPS of the TSC prototype
The methods described in section 2.2 were used to determine NPS spectra for the
TSC prototype. A series of open fields (i.e. air images) were acquired with a field size of 20 x 20
cm2 specified at the isocenter, which rendered an exposed area of ~ 26 x 26 cm2 at the scintillator
that just exceeded the imaging surface area (25 x 25 cm2). The images were not flat-field
corrected to the artifacts from crystal imperfections to preserve the integrity of the statistical
distribution of the pixel intensities. Pairs of open field images were randomly selected and
subtracted from each other to remove systematic artifacts. Consecutively acquired frames were
avoided during the selection of the open field pairs to prevent temporal correlation effects in the
calculated NPS spectra. Nearly 50 open field pairs were used to generate difference images to
facilitate averaging of the final NPS spectra. A central 512 x 512 array of pixels was selected
from the open-field difference images (1240 x 1024 pixel2 overall area) to perform NPS
calculations, which covered a large portion of the scintillator imaging area (~ 19 x 19 cm2).
Equation 2-11 was used to obtain 2-D NPS spectra [i.e. NPS(u,v)] for each open field difference
image, from which 3-element thick row and column slices adjacent and parallel to the frequency
co-ordinate axes (u and v respectively) were extracted to generate 1-D NPS profiles [i.e. NPS(u)
and NPS(v) or ~ NPS(f)] in 0.1 cy/mm wide spatial frequency bins as described in section 2.2.
As in the case of the MTF measurements, NPS spectra were separately measured for the
original Siemens Beamview, modified Beamview with the prototype camera, and the TSC
prototype, and are shown in Figure 3-21. The NPS for the TSC has been presented separately
along both co-ordinate axes to illustrate directional differences in the spectra due to the
orientation of the read-out scan lines for the camera target. In this case, the read-out scan lines
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were parallel to the horizontal image axis and perpendicular to the vertical image axis. Although,
the NPS spectra along both directions were generally comparable at lower spatial frequencies,
the NPS along the horizontal axis (i.e. parallel to scan lines) clearly decreased at spatial
frequencies > 0.6 cy/mm. The reduced NPS along the direction of the camera scan lines was
consistent with previously reported studies on a similar Plumbicon tube based camera system167 .
The exact reasons underlying such axial differences were not specified and are not clear. They
may be related to correlation effects due to the lag response of the target. Similar trends have
also been reported for MTF measurements167, although no significant differences were observed
with the TSC prototype, which may be due to the relatively low values of the MTF beyond 0.6
cy/mm.
The NPS for the original Beamview system was determined using open fields acquired at
a higher exposure (5.25 MU) compared to the sub-MU exposures (0.2 MU) used with the
modified Beamview and TSC prototype systems. To account for this, the NPS for the original
Beamview shown in Figure 3-21 has been appropriately scaled up to reflect the expected linear
reduction in NPS with exposure and provide a more accurate comparison of the NPS spectra.
From the NPS plots, the separate improvements in the noise characteristics of the TSC prototype
due to the performance of the CsI(Tl) screen and the prototype camera system can be clearly
observed. The use of the improved camera system in the modified Beamview results in
significantly reduced noise relative to the original Beamview that utilized a conventional
Newvicon tube camera. For the TSC prototype, the use of the CsI(Tl) scintillator led to a further
reduction of the overall noise that can be attributed to its greater x-ray sensitivity and light output
compared to the phosphor screen. Overall, the TSC prototype featured an order-of-magnitude
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reduction in the NPS compared to the Beamview and other commercial first generation video
EPIDs in general.
3.3.4.3 DQE of the TSC prototype
The MTF and NPS measurements for the TSC and Beamview systems were used for
DQE calculations using Equation 2-15. The NPS spectra measured perpendicular to the camera
scan direction was used in this case since it was higher than that parallel to the scan lines, and
represented a more conservative estimate of the imaging uncertainty. The normalization factor
(Φ) that represents the quantum fluence (photons/mm2) associated with the NPS open fields in
these calculations was determined for each system from the specific exposure (MU) used to
acquire open field images, and a series of fluence – dose conversion factors for water or tissue
equivalent media that were generated by Rogers et al using Monte Carlo simulations168. In this
case, the imaging exposure for each open field was converted to a reference dose value in cGy
through the linac output calibration condition, wherein 1 MU = 1 cGy at the isocenter (at a depth
of 1.5 cm in water with a 6 MV beam), and scaled down from the isocenter to an equivalent dose
value at the surface of the detector. The dose at the detector surface was converted to an
equivalent fluence term (photons/mm2) using a mean effective fluence – dose conversion factor
that was obtained by weighting the energy dependent fluence – dose factors168 calculated by
Rogers et al by the reported spectrum165 for a 6 MV beam.
The calculated mean fluence – dose conversion factor for 6 MV beams at the detector
plane for the TSC and Beamview systems was found to be 7.7 X 10-8 cGy.mm2/photon.
Comparable values of fluence – dose factors for 6 MV beams have been reported by Bissonnette
et al (7.4 X 10-8 cGy.mm2/photon)159,167, Munro et al (8.4 X 10-8 cGy.mm2/photon)57 , and
Lachaine et al (7.5 X 10-8 cGy.mm2/photon)68 . The general variability of these values can be
attributed to the use of different beam spectra68 . The relative uncertainty of the calculation was ~
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15%, which was consistent with the general variation in the reported results. The DQE spectra
for the TSC and Beamview systems are shown in Figure 3-22. The DQE for the modified
Beamview was clearly improved relative to the original Beamview, which reflected the superior
spatial resolution and noise characteristics of the prototype Plumbicon tube camera system. The
DQE(0) was ~ 0.1% for the original Beamview, which was consistent with the expected value
for conventional first generation video EPIDs. The prototype camera system led to some
improvement in the modified Beamview that provided DQE(0) ~ 0.3%, although much of the
improvement in imaging performance was in overall spatial resolution. On the other hand, the
TSC prototype provided an order-of-magnitude improvement in DQE compared to the
Beamview systems [DQE(0) ~ 1.7%], which indicated the considerable improvement in imaging
performance due to the enhanced x-ray detection and light output characteristics of the CsI(Tl)
scintillator. The intrinsic DQE for a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator [DQE(0) ~ 13%] that was
previously calculated using Monte Carlo simulations and shown in Figure 3-6 has also been
shown in comparison with the measured DQE of the TSC prototype in Figure 3-22. The orderof-magnitude reduction in the overall DQE for the TSC prototype compared to the intrinsic DQE
of the scintillator itself indicated a severe degradation in imaging performance due to poor
optical coupling.
3.3.5 Linear Cascaded Systems Modeling
The linear systems modeling was implemented with the TSC system to provide a
theoretical platform to design and optimize a future prototype configuration.
3.3.5.1 Characterization of component stages
Based on the physical processes underlying the progression of imaging quanta in the TSC
system, it could be differentiated into 10 serial stages that were separately identified by their
respective gain (g), spreading (T) or additive noise (S) components. These include 5 gain stages,
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4 spreading stages, and 1 source of additive noise. The 5 stages of quantum gain were
characterized in terms of the detection or conversion efficiencies for x-ray or light photons. The
quantum spreading stages were represented by their separate MTF contributions, all of which
were previously characterized during the measurement of MTF spectra for the TSC prototype in
section 3.3.4.1. The MTF components associated with each quantum spreading stage were
described in Equation 3-2. Finally, a source of additive noise was quantified in terms of its
relative contribution to the overall NPS spectrum of the TSC EPID system. The linear cascaded
systems model highlighting the component stages for the TSC is shown in Figure 3-23.
The first stage of the linear systems model for the TSC can be identified as the detection
of incident x-ray photons by the CsI(Tl) scintillator. The corresponding gain (g1) associated with
x-ray detection was previously characterized as the QE of the CsI(Tl) scintillator using Monte
Carlo simulations (section 3.2) and is shown in Figure 3-4. The simulation results indicated that
for a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator, g1 = 0.24 ± 0.001. Since x-ray detection can be considered
a process of binomial selection (an x-ray either interacts in the scintillator or passes through), the
Poisson excess term Єg1 = -g1.
The second component stage of the TSC involves the spread of secondary photons and
electrons due to radiation interactions in the CsI(Tl) scintillator. Its associated MTF contribution
(T2) and was previously described as the intrinsic MTF of the scintillator in section 3.2 and
Figure 3-5, and also as MTFCsI(Tl) rad in section 3.3.4.1 and Equation 3-2. It was specifically
shown for a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator in Figures 3-18 and 3-19.
In the third stage of the cascaded systems model, the energy absorbed due to radiation
interactions in the CsI(Tl) scintillator is converted to visible light. This scintillation or x-ray to
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light conversion quantum gain (g3) as well as its associated variance (σg32) and subsequent
Poisson excess value (Єg3 ) were quantified using Equation 3-3 below.

g3 = ηopt

σ g 32
σ 2
Eabs
2
ηopt 2 abs 2
− 1 where σ g=
and ∈=
3
g3
Eopt
g3
Eopt

(3-3)

In this case, Ēabs and σabs2 indicate the mean energy absorbed by the scintillator from radiation
interactions and its associated variance respectively. The value of Ēopt is the mean energy of the
visible light photons emitted via scintillation in response to radiation interactions. The fraction
ηopt represents the intrinsic energy conversion efficiency of the luminescence process in CsI(Tl),
which governs the fraction of the total deposited energy due to radiation interactions that is
converted to visible light. The values of Ēopt (= 2.28 eV) and ηopt (= 0.123) were obtained from
the emission spectrum of the CsI(Tl) crystal and an overall light output value (~ 54 light photons
per keV of x-ray deposition energy) provided by the vendors (Saint-Gobain Crystals, Paris,
France), while Ēabs and σabs2 were calculated according to Equation 3-4 from the moments of the
AED pulseheight spectrum obtained using Monte Carlo simulations (section 3.2).
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E

Based on Equations 3-3 and 3-4, Ēabs = 1.019 ± 0.001 MeV, σabs2 = 0.9 ± 0.001 MeV, g3 = 5.5 x
104, σg32 = 2.6 x 109, and Єg3 = 4.8 x 104.
The fourth stage of the cascaded systems model involves the spreading of light generated
via luminescent emission within the scintillator. Its associated MTF contribution (T4) was
previously evaluated using Equation 3-2 and is shown in Figure 3-18.
The fifth stage of the cascaded systems model reflects the fraction (g5) of the total
number of emitted light photons that can exit the scintillator based on its optical transmission.
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The optical linear attenuation coefficient for CsI(Tl) was determined to be ~ 0.09 cm-1 based on
reported measurements of optical transmission for an inch thick CsI(Tl) crystal163. For the 12
mm thick CsI(Tl), g5 was calculated to be ~ 0.9. Some uncertainty is associated with the value of
g5 depending on the specific location of light emission and the distance travelled by the light
photon before exiting the scintillator surface. However, this variability was ignored (Єg5 ≈ -g5)
since it is expected to be relatively small compared to the high optical clarity of CsI(Tl).
The sixth stage of the TSC model is represented by the optical coupling efficiency (g6) of
the focusing cone of the lens. The value of g6 was obtained using Equation 3-5 based on the
method prescribed by Swindell43, wherein the fraction of light entering the focusing cone of the
lens can be calculated as a function of the optical transmission of the lens (τ), the refractive index
of the scintillator (η), the f-number (f ) of the lens, and the demagnification factor (m) of the lens.

g6 =

τ
 4 n f (1 + m )

(3-5)

2

In this case, the value of the lens optical transparency τ (= 0.9) was selected as a median or
typical value within a range (0.7 – 1.0) reported in literature43,44,83,86,159,169. The demagnification
m (= 22.6) was determined from the ratio of the imaging pixel dimensions at the plane of the
scintillator and at the plane of the camera target. The refractive index η for CsI(Tl) is 1.79, while
an f/1.0 lens (i.e. f = 1.0) was used with the prototype camera system. From these values, g6 was
calculated to be 3.15 x 10-5 (Єg6 = -g6). The extremely low value of g6 indicates a significant loss
in light quanta that characteristically degrades the imaging performance of lens – coupled
scintillator – camera based imaging systems. It must be noted that Equation 3-5 is specifically
applicable to a clear scintillator like CsI(Tl) since optical absorption losses within the scintillator
are not significant, and the scintillator effectively acts as an aggregation of independent point
isotropic light sources43,169 . However, this assumption breaks down for a conventional phosphor
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screen with significant light absorption, and the screen effectively acts as a Lambertian emitter as
the angular emission distribution of the light exiting the screen is generally forward peaked43,169 .
According to Liu et al169, the light coupling efficiency for Lambertian light distributions is
greater than that described by Equation 3-5 for an isotropic emitter by a factor approximately
equal to 4η2.
The seventh stage of image detection consists of the spreading of light within the lens due
to optical scatter, whose effect is greatly compounded by the demagnification of the imaging
field via its focusing cone. The associated MTF component (T7 ) was previously determined using
Equation 3-2 and is shown in Figure 3-18.
The eighth stage of image detection involves the optical detection efficiency (g8) of the
camera target. The value of g8 for the Plumbicon camera target was calculated to be 0.41 (and
Єg8 = -g8) from the vendor specified optical sensitivity spectrum of the camera target (VideoOptics, Los Gatos, CA) and the vendor specified luminescent emission spectrum for the CsI(Tl)
scintillator (Saint-Gobain Crystals, Paris, France).
The ninth stage of the cascaded systems model is represented by the spread of light in the
camera target. The associated MTF contribution (T9) was specified by the camera vendors
(Video-Optics, Los Gatos, CA), and is shown in Figure 3-18.
Finally, the tenth and last stage of image detection includes the additive noise component
(S10) due to the dark noise of the camera system. In this case, the dark noise additive component
of the overall system NPS was determined by collecting several dark field frames with no
radiation incident on the scintillator (i.e. no light was incident on the camera), and using a target
integration time equivalent to realizing 0.2 MU exposures per frame during regular imaging. The
dark field NPS was calculated in the manner described in section 3.3.4.2 and Equation 2-11.
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However, to satisfy the requirements of the specific form of S10 as it pertains to the cascaded
systems model (described in section 2.4.2.3), the mean pixel intensity for an open field frame of
0.2 MU exposure was used for normalization of the NPS. In general, the NPS due to dark noise
was observed to be ~ 30% of the total NPS over all spatial frequencies. The values of S10 were
found to be steadily decreasing with spatial frequency and lay within the range of 0.004 – 4.9,
which was consistent with values reported by Bissonnette et al for a similar Plumbicon tube
camera system159 .
3.3.5.2 Theoretical evaluation of DQE
Based on the linear cascaded systems modeling, the theoretical DQE for the TSC
prototype can be determined from its component stages as shown in Equation 2-19. In this case,
the parameters governing each stage (g, Єg, and T) are cascaded progressively over all stages.
The above parameters indicating the 10 stages of the TSC system were applied to Equation 2-19,
and the simplified expression shown in Equation 3-6 was realized.

DQE ( f ) =

g1 T2 2 ( f )

1 + S10 ( f )
∈
 
1+  g 3  + 

2
2
2
g3 

 g3 g5 g 6 g8 T4 ( f ) T7 ( f ) T9 ( f ) 

(3-6)

The theoretical DQE was evaluated for the TSC prototype and is shown in Figure 3-24 along
with the experimentally measured DQE for the prototype. In general, the theoretical DQE values
were in very good agreement with the measured DQE within the limits of uncertainty. The
intrinsic DQE spectrum obtained for a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator from Monte Carlo
simulations (i.e. radiation interactions only) is also shown in Figure 3-24, and represents the
theoretical limit or maximal DQE for the given scintillator and x-ray beam. The DQE for the
TSC prototype (both theoretical and experimental) was generally an order of magnitude lower
than the limiting intrinsic DQE of the scintillator. Specifically, DQE(0) = 0.022 ± 0.004, 0.017 ±
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0.004, and 0.129 ± 0.008 respectively for the theoretical, experimental, and intrinsic DQE
spectra. The reason for the reduction in DQE can be identified based on the quantum gains
associated with various stages in the TSC prototype. The specific effects of these gains can be
visualized graphically through a serial account of quantum levels over all stages of the system.
This graphic tally of quanta is referred to as a “quantum accounting diagram” (QAD)159,160, and
is often used to visualize the relative influences of various stages on the overall imaging
performance of the system. The expression for the spatial frequency dependent QAD of a system
is shown in Equation 3-7, and the QAD is shown for the TSC prototype in Figure 3-25.
i

QADi ( f ) = ∏ g j T j 2 ( f )

(3-6)

j =1

For the TSC prototype, the QAD plots clearly indicated a major quantum sink due to a sharp
decline in the number of imaging quanta in stage 6 (optical coupling by the lens) on account of
its extremely poor light collection efficiency (g6 ~ 0.003%). As a result, the immense quantum
gain (g3 ~ 5.5 x 104) associated with scintillation and the emission of light did not lead to a
proportional improvement in imaging performance since the effect of the optical quantum sink
due to the lens was more significant.
To investigate further, the theoretical DQE was calculated progressively to isolate the
effects of individual system components. Figure 3-26 shows separately calculated theoretical
DQE spectra for the following progressive groups of stages: scintillator only (stages 1 – 4),
scintillator + lens (stages 1 – 7), scintillator + lens + camera (stages 1 – 9), and the entire system
or scintillator + lens + camera + dark noise (stages 1 – 10). The stage – wise DQE computation
was performed for a given group of stages by simply omitting the parameters for higher order
stages in Equation 3-6. The results indicated that the effect of the quantum loss due to the camera
system was comparable to that of the lens even though the QAD plots suggested a sharper
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decline for the latter. The DQE also suffered significant reduction from the addition of dark noise
from the camera acquisition electronics, although this effect was predominant at lower spatial
frequencies and almost negligible at high frequencies. The decline in DQE at higher spatial
frequencies was mostly from the influence of the lens, which could be attributed to its reduced
MTF component (T7) compared to that of the camera (T9). Based on the results in Figures 3-24 –
3-26, the reduction in the overall DQE for the TSC prototype was due to the combined
influences of the poor light collection of the lens (g6), low camera sensitivity (g8), and low
frequency dark noise (S10). Therefore, an optimized optical coupling configuration that allows
greater light collection, detection, and read-out was necessary for the overall DQE of the TSC to
approach the intrinsic limits set by the scintillator.
3.4 Optimization of the TSC EPID System
Based on the measurement and theoretical evaluation of the DQE for the TSC prototype,
the limitations of an unoptimized optical coupling geometry and its detrimental effects on overall
imaging performance was evident. Therefore, to the end of obtaining an optimized prototype
configuration based on the 12 mm thick CsI(Tl), the system was redesigned to obtain imaging
and optical geometries that provide the best possible imaging performance within practical and
clinical constraints. In this case, “imaging” and “optical” geometries will be used hereafter to
describe the overall system geometry pertaining to the physical orientation of system
components and the optical parameters of the lens and camera system respectively. However, it
must be noted that the significant interplay between various design parameters results in only a
loose distinction between the two geometry types.
3.4.1 Imaging Geometry
The essential design considerations for designing the imaging geometry for a video EPID
system were previously described in section 3.3.1. Based on the specific optical characteristics
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(Figure 3-7) of a thick and clear CsI(Tl), the use of reverse optical coupling Figure 3-8) was
mandatory. Therefore, the physical arrangement of the system components presented the first
mechanical constraint for designing the imaging geometry since the presence of the mirror above
the scintillator requires additional clearance for the EPID relative to the isocenter. The general
layout for the proposed TSC prototype is shown in Figure 3-27. In order to determine an
appropriate source – detector distance (denoted by SDD as defined previously), two clinical
constraints were considered: imaging field size, and the required EPID clearance for clinical
workflow. As shown in Figure 3-27, the maximum imaging field size is denoted by s, which is
defined at the linac isocenter at a distance I from the source. Let C be the desired clearance
between the isocenter and the highest part of the inclined mirror. Therefore, it can be seen that
the position of the detector or SDD is given by Equation 3-7.

SDD = I + C + S

(3-7)

In this case, S represents the vertical distance occupied by the inclined mirror, which is also
equal to the maximum field size projected on to the detector plane (i.e. the minimum dimension
of one side of the detector). Based on field magnification, S = s (SDD / I), which when combined
with Equation 3-7, provides the expressions in Equation 3-8 for SDD and S.

 I +C 
 I +C 
=
SDD I=

 and S s 

 I −s 
 I −s 

(3-8)

The value of I is rigidly set at 100 cm for conventional linacs in radiation therapy, and s = 25 cm
may be considered a reasonable approximation of the field size requirements (i.e. 25 x 25 cm2)
for clinical imaging based on the orientation of current commercial EPIDs. Therefore, the
imaging geometry can essentially be obtained with SDD and S as a function of C. The choice of
an appropriate value for C depends on the space constraints associated with treating the patient in
specific therapy rooms and may vary (~ 30 – 60 cm typically). For example, the Siemens
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Beamview has an SDD setting of 132 cm, which provides C = 32 cm. Similarly, C = 60 cm for
commercial a-Si flat-panel EPIDs (SDD = 160 cm). It must be noted that the effective clearance
between the isocenter and the scintillator varies between C (at highest part of the mirror), and C
+ S for the base of the mirror.
3.4.2 Optical Geometry
The relevant parameters associated with the imaging geometry (SDD and S) represent
inherent constraints to the selection of the optical parameters of the lens. The focal length (F) of
the lens determines the demagnification (m) provided by the lens in focusing an object of size o
on the plane of the camera target as an image of size i (where m = o / i) as shown in Figure 3-27.
Let DDL and DLC denote the distances between the effective planes of the detector and lens, and
the lens and camera target respectively. It can be seen that m = DDL / DLC = F / (D LC – F), which
gives Equation 3-9 for the focal length F needed for a lens to render a demagnification of m.

F=

DDL
m +1

(3-9)

The detector – lens distance (DDL) can be related to SDD based on the refractive index (η) of the
scintillator (DDL = SDD / η). In addition, the demagnification can be expressed based on its
dependence on the relative sizes of the detector (S) and the camera target (T). Assuming that the
entire imaging area is precisely focused on to the entirety of the target, m = S / T. Subsequently,
the focal length F can be reduced to a function of the original physical constraints (I, f, and C) as
shown in Equation 3-10 (all distance units are in cm).

 I  I + C 
 4 
η  I − s 
 3η  (100 + C )




 
F
where I 100
and s 25
=
=
=
=
 s  I + C 
 1 
1
(100
C
)
1
+
+
+
 

 
 T  I − s 
 3T 
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(3-10)

Typically, since focal lengths are available in a standard progression of sizes (eg. 100, 105, etc),
the value of F obtained may need to be rounded up to a standard size. The clearance C has to be
readjusted to match the new value of F. Equation 3-10 has also been extended to include
standard values for I (100 cm) and s (25 cm).
3.4.3 Extra-focal blurring
Based on Equations 3-8 and 3-10, the essential parameters associated with the imaging
and optical geometries for the TSC system were realized in terms of a clinical constraint (C) and
the size of the target (T) for a given selection of the camera system. For a given focal length F,
the f-number (f) of the lens indicates the diameter (D) of its aperture (f = F / D). The choice of f
represents an important trade-off between light collection and optical blurring for any optical
system. Specifically, while more light can be collected when f is as small as possible (eg. f ≤ 1
may be considered low), the depth of focus is limited (or extra-focal blurring is more significant)
as f is reduced. As described previously (section 3.3.1), depth of focus refers to a limitation in the
depth of a scintillator (on either side of the optimal focus plane) that can be appropriately
focused by the lens. For thick scintillators, any point situated away from the optimal focus plane
is projected as a disc (referred to as a “circle of confusion”) on the camera target as a result of
extra-focal blurring. The diameter (B) of the projected blur or circle of confusion increases with
the distance of the illuminating point from the optimal focus plane. Sawant et al reported a
method to determine the projected blur B for a thick scintillator based video EPID system as a
function of the scintillator thickness (t), the detector – lens distance (DDL), and the lens
parameters (F and f) as shown in Equation 3-1187.

( )

2

t



DDL 2 + t
η
 Fm    DDL   DDL − 2η + ε − F  
D
where ε =
B=
− DL (3-11)
 f  1 −  D − F  
2
2
DDL − t + ε  



2η
  DL
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The inclusion of the demagnification m in Equation 3-11 projects the circle of confusion on the
detector plane. A representative spread function in the form of an LSF profile can be developed
from a given value of B by obtaining its line integral, which is given in Equation 3-12. In this
case, L(x,B) indicates the LSF in 1-D space projected at the detector plane for a uniform circular
blur of diameter B.
=
L( x , B )

(2 B) ( B 2)

2

− x2

(3-12)

3.4.4 Choice of Parameters
The analysis in sections 3.4.1 – 3.4.3 revealed that the relevant parameters associated
with the design of the imaging and optical geometry for the TSC system could be reduced to
computable functions of a set of practical and clinical constraints. Specifically, the system design
depended on a judicious selection of the EPID clearance C, the size of the camera target T, and
the f-number f of the lens. The choice of the camera system is particularly important in relation
to its potential effect on image quality based on its optical sensitivity and dark noise. As well, a
camera system with a large target results in increased light collection efficiency since a smaller
demagnification factor m is required to focus the light on to the target. A thermoelectrically
cooled 2048 x 2048 pixel2 thinned, back-illuminated Peregrine 486 CCD (Fairchild Imaging,
Milpitas, CA) was selected as the camera system for the proposed TSC prototype. The camera
provided a 60 x 60 mm2 target area (i.e. T = 6 cm), and a pixel width of 30 μm that can provide
excellent spatial resolution in the imaging plane for small demagnification factors.
To obtain an appropriate choice of the clearance parameter C, its effect on the imaging
geometry (SDD and S), as well as its subsequent or indirect influence on optical parameters like
light collection efficiency and extra focal blurring was studied by applying Equations 3-8, 3-10,
and 3-11. Figure 3-28 (A) indicates the variation in detector position (SDD) and scintillator size
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(S) for C values in the range of 30 – 90 cm. Both SDD and S increased linearly with C, although
the increase in SDD was more pronounced. The SDD ranged from ~ 170 cm (for C = 30 cm) to ~
250 cm (for C = 90 cm), while the detector size S varied between 40 and 60 cm for the same
range of C. On the other hand, the focal length F calculated using Equation 3-10 increased very
little with C (F = 115 – 125 mm for C = 30 – 90 cm). Subsequently calculated values of the
demagnification factor m based on the specifications of the CCD camera (T = 6 cm) ranged
between 7.2 – 10.5, which was significantly lower than the demagnification in the current
prototype (m = 22.6 for the Plumbicon camera system). Figure 3-28 (B) indicates the effect of C
on the light collection efficiency of the lens based on the calculated values of m and with f = 1.0.
The light collection efficiency was found to decrease with C and its values ranged between 0.01
– 0.03% (for C = 30 – 90 cm), which was an order of magnitude greater than its corresponding
value for the current prototype (~ 0.003%).
Equation 3-11 was used to evaluate the projected blur diameter (B) for the given variation
in C, and the results are shown in Figure 3-28 (C). The values of B ranged from ~ 0.3 mm for C
= 90 cm, and increased up to ~ 0.4 mm (comparable to pixel dimensions of current commercial
EPIDs) for C = 30 cm. To examine the specific effects of these values of B, Equation 3-12 was
used to obtain LSF profiles corresponding to selected values of B and f = 1, and the subsequently
calculated MTF spectra are shown in Figure 3-29. The MTF calculations indicated that for the
range of the projected blurring in Figure 3-28 (C), the MTF contribution due to extra-focal blur
in the range of 0.3 – 0.4 mm could result in a reduction of the overall MTF by 10 – 20%
respectively at 1 cy/mm. Although an increased value of f resulted in lower extra-focal blur, the
improvement in spatial resolution was not significant enough to outweigh the loss in light
collection efficiency. Due to the contrasting influences of the clearance C on light collection
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efficiency in Figure 3-28 (B) and on extra-focal blurring in Figure 3-28 (C), its optimal choice
for the best possible imaging system design is not clear. Therefore, the selection of C was
determined based on practical and clinical constraints. The use of a high value of C increased the
SDD and S as shown in Figure 3-28 (A). While high SDD settings decrease the influence of
scatter in the acquired images, it also results in reduced x-ray fluence at the detector and
increased loss in spatial resolution due to the large focal spots of conventional linacs. Moreover,
the increased imaging surface areas required with large SDD and S values adds significantly to
the cost of the system. On the other hand, very low values of C may restrict clinical workflow
(particularly in the case of obese patients). Therefore, the value of C was selected to 40 cm,
which provided SDD ~ 187 cm and S ~ 46 cm. With C = 40 cm, the effective vertical distance
between the isocenter and the scintillator panel ranged from 40 cm at the highest end of the
mirror up to 86 cm (i.e. C + S) at the base of the mirror, which was comparable to current
commercial EPIDs (having C = 60 cm). The subsequently calculated optical parameters
corresponding to the selected value of C were: F ~ 120 mm, m = 7.8, light collection efficiency
or g6 ~ 0.02%, and extra-focal blur B = 0.38 mm. In summary, the proposed TSC prototype
consists of a 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillator coupled to a thermoelectrically cooled high end
CCD camera system (2048 x 2048 pixel2, 60 x 60 mm2 target area) via a 120 mm f/1.0 lens with
m = 7.8 (detector pixel width = 0.23 mm).
To appropriately characterize the proposed system, the linear cascaded systems model
was used as described in section 3.3.5 to obtain theoretical DQE calculations using Equation 3-6.
For the proposed prototype, the parameters for stages 1 – 5 remained unchanged from those for
the current prototype. The optical coupling efficiency of the lens (g6) was recalculated based on
the newly designed lens configuration to be ~ 0.02%. The MTF associated with the lens (T7) is
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expected to improve significantly as a result of the lower demagnification factor compared to the
current prototype (by a factor of ~ 3). This essentially results in a linear spatial transformation in
the corresponding spread function or LSF profile associated with the light spreading in the lens,
wherein the spatial indices of the original LSF are uniformly reduced by a factor of 3. This was
accounted for by rescaling the spatial frequency indices for T7 (frequencies were magnified by a
factor of 3), and the expected distribution of T7 for the proposed prototype was obtained. It was
also scaled by the MTF associated with the extra-focal blur (B = 0.38 mm) using Equation 3-12
to represent the MTF contribution from the focusing cone of the lens.
For the emission spectrum of CsI(Tl) that is peaked at 550 nm, the optical sensitivity (g8)
for the CCD camera target was found to be 0.83 based on vendor provided sensitivity spectra
(Fairchild Imaging, Milpitas, CA). With negligible light spreading in the CCD target, the MTF
associated with the camera system (T9) was only limited by its finite pixel size and was obtained
as a sinc function of the frequency scaled pixel size (projected on to the detector plane). Dark
noise related NPS (S10) was ignored for the camera system since dark noise was reported to be
negligible (~ 0.01 e- per pixel per second) based on vendor specifications, which was consistent
with previously reported studies of CCD camera systems62,87. Based on the cascaded systems
analysis, the expected MTF and DQE spectra that were calculated for the proposed TSC
prototype are shown in Figure 3-30 and 3-31 respectively. The MTF plots include component
stage contributions for the lens and camera system for the current and proposed prototypes. As a
result of the improved MTF of the lens due to lower magnification in the proposed prototype,
and due to the superior MTF of the CCD target, the overall MTF for the proposed prototype was
significantly greater than that for the current system. In Figure 3-31, the DQE calculated for the
proposed prototype was comparable within its order of magnitude to the intrinsic upper limit of
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the scintillator alone. The DQE(0) was 0.129 ± 0.1 for the scintillator alone, which reduced to
0.123 ± 0.1 when including the lens, and 0.115 ± 0.1 for the overall prototype. This indicated
that the order of magnitude improvement in light coupling efficiency, as well as the improved
camera detection and read-out characteristics of the CCD limited the effect of the quantum sink
typically associated with the lens. As a result, the expected DQE for the proposed prototype was
significantly superior to that for the current prototype, which was additionally verified by their
QAD plots that are shown in Figure 3-32. The QAD plots clearly indicated the alleviated
quantum sink for the lens of the proposed prototype as a result of higher light collection. Based
on these theoretical calculations, the optimized prototype configuration can be expected to
provide high QE, high DQE megavoltage imaging. While phantom imaging with the current
TSC prototype indicated its potential for sub-MU imaging even in its unoptimized configuration,
the DQE calculations indicate that the proposed prototype can provide significantly greater
image quality compared to the current test prototype for high frame-rate fluoroscopic imaging
and sub-MU treatment verification.
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Material specification

X-ray source specification
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Figure 3-1. Monte Carlo simulation set-up to characterize the CsI(Tl) scintillator for the TSC.
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Figure 3-2. Simulation tallies indicating AED pulseheight spectra for CsI(Tl).
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Figure 3-3. Simulation tallies indicating LSF profiles for CsI(Tl).
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Figure 3-4. Influence of scintillator thickness on intrinsic QE and DQE(0) for CsI(Tl).
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Figure 3-5. Influence of scintillator thickness on intrinsic MTF for CsI(Tl).
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Figure 3-6. Influence of scintillator thickness on intrinsic DQE(f) for CsI(Tl).
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Figure 3-7. Refractive and geometric optical blurring in thick and clear scintillators.
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Figure 3-8. Reverse coupling geometry for the TSC video EPID system.
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Figure 3-9. The 12 mm thick CsI(Tl) scintillating screen used for the TSC test prototype system.
(A) Top surface of scintillator (with mounting plate) that faces the incident x-rays,
(B) Bottom surface of the scintillator that faces the mirror.
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Figure 3-10. Removal of artifacts due to crystal imperfections in the image of a pediatric chest
phantom by simple flat-field correction. (A) Raw image with specular artifacts due to
imperfections, (B) Flat-fielded image with most artifacts removed.
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Figure 3-11. Images of a pediatric chest phantom. (A) Siemens BEAMVIEW (5 MU), (B) Elekta
iView (5 MU), (C) Elekta iViewGT (5 MU), (D) Agfa Cronex 10T conventional film
(10 MU), (E) Kodak EC-L film (5 MU), and TSC at (F) 0.2 MU, (G) 1 MU, and (H)
5 MU.
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Figure 3-12. Images of a femur and humerus bone phantoms in water. (A) Siemens BEAMVIEW
(5 MU), (B) Elekta iView (5 MU), (C) Elekta iViewGT (5 MU), (D) Agfa Cronex
10T conventional film (10 MU), (E) Kodak EC-L film (5 MU), and TSC at (F) 0.2
MU, (G) 1 MU, and (H) 5 MU.
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Figure 3-13. Images of an adult head phantom. (A) Siemens Beamview (5 MU), (B) TSC (~ 0.03
MU), and (C) TSC (0.2 MU).

Figure 3-14. Image of an angulated slit acquired for MTF measurements for the TSC prototype.
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Figure 3-15. Profile of slit response peak intensities over successive rows to determine slit angle.
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Figure 3-16. Profile of slit response peak positions over successive rows to determine slit angle.
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Figure 3-17. LSF profile of the TSC prototype measured using the angulated slit technique.
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Figure 3-18. Overall system and component MTF contributions for the TSC prototype.
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Figure 3-19. Comparison of MTF spectra for the CsI(Tl) and phosphor screen scitnillators.
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Figure 3-20. Comparison of MTF spectra for the Siemens Beamview and TSC prototype
systems.
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Figure 3-21. Comparison of NPS spectra for the Siemens Beamview and TSC prototype systems.
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Figure 3-22. Comparison of DQE spectra for the Siemens Beamview and TSC prototype
systems.
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Figure 3-23. Linear cascaded systems model for the TSC system.
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Figure 3-24. Comparison of the theoretical DQE of the TSC prototype from a linear cascaded
systems model with its measured DQE.
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Figure 3-25. Quantum accounting diagram for the TSC prototype indicating quantum levels per
stage for selected spatial frequencies.
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Variation in DQE for the TSC Prototype by Stage
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Figure 3-26. Stage – wise theoretical DQE calculations for the TSC prototype indicating its serial
variation over stages.
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Figure 3-27. Schematic layout of the proposed TSC prototype.
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(B) Effect of EPID Clearance on Light Collection Efficiency
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Figure 3-28. Effect of EPID clearance on the imaging and optical design parameters for the TSC.
(A) Effect on detector position (SDD) and detector size (S). (B) Effect light collection
efficiency, (C) Effect on extra focal blurring.
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Figure 3-29. The MTF contribution due to extra-focal blurring as a function of blur diameter.
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Figure 3-30. The expected MTF of the proposed TSC prototype.
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Figure 3-32. Quantum accounting diagram for the proposed TSC prototype.
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CHAPTER 4
PROTOTYPE 2 – FIBER-OPTIC SCINTILLATION GLASS ARRAY (FOSGA)
The second prototype EPID system investigated in this research was based on a thick and
structured matrix of terbium doped scintillation glass fibers in conjunction with an a-Si flat-panel
array. The fibers are housed in a structured grid constructed out of a dense high-Z medium based
on a polymer – tungsten composite alloy (or poly-W). The entire detector matrix is collectively
referred to as a fiber-optic scintillation glass array (FOSGA). In this chapter, preliminary studies
on the radiographic properties of a FOSGA detector and its dependence on two key geometric
specifications (detector thickness, and pixel fill factor) are presented. Radiation and optical
transport simulations were used in conjunction with a linear cascaded systems analysis to predict
the overall imaging performance for a FOSGA based EPID system. In this work, only the study
and optimization of the detector geometry was considered. The a-Si flat-panel array to be used
for optical read-out was not actively studied since commercial panels of proven quality were
readily available, and significant research was not necessary to optimize them separately.
4.1 Background
Unlike the TSC system described in Chapter 3 that utilizes a monolithic CsI(Tl)
scintillator, the FOSGA detector is a heterogeneous and highly structured imaging array whose
specific design offers several advantages for imaging. The scintillation glass serves as the
primary x-ray detection medium that produces light in response to incident x-rays, and it is
specifically drawn into fiber-optic conduits to serve as an efficient light coupler for the
underlying a-Si photodiodes. Due to its high optical clarity, scintillation glass allows the use of
relatively long fiber arrays to obtain thick detector configurations for greater x-ray absorption
and subsequently enhanced QE. The high-Z poly-W grid houses the fibers and prevents the
passage of light between adjacent fibers. However, its significant advantage is that it limits the
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spread of secondary photons and electrons between adjacent fibers, which significantly alleviates
the inevitable loss in spatial resolution with detector thickness. In addition, x-rays interact with
the high-Z septal material to release high energy secondary electrons into the scintillation glass
fibers, which results in an increase in the overall imaging response. This phenomenon will be
referred to hereafter in this dissertation as septal build-up, and is similar to the effect of a metal
build-up plate that is typically overlaid on film or phosphor screen detectors to promote x-ray
sensitivity. However, the unique nature of septal build-up due to the poly-W grid results in more
complicated effects that will be discussed later in this chapter.
One of the prominent advantages of the FOSGA detector is the absence of any significant
quantum sink as optical read-out is accomplished with an a-Si flat-panel array with significantly
greater light collection efficiency compared to lens coupled video EPID systems17. As a result,
any increase in QE with thicker detector arrays directly leads to high DQE, which is an inherent
advantage specific to clear and structured scintillators coupled to flat-panel read-out. The use of
thick and structured arrays of clear scintillators with flat-panel systems has recently been
investigated actively for megavoltage imaging89-94, and initial studies have provided encouraging
results [DQE(0) > 20%] 93,94 . These initial results were used to set specific target goals for the
expected imaging performance of a prototype FOSGA EPID system as: DQE(0) > 25%, and
MTF(1 cy/mm) > 10%. The overall goal of this research was to propose a prototype imaging
configuration for the FOSGA detector that will provide high DQE megavoltage imaging for use
in MV-CBCT.
4.2 Detector Concept
The FOSGA imaging concept utilizes scintillation glass fibers that act as luminescent
detectors as well as light conduits for enhanced light output. Each scintillation glass element is a
fiber-optic channel containing a central “core” glass of high refractive index and an outer “clad”
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glass of lower refractive index in a co-axial geometry as shown in Figure 4-1. The core glass
forms the bulk of each fiber (~ 80% of fiber cross-section) and provides the active scintillating
medium for each discrete pixel. It is composed of high density (3.85 gm/cm3 , effective Z ~ 31)
silicate glass predominantly doped with terbium, and has a refractive index of 1.58. The clad
glass is composed of borosilicate glass with a density of 2.36 gm/cm3 and refractive index of
1.48. Following a scintillation event, light rays are emitted in all directions and by virtue of fiberoptic channeling, a significant fraction of rays that would otherwise be lost at the scintillator
boundary are retrieved into the scintillator column by total internal reflection. This is facilitated
by the difference in refractive indices of the core and clad glass regions. The light exiting the
fibers is directly coupled to a-Si photodiodes that are placed in close contact with the fibers to
prevent light leakage across pixels and glare. As shown in Figure 4-1, the scintillation glass
fibers are inserted into a matched poly-W grid housing with one-to-one hole matching. The
apertures of the grid are angulated such that the housed fibers are always focused towards the xray source. This prevents any loss of spatial resolution due to geometric beam divergence that
would have been significant with thick detector geometries.
4.3 Manufacturing and Assembly
The FOSGA detector consists of three main structural components: the scintillation glass
fibers, poly-W tungsten grid housing, and the a-Si photodiode read-out panel.
4.3.1 Scintillation Glass Fibers
The physical geometry, material composition, and radiographic characteristics of
scintillation glass for the FOSGA detector were based on commercially available glass fibers
provided by an established vendor (Collimated Holes Inc., Campbell, CA). The fibers are drawn
using proprietary technology, wherein large arrays of high density terbium doped glass fibers of
the desired length and composition are accurately and consistently produced. Glass fibers can be
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drawn with diameters in the order of microns either separately or as fused bundles, although only
independent fibers of sub-mm diameter have been considered for the FOSGA detector. The glass
fibers are reasonably robust and resistant to mechanical damage as they are malleable and can be
bent to some degree. Selected pictures of the scintillation glass fibers are presented in Figure 4-2.
The extrusion wheels of the fiber drawing apparatus are shown in Figure 4-2 (A). A highly
magnified cross sectional view of the fiber is shown in Figure 4-2 (B), which clearly shows the
core and clad glass regions in a sample glass fiber of 0.43 mm diameter (0.39 mm core
diameter). Samples of the glass fibers of different lengths are shown in Figures 4-2 (B) and (C).
The fibers are shone with illumination at one end, and the high intensity of transmitted light at
the exit end of the fibers can be clearly visualized.
4.3.2 Grid Housing
The poly-W grid housing will be fabricated using a patented manufacturing process that
is referred to as tomolithographic molding (TLM), wherein complex 3-D structures like focused
grids can be created using specially engineered cast material. As depicted in Figure 4-3 (A), the
desired 3-D target model is initially created via stack-lamination of a series of cross-sectional
masks that are micromachined with lithographic techniques to obtain a master mold. Subsequent
molds can then be recurrently tooled from the master mold to yield accurate and precise 3-D
structures as specified with the master mold. A sample cast mold for a structured grid to be used
for scatter rejection in a separate imaging application is shown in Figure 4-3 (B). For the
FOSGA detector, TLM is used to construct a thick and focused grid housing out of the poly-W
composite alloy, which is a cast material specifically engineered for TLM using a proprietary
mixture of powdered tungsten and polymer paste. With TLM, thick and focused grid housing
modules of high accuracy and repeatability can be tooled with high precision (± 12 µm for
cutting and ± 27 µm for stack-lamination). It must be noted that the TLM methodology (as well
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as its included material components and workflow) were developed separately by a commercial
vendor (Mikro Systems Inc., Charlottesville, VA), and not as part of this dissertation.
4.3.3 Photodiode Panel
The grid housing containing the scintillation fibers will be coupled to a-Si read-out panels
supplied by Hytec Inc (Los Alamos, NM). These commercial panels are currently being used
with volumetric CT imagers for radiographic non-destructive testing. The center-to-center
spacing of the TFT elements in these read-out panels is 0.385 mm, which is comparable to that
used in current commercial MV detectors (0.4 mm). The pitch of the grid housing and the
diameter of the glass fiber will be adjusted to match this pixel spacing. Over the last decade, a-Si
read-out panels have been used with great success for x-ray imaging17. Several studies have led
to a consensus over the excellent signal read-out properties of these panels50-56,58,59. Conventional
a-Si flat-panels have been shown to provide negligible glare with closely coupled scintillators57,
low dark noise contamination even at low exposures (equivalent to sub-cGy dose in MV
imaging)58, and remarkable resistance to radiation hardening59. With very little electronic crosstalk between adjacent pixels, spatial resolution is affected only by the pixelization of the optical
signal that is integrated over the entire sampling area of each photodiode58 . For this study, it was
assumed that the intended a-Si flat-panel will conform to all the above mentioned norms for
modern photodiode read-out arrays.
4.3.4 Pixel Loading
With full field detector arrays (~ 40 x 40 cm2) of sub-mm resolution, one requires up to a
million pixels per detector. Therefore, the appropriate insertion of each pixel or grid aperture
with scintillation fibers cleanly, completely, and without mechanical damage inside the grid
housing in its focused alignment is a significant cost-benefit feature. Possible solutions for
automated pixel loading that ensure against mechanical misalignments and damages to the fibers
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or housing are currently being investigated. Some preliminary studies were conducted as
collaborative work by Mikro Systems Inc. (Charlottesville, VA) and the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL, Los Alamos, NM) in testing an automated fiber insertion tool. Herein, glass
fibers and the poly-W grid housing were loaded with static charges of opposing polarities and
held together in a vacuum gradient. As illustrated in Figure 4-4 (A), the fibers are propelled into
the grid housing using the electrostatic and vacuum gradients, while misalignments and
incompletely inserted fibers are corrected by mechanical vibration. This prototype loading tool is
shown in Figure 4-4 (B) with one quadrant of a sample detector array inserted with fibers. Initial
tests with a small field array and 2 cm long fibers yielded close to up to 50% successful pixel
loading, and greater success rates (~ 100%) are expected with an optimization of the loading tool
in terms of its functional parameters (vacuum and electrostatic gradients, vibration strengths and
frequency, etc). Another possible solution to achieve automated pixel loading involves an
integration of the detector assembly with the fiber drawing process at Collimated Holes Inc.
(Campbell, CA), wherein the drawn glass can be acquired from specifically oriented cooling
trays by a motorized robotic arm and inserted into an appropriately cradled poly-W grid.
4.4 Radiation Transport Calculations
The MCNPX 2.5 Monte Carlo simulation codes were used to model the spatial and
energy distribution characteristics of radiation interactions within the prototype scintillation glass
fibers to study intrinsic x-ray detection characteristics of a FOSGA detector. In this case, AED
and LSF profiles were tallied to determine the intrinsic QE, DQE, and MTF of the FOSGA
detector along the same lines as the characterization of the CsI(Tl) scintillator described in
Chapter 3. The essential workflow for using MCNPX was similar to that described for ITS 3.0 in
Figure 3-1. The primary purpose of the radiation transport calculations was to characterize the
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effect of detector geometry on intrinsic imaging performance, and to identify theoretical upper
limits of MTF and DQE for a given prototype configuration.
4.4.1 MCNPX Simulation Model
The detector geometry was coded into the simulation program using the built-in key word
command structure that was similar to that used in ITS 3.0. The specific key words (“LAT” and
“FILL”) in MCNPX that are associated with coding spatial repetitions of geometric structures as
lattice points were used to specify the entire scintillator array efficiently with only a few lines of
code. Following the geometric specification of one complete pixel, a lattice grid corresponding
to pixel centers in the imaging plane was defined and populated with pixels, which provided the
detector array as shown in Figure 4-5. The imager was specified as a 512 x 512 array of pixels
representing discrete sampling voxels. Each pixel consisted of an outer wall of poly-W to
represent the grid housing, and the scintillation glass fiber with the core and clad glass regions
included. In the actual detector array, each voxel is focused towards the x-ray source. However,
in our simulations, geometric focusing was not explicitly specified, but instead approximated by
a parallel array of detector voxels in combination with a parallel x-ray source. The poly-W wall
material was specified as low density tungsten (12 gm/cm3), and the core and clad glass regions
were defined as indicated by proprietary composition specifications provided to us by the
vendors (Collimated Holes Inc., Campbell, CA). The sampling width of the modeled array was
selected to be 0.385 mm to match the photodiode spacing of the commercial a-Si read-out panel
(Hytec Inc., Los Alamos, NM) to be utilized in our proposed prototype system.
Two key geometric specification parameters that influence detector performance were
studied: detector thickness and pixel fill factor. The detector thickness indicated the length of the
scintillation glass fibers used for imaging, while the pixel fill factor specified the fraction of the
total cross-sectional pixel area that was occupied by the glass fiber based on the fiber diameter
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(as indicated in Figure 4-6). Both of these parameters were directly related to the efficiency of
detecting incident x-rays as well as the loss in spatial resolution due to the spread of secondary
photons and electrons. A range of detector thicknesses (i.e. glass fiber length) of 1 – 10 cm was
investigated in these studies. Pixel fill factors of 50, 60, and 70% were tested (the maximum
possible fill factor with cylindrical fibers in square pixels is ~ 78.5%), which represented fiber
diameters of 0.307, 0.336, and 0.364 mm respectively (including clad glass). In the current study,
only cylindrical fibers are being considered. However, scintillation glass can also be drawn into
square cross-sections and may be considered in the future.
The megavoltage beam was modeled as a line source of 6 MV x-rays165 positioned at the
detector surface and aligned parallel to the y-axis. The x-ray emission was selected to be
monodirectional and perpendicular to the imaging plane. Energy absorption events were
recorded for each detector voxel within the core glass region only. The spatial distribution of
energy absorption events in the detector was tallied to obtain an LSF profile for the detector
array. In addition, the energy distribution of the recorded absorption events (i.e. AED), was
tallied in 600 discrete energy bins (0.01 MeV bin width) to quantify the uncertainty in x-ray
detection and in the number of subsequently generated light quanta. Energy cut-offs for
termination of particle histories were selected to be 10 keV and 521 keV for photons and
electrons respectively. Each simulation was performed with 5 x 107 histories, which provided <
1% uncertainty over the useful range of all tallies.
4.4.2 Intrinsic QE and DQE(0)
The AED tallies obtained for the FOSGA detector are shown in Figure 4-7 for selected
variations in detector thickness (1, 3, 6, and 10 cm) for all three fill factors (50, 60, and 70%).
To account for the fact that a central point source exaggerates the incident x-ray fluence to any
detector with < 100% fill factor, the recorded AED tallies were scaled by the fill factor to
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represent a practical wide area incident fluence. The pulseheight distributions were used to
calculate the intrinsic QE and DQE(0) for all thickness and fill factor combinations using
previously described methods (Equations 2-13 and 2-14). The calculated values of QE and
DQE(0) are shown in Figures 4-8 (A) and (B) respectively. As expected, both QE and DQE(0)
were found to increase with detector thickness due to the increase in interaction pathlengths with
longer glass fibers. They were also observed to linearly decrease with fill factor due to smaller
active detection areas.
Based on previously specified targets for expected performance standards for FOSGA, it
was noted that a detector thickness in the range of 4 – 8 cm was required to achieve DQE(0) >
20% depending on the fill factor (higher thickness was required with lower fill factors). It can
also be seen from Figure 4-8 (B) that at higher thicknesses, the effect of fill factor on DQE(0)
was more dominant than that of detector thickness, which can be attributed to the exponential
and linear growth characteristics of DQE(0) as a function of thickness. Therefore, greater fill
factors are desirable as they could significantly reduce the detector thickness required to achieve
DQE(0) > 20%. It was noted that at a fill factor of 70%, a 6 cm thick detector provided an
intrinsic DQE(0) ~ 26%. This satisfied the target specifications for the detector, and also allowed
some margin for the inevitable decline in DQE due to the effects of system components that were
not accounted for in the radiation transport calculations.
4.4.3 Intrinsic MTF
The LSF tallies obtained from the simulations could not be used directly for MTF
calculations since they were sampled according to the actual detector sampling grid, and
subsequently calculated post-sampled MTF spectra would have been prone to aliasing at higher
spatial frequencies. The specification of virtual voxels of sub-pixel dimensions for finer
sampling was not considered since the composition of the detector was highly heterogeneous,
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and explicit oversampling could potentially affect its radiation transport characteristics.
Therefore, additional simulations were performed and the LSF tallies were repeated with the xray source shifted in equal sub-pixel increments along the x – axis between the center and the
edge of the pixel underlying the source. The corresponding LSF profiles were superposed to
obtain an oversampled LSF response with an effective sampling size equal to the value of the
sub-pixel increment shift. With this technique, the LSF was oversampled by a factor of four (i.e.
source shift increments of 25% of pixel width).
A study of these LSF profiles revealed unconventional trends in their shape and behavior
due to the presence of high-Z heterogeneities in the detector composition, which led to spatially
varying contributions of septal build-up in the overall imaging response of the detector. A
selected LSF profile that was obtained using shifted source reconstructions is shown in Figure 49 for a detector thickness of 6 cm and a fill factor of 70%. For better visualization, separate
legends have been used to distinguish between LSF profiles generated using specific shifts in the
source position. It can be seen that the values of the black circles (indicating LSF profiles shifted
by a half pixel) were noticeably higher than those of the gray and white circles (quarter pixel
shifted and unshifted LSF profiles respectively). This can be attributed to the increase in the
overall detector response due to greater contributions from septal build-up as the position of the
point source was brought closer to the poly-W grid septa. Therefore, when the point source was
placed over pixel boundaries (i.e. a half pixel shift), the x-rays were directly incident on the polyW grid, which corresponded to a maximal increase in the total number of interactions due to
septal build-up. Similarly, x-rays incident at the pixel centers led to minimal septal build-up and
proportionally lower number of radiation interactions. Thus, the overall imaging response of the
detector effectively varies within maximum (black circles) and minimum (white circles) values
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dictated by septal build-up contributions from x-ray photon striking the centers of the poly-W
grid septa and the scintillation glass fiber respectively.
Oversampled LSF profiles obtained with selected thicknesses (1, 3, 6, and 10 cm) are
shown in Figure 4-10 for a fill factor of 70%. It can be seen that the effect of septal build-up on
the shape of the LSF profile was more pronounced at smaller thicknesses, and noticeably limited
as the detector thickness was increased to 10 cm. This can be attributed to the progressively
attenuated x-ray fluence distributions at greater depths within the detector, which proportionally
reduced septal build-up. In general, the increased septal build-up in the vicinity of the poly-W
grid resulted in a broadening of the LSF in that part of the profile. On the other hand, for points
closer to the center of the pixels, septal build-up was minimal and the LSF profiles were
significantly narrower. These contrasting spatial variations were more pronounced for smaller
thicknesses due to higher septal build-up in the vicinity of the poly-W grid, and also from the
traditional decline of the LSF near the pixel centers due to reduced x-ray pathlengths. Figure 411 indicates the oversampled LSF profile for a 6 cm thick FOSGA detector with varying fill
factors. In this case, the LSF profiles were expectedly broader with lower fill factors since the
thicker septa provided increased attenuation of laterally migrating secondary photons and
electrons (including those due to septal build-up).
Figures 4-9 – 4-11 represent an atypical yet characteristic shape of an oversampled LSF
obtained in a structured detector array due to variations in septal build-up from high-Z
heterogeneities. Similar effects were recently reported for a comparable structured scintillator
array, wherein the superposition of differently shaped LSF profiles representing spatially varying
radiographic characteristics of the detector was analytically validated as an appropriate
indication of its overall LSF response93. In other words, the spatial variations in the detector
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response require an alternative interpretation of the LSF, wherein its traditional definition (based
on a static line source and varying sampling points) is replaced by a spatially varying source and
static sampling points. Therefore, the oversampled LSF profiles obtained by shifted source
reconstruction were considered appropriate for use in Equation 2-4 to evaluate presampled MTF
spectra.
The calculated MTF spectra are shown in Figure 4-12 for selected thicknesses (1 and 6
cm) and all three fill factors that were tested. In general, the variation in MTF with thickness was
less pronounced than expected. This was attributed to the increased broadening of the LSF due to
septal build-up as detector thickness was reduced. The MTF generally decreased with detector
thickness at lower and intermediate spatial frequencies that correspond to the tail or baseline
region of the LSF. However, it was notable that this traditional trend was reversed at higher
spatial frequencies (corresponding to the peak of the LSF), wherein the MTF was observed to
increase with detector thickness. Upon inspection of the LSF peaks in Figure 4-10, these
unconventional trends could be clearly related to septal build-up. As expected from the observed
trends in Figure 4-11, the MTF was found to consistently decline with increasing fill factors.
Since transfer function metrics are generally defined for shift invariant detectors, the
relevance of a single representative MTF spectrum in defining overall spatial resolution may be
somewhat compromised. This is illustrated in Figure 4-13, which shows the intrinsic MTF
spectra for a 6 cm thick FOSGA detector (50 and 70% fill factors) that were obtained from
composite LSF profiles using shifted sources. In comparison, MTF calculations using only the
central source LSF (i.e. LSF with the source aligned with the pixel center) are also shown. The
plots indicate the significant exaggeration of the MTF when the effects of source position were
not considered. They also indicate the potential variability in spatial resolution characteristics of
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structured scintillator arrays with high-Z heterogeneities. For example, a distributed set of
objects imaged with a wide area x-ray beam may be associated with the overall MTF of the
detector obtained with shifted source LSF profiles. However, a single isolated point object in an
imaging field can potentially be resolved as indicated by the MTF from the central source LSF
alone if the point is overlaid on a pixel center. It must be noted that despite these issues, the use
of MTF spectra for the purposes of this research was not compromised. Since they were utilized
strictly as relative metrics to optimize detector configurations, the specific results were not
affected by the departure of the detector from shift invariance.
4.4.4 Intrinsic DQE(f)
The radiation transport calculations for intrinsic DQE(0) and MTF revealed contrasting
influences of fill factor (over all spatial frequencies) and detector thickness (at lower spatial
frequencies). Therefore, Equation 3-1 was used to mediate this trade-off by determining the
intrinsic DQE(f) spectrum for the FOSGA detector at all thicknesses and fill factors (Figure 414). In general, the DQE(f) was observed to improve with detector thickness indicating that the
influence of increased x-ray detection was more dominant than that of the declining MTF. The
DQE was also found to increase with fill factor at lower spatial frequencies due to the influence
of DQE(0), and it decreased with fill factor at higher frequencies indicating the higher MTF of
the detector at lower fill factors. However, the improvement in DQE(0) with fill factor was
generally more overbearing than the relative loss in MTF at higher spatial frequencies in the
overall DQE spectrum.
4.5 Optical Transport Calculations
Following photon and electron interactions in the scintillation glass fibers, the deposited
energy is converted into light. The subsequent stages of signal transduction involve a series of
stochastic processes, in which light photons emitted in all directions at various points within the
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fiber are either scattered, reflected or absorbed as they are channeled towards the a-Si light
sensor. A custom written Monte Carlo simulation based light transport algorithm was developed
to simulate the fiber-optic coupling characteristics of the FOSGA detector. Optical transport was
simulated in three distinct phases: emission, free flight, and location specific optical interactions,
as shown in Figure 4-15. Simulations of each phase and all events within a given phase were
realized based on random samplings from a series of outcomes that was possible for a light
photon at any given instance. The fundamental basis for the light transport algorithm and any
Monte Carlo simulation in general is indicated in the formulism for randomly sampling a given
stochastic process that is indicated in Equation 4-1.

P( x )
=

∫

x

a

( x′) dx′ n
p=

where
, P (b) 1
P ( a ) 0=
=

and
x P −1 ( n )
=

(4-1)

In this case, x denotes the random variable to be simulated within some specified limits (where a
≤ x ≤ b), while p and P respectively indicate the probability density function (PDF) and
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for x. The term n represents a random number (0≤ n ≤ 1)
that is appropriately generated and equated to the CDF (also in the range 0 ≤ P ≤ 1), so that the
variable x can be evaluated from P(x) for each generated n. Therefore, by obtaining a series of
values for n via a random number generator and applying Equation 4-1, random samplings of x
can be realized in accordance with its intrinsic probability distribution.
This fundamental formulism was implemented to characterize fiber-optic light transport
properties for the specific geometry of the glass fibers in a FOSGA detector using a standard
computational scripting interface (MATLAB 7.0, MathWorks, Natick, MA). The events
described in Figure 4-15 were simulated while a basic “phase space” for the light particles was
continuously tallied. The particle phase space consisted of the current spatial position (x, y, z),
and direction in terms of polar (θ) and azimuthal (Φ) angles as the particle histories were
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followed between its emission and either its absorption or successful transmission. The specific
purpose of the light transport algorithm was to evaluate the optical coupling efficiency of the
glass fibers including its dependence on fiber length and diameter. The option of placing a mirror
at the entrance plane of the fibers (to reflect light quanta that would ordinarily escape undetected
back into the fiber-optic column and towards the photodiodes) was tested. In addition, detailed
angular and spatial distributions of the emitted light photons were also obtained to characterize
any loss in spatial resolution that may be associated with the coupling of the fibers with the
underlying photodiodes.
4.5.1 Emission of Light Quanta
A scintillation event marked the origin of each simulated history in the light transport
algorithm. An emission event was characterized based on its location (x0, y0 , z0) within the fiber,
and its direction (θ0, Φ0) in 3-D space. During irradiation, scintillation events occur all over the
volume of the luminescent core of the fiber in direct proportion to the deposited energy from
radiation interactions. Therefore, a detailed spatial distribution of the energy deposition events
was necessary to appropriately sample emission locations for optical transport.
4.5.1.1 Spatial distribution of optical emission events
The energy deposited within the luminescent core of each fiber is distributed within the
volume of the fiber through several discrete radiation interactions. Assuming azimuthal
symmetry, this volumetric distribution can be reduced to a 2-D distribution of energy deposition
events as a function of radial distance from central axis and depth. A separate radiation transport
model of the scintillation glass fibers was developed using MCNPX to characterize these radial
and depth distributions of energy deposition. Interaction events were tallied in discrete spatial
voxels that sampled the volume of the luminescent core along its depth and radius (i.e. an array
of coaxial “ring” voxels stacked along the depth of the fiber). Each ring voxel was 1 mm deep,
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and its radial limits were varied selectively to obtain coaxial samplings between 35 μm to 1 μm
radial increments for the central and peripheral regions of the fiber respectively. Finer radial
increments were selected at the peripheries to accurately sample the effects of septal build-up.
The detector array was specified as a 9 x 9 pixel matrix under irradiation from an equal area
parallel source of 6 MV x-rays, and the spatial distribution of energy events was sampled within
the central pixel only. In this case, a 9 x 9 pixel array was selected since it was found to sample
over 99.9% of a centrally located point x-ray source based on previously obtained LSF profiles.
Therefore, a neighborhood of at least 4 pixels was sufficient to represent lateral scatter
conditions for the simulation. The scintillation fibers were modeled as described in section 4.4.1
with similar variations in fill factor (50, 60, and 70%), and with a thickness of 10 cm.
The resulting spatial distribution of the recorded events is illustrated as a function of
radial distance for selected depths (0.1 – 2 cm) in Figure 4-16. The presented plots represent a
pixel fill factor of 70%, for which the fiber radius was ~ 164 μm. The increase in energy
deposition at peripheral radial locations due to septal build-up was highly pronounced near the
surface of the detector, and progressively diminished at deeper regions within the fiber. This was
consistent with the trends observed during intrinsic LSF and MTF calculations in section 4.4.3.
Radial distributions at depths greater than 2 cm showed no significant variation with radial
distance, and were hence not included in Figure 4-16. In Figure 4-17, the variation in energy
deposition as a function of depth within the fiber is shown for a pixel fill factor of 70%. The
plots indicated that the detector response was generally peaked at a depth of ~ 0.25 cm and
declined exponentially with depth thereafter. Only the depth profiles at radial distances of 60 and
164 μm (just within the fiber core boundary) are shown in Figure 4-17 as they were sufficiently
indicative of the typical variation with radial distance. Similarly, the presented results for a pixel
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fill factor of 70% were indicative of those obtained for 50 and 60% fill factors. The simulated
event distributions were finally normalized to a unit integral to represent a 2-D PDF of
scintillation events for the light transport simulations.
4.5.1.2 Random sampling of emission variables
The technique used for randomly sampling outcomes from 1-D PDF and CDF profiles
was previously summarized with Equation 4-1. However, this technique could not be directly
applied with a 2-D CDF. Therefore, a so called random sample “rejection” technique was used to
sample the radial distance (r) and depth (d) of emission points. In this case, separate 1-D CDF
profiles of the scintillation events [i.e. P(r) and P(d)] were obtained by appropriately integrating
the 2-D PDF [indicated by p(r,d)]. Two random numbers (n1 and n2) were generated to sample r
and d separately from P(r) and P(d). A third random number (n3) was then generated, and the
sampled values of r and d were accepted only if Equation 4-2 was satisfied.

n3 ≤ p( r, d ) where r =P −1 ( n1 ) and d =P −1 ( n2 )

(4-2)

If the value of n3 exceeded that of p(r,d), the sampled values were rejected and the procedure
was repeated until Equation 4-2 provided an acceptable emission location to initiate the particle
history. For convenience, azimuthal symmetry was assumed for the light transport and all
emission points were forced to start on the x – axis (so that x0 = r, y0 = 0, and z0 = d). Finally, the
polar (θ0) and azimuthal (Φ0) angles of emission were sampled using Equation 4-1 over the
ranges 1 ≤ Cos(θ0) ≤ -1 and 0 ≤ Φ0 ≤ 2π respectively to represent an isotropic distribution.
4.5.2 Free Flight
Upon emission, the simulated light particles were allowed to sustain free flight over a
sampled pathlength (s) before an interaction event. The sampling of s was carried out based on
the effective or total linear attenuation coefficient (Σtotal) for the scintillation glass material. For
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exponential attenuation of particles, the possible values of s could be taken to be exponentially
distributed with a mean value of Σtotal-1, and the realization of Equation 4-1 for this distribution
could be obtained as shown in Equation 4-3.

s=

− ln( n )
Σtotal

(4-3)

Using this formulism, serially generated random numbers (n) were used to sample s between 0
and ∞ (effectively truncated down to the maximum possible distance to the geometric bounds of
the fiber based on the current values of x, y, z, θ, and Φ). At the termination of free flight, the
particle position was updated in the phase space tally. For the prototype scintillation glass, Σtotal
was specified to be 0.008 cm-1 (~ 2% attenuation over an inch thick scintillation glass) based on
optical studies of “green” light (500 – 500 nm) transmission conducted by the vendors
(Collimated Holes Inc., Campbell, CA).
4.5.3 Optical Interactions
The nature and type of optical interactions that were simulated at the termination of free
flight depended on the updated location of the particle history. The modeled interactions can
generally be categorized as absorption, scatter, or reflection, and the possible sites that these
could occur may be categorized as within the fiber core, at the clad wall, or at the entrance plane
of incident radiation.
4.5.3.1 Interactions in the fiber core
A light photon interacting in the core region was allowed to be either scattered or
absorbed. The relative probabilities associated with scatter (ps) and absorption (pa) were related
to the corresponding linear attenuation cross-sections (Σscatter and Σabs respectively) as indicated
by Equation 4-4. Precise values of the scatter and absorption probabilities were not known for
the scintillation glass material. Therefore, an initial series of simulations were conducted with
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varying degrees of scatter contribution to observe the sensitivity of the results to the choice of ps
or Σscatter (with pa and Σabs adjusted according to Σtotal in each case). Due to the high optical
clarity of the scintillation glass (Σtotal = 0.008 cm-1 corresponds to a mean pathlength of 125 cm),
scatter and absorption events in the fiber were not expected to be significant relative to its overall
light transmission characteristics.

ps =

Σ scatter
Σtotal

and pa =

Σ abs
Σtotal

where

Σ scatter + Σ abs = Σtotal

(4-4)

For any specified values of ps, a core interaction was modeled by generating a random
number (n), and the particle history was allowed to scatter only if n ≤ ps. Upon scattering, the
direction of the particle history was updated based on the scattering angle that was randomly
selected over all 4π steradians. A new azimuthal direction was randomly selected from a uniform
range (0 ≤ Φ ≤ 2π), and the polar scattering angle was determined using Rayleigh’s scattering
theory based on the probability distribution in Equation 4-5. Following scatter, the particle
history was allowed to proceed in its new direction via free flight until its next interaction.
However, if an absorption event was sampled (if n > ps), the particle history was terminated (i.e.
failed transmission) and a new history was initiated if required.

p(θ )= 1 + Cos 2 (θ )

(4-5)

4.5.3.2 Interactions at the fiber clad wall
If the simulated free flight led to the particle reaching the fiber clad wall, the angle of
incidence (αi) between the particle trajectory and the normal vector to the fiber clad wall at the
point of collision was used to select any of two possible outcomes (reflection or absorption). In
this case, the normal vector to any point on the clad wall was easily obtained as the radius vector
at that point. If a particle with a large enough incident angle (αi > αcrit) reached the clad wall, it
was automatically redirected into the fiber-optic column via total internal reflection. The critical
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incidence angle (αcrit) could be computed as a function of the refractive indices (ηcore and ηclad) of
the core and clad glass respectively, as αcrit = Sin-1(ηclad / ηcore). For the prototype glass fibers,
ηclad = 1.48, ηcore = 1.58, for which αcrit ~ 69.5°.
On the other hand, for the case of αi ≤ αcrit, a Fresnel reflection event was simulated, for
which the probability of the particle being reflected was obtained as the Fresnel reflection
coefficient (F) calculated as a function of the incident angle αi, as shown in Equation 4-6.
2 

ηcore
 ηcoreCos(αi ) − ηclad 1 −  ηclad Sin(αi )  

2 
ηcore
Sin(αi )  
 ηcoreCos(αi ) + ηclad 1 −  ηclad

1 
F= 
+

2

2
 ηcore 1 −  ηηcore Sin(αi )  − ηclad Cos(αi ) 
 clad



2
ηcore
η
1 −  ηclad Sin(αi )  + ηclad Cos(αi ) 
 core


(4-6)

The variation of the calculated Fresnel coefficients with incident angle can be visualized in
Figure 4-18. As seen from these plots, the probability of reflection is quite low (~ 3%) over most
incident angles. However, the coefficients were found to increase considerably beyond an
incident angle of ~ 45° to a reflection probability of 100% for incident angles beyond the critical
angle for total internal reflection. For the light transport simulations, Fresnel reflection was
selected for a given particle based on the calculated value of F and a generated random number
(n) only if n ≤ F. Following a reflection event, the particle was allowed to assume free flight
along its reflected direction, which could be computed based on simple vector algebra and
analytical geometry.
4.5.3.3 Interaction at entrance plane
Since optical emission and scattering was simulated over all directions, some fraction of
the light may be transmitted away from the photodiodes towards the entrance plane of the fibers.
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With the placement of a high reflectance mirror at the entrance plane (with the reflecting plane
facing the fiber core), light particles that could potentially escape the fiber from the entrance
plane could be reflected back into the fiber-optic volume towards the photodiodes. For those
simulations in which such a mirror was specified, the light particles were allowed to undergo
reflection along the same lines as the Fresnel reflection of particles at the clad wall. In this case,
the probability of reflection was set equal to the reflection coefficient of the mirror (assumed to
be 90% for these calculations). For the case where no mirror was specified, the mirror
reflectance was set to zero, which effectively “turned off” the mirror, and particle histories
reaching the entrance plane were automatically terminated.
4.5.4 Output Tallies
Based on the processes described in sections 4.5.1 – 4.5.3, particle histories were
followed through various scatter and reflection events until its termination either by absorption
or transmission. The simulation itself was terminated after the specified number of particle
histories were transported completely, and output tallies consisting of the locations and
trajectories of the exiting particles were generated. In this case, the radial positions, polar angles,
and azimuthal angles of the transmitted histories were binned into fine sampling intervals (12
μm, 3°, and 6° bins respectively) to generate a 3-D tally of the transmitted optical fluence
expressed in units of the transmission fraction per unit area per steradian. In this form, the 3-D
tally could be easily projected from the exit plane to an underlying a-Si read-out panel situated
over any selected gap, and the optical blurring associated with the optical coupling could be
characterized.
4.5.5 Simulations
Optical transport simulations were conducted for the same variations in detector
geometry that were studied during radiation transport calculations (i.e. 1 – 10 cm thicknesses,
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and 50 – 70% fill factors). Each simulation was carried out with 107 histories, which was found
to provide < 0.1% relative error in the overall transmitted flux from the fibers. The scatter
perturbation studies revealed no significant variations in the transmitted optical flux even as ps
was varied between 0 and 100%. Figure 4-19 shows scatter perturbation results for 1, 6, and 10
cm long fibers of 164 μm core diameter (70% fill factor). As expected, there was very little
increase (~ 0.5 – 1.5%) in the transmitted flux with scatter contribution. Therefore, the value of
ps was nominally set to 50% for all simulations, which was generally consistent with the range
recommended by Berdnikov et al for dense scintillators170. The overall fiber-optic coupling
efficiency was determined for each fiber configuration as a volume integral of the 3-D tally of
radial position, polar and azimuthal angles generated at the end of each simulation.
4.5.5.1 Light transmission efficiency
The calculated transmission efficiencies are shown for various fiber geometries in Figure
4-20. In this case, fiber core diameters of ~ 138, 151, and 164 μm were used to represent overall
pixel fill factors of 50, 60, and 70% respectively. Light transmission was found to steadily
decline with fiber length, and was in the range of 8.5 – 10% with the mirror “on” and in the
range of 4.5 – 5.5% with the mirror “off”. Light transmission was also found to reduce slightly
with the fiber core diameter. The decline of light transmission with both fiber length and
diameter can be attributed to the decreased solid angle fractions subtended by the exit plane to
light quanta in longer and narrower fiber-optic columns. The above results were consistent with
preliminary findings of the vendors (Collimated Holes Inc., Campbell, CA) that indicated light
coupling efficiencies of ~ 5 and 10% with the mirror “off” and “on” respectively.
4.5.5.2 Angular distribution of transmitted light
The angular spread of the transmitted light photons is indicated in Figure 4-21, wherein
the polar angle distribution of exiting light quanta is shown for selected fiber lengths (results
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were typical of all tested configurations). Much of the transmitted optical fluence (~ 97%) was
concentrated within a cone angle of 25 – 30° with respect to the fiber axis. This predominantly
forward peaked light distribution is characteristic of fiber-optic tapers and similar results171 were
reported by Yu et al based on light output measurements for the same brand of scintillation glass.
The preferential transmission of smaller polar angles in the fibers can be related to the
progressively narrow solid angle cones subtended with longer fiber-optic columns. As a result,
the polar angle distribution was slightly narrower for a fiber length of 10 cm compared to that at
1 or 6 cm. The forward peaked light transmission limits the spread of light at the plane of the aSi photodiodes, and subsequently improves the MTF. Therefore, forward peaked light
transmission is highly beneficial to the overall imaging performance of the system.
A slight increase was observed in the angular distributions of the transmitted light at a
polar angle of ~ 21° for all fiber geometries. This was attributed to a sharp increase in the
contribution of Fresnel reflection events (seen in Figure 4-18) for light quanta incident on the
clad wall with incident angles of ~ 69°, which was close to the value of the critical angle for total
internal reflection. The overall shape of the angular distribution did not vary significantly with
radial distance, although the transmitted fluence was higher at the center of the fiber (due to a
greater proportion of uncollided light) and at the fiber boundary (due to increased emission
events from septal build-up).
4.5.5.3 Optical LSF and MTF at the photodiode panel
The light exiting the fiber can be projected down to the plane of the photodiode sensor to
obtain optical components of the LSF and MTF profiles for the FOSGA detector. This part of the
optical coupling process was not modeled during in the transport algorithm since the exact
geometry of the fiber-photodiode interface is yet to be determined. Specifically, the exact
separation between the fiber and the read-out panel (referred to as the coupling contact gap), as
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well as the use of external coupling agents (like an appropriately index matched optical gel,
polymer resin based optical entrance window of the photodiode, etc.) has not been finalized. The
use of a high refractive index coupling agent is desirable between the fibers and the photodiodes
to prevent the potential spreading of the exiting light due to the large difference in the refractive
indices of the fiber core and air. Commercially available optical gels (eg. Nye Lubricants,
Fairhaven, MA) that are specifically designed for scintillator – photodiode contact gaps can
provide excellent optical coupling by virtue of high refractive indices (1.46 – 1.62). Therefore,
for the subsequent analyses in this study, it was assumed that the exiting light is detected by the
photodiodes with no significant change in the magnitude and shape of the polar angle
distributions in Figure 4-21.
The spatial and angular distributions of light exiting the fiber were propagated down to
the photodiode panel across assumed values of the fiber – photodiode contact gap. In practice,
scintillator arrays are typically aligned with underlying flat-panels with as close a contact gap as
possible to limit optical spreading and glare17 . Therefore, the exact size of the contact gap may
depend on mechanical tolerances associated with the scintillator and flat-panel systems, the
clearance afforded by its associated mounts, and the alignment device that holds the scintillator
and flat-panel arrays in place. Communications with vendors (Hytec Inc., Los Alamos, NM)
indicated that the gap may be as high as 1 mm. Based on these estimates, the exit light
distributions were projected across an assumed contact gap of 1 mm. The spatial distribution of
the projected light was binned into 1-D spatial intervals of 50 μm to generate optical LSF
profiles for all fiber configurations. The optical LSF profiles obtained in this way are shown in
Figure 4-22 for 1 and 10 cm long fibers (164 μm core diameter), and the associated optical MTF
spectra are shown in Figure 4-23. While no significant variation in the MTF was observed with
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fiber diameter, slight improvements in the optical MTF were observed with thickness. This can
be explained based on the narrower polar angle distributions associated with longer fibers that
limit the lateral spread of light projected on to the photodiode panel. To study the sensitivity of
the optical LSF and MTF profiles to the size of the contact gap, the transmission light tallies
were projected across a progression of gaps between 0.5 – 1.25 mm. The resulting MTF
components are shown in Figure 4-24 (for a 6 cm long fiber with 164 μm core diameter). The
calculated MTF spectra decreased significantly with increasing contact gap since the exiting light
distributions were projected over wider distances. The MTF at 1 cy/mm was recorded at 64%,
50%, 37%, and 27% for respective contact gaps of 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.25 mm.
4.6 Linear Cascaded Systems Analysis
Along the same lines as the linear systems analysis implemented with the TSC system in
section 3.3.5, the FOSGA detector was classified into component stages based on the concepts
described in section 2.4.2. The cascaded systems model for the FOSGA detector is shown in
Figure 4-25. Stages 1 – 3 involved the detection and spread of radiation quanta followed by the
emission of light, and were conceptually identical to the corresponding stages in the TSC system.
The associated parameters (g1, T2, g3, and Єg3) were obtained in the same manner as described
for the TSC using the radiation transport tallies described in section 4.4. In this case, the light
quantum gain g3 was evaluated based on vendor specified parameters (Collimated Holes Inc.,
Campbell, CA) for the intrinsic energy efficiency of scintillation (ηopt = 2.25%) and the mean
energy of emitted light photons (Ēopt = 2.26 eV).
Stage 4 represented the light transmission efficiency (g4) of the fiber-optic channel in
each pixel, while stage 5 comprised of the MTF (T5) due to optical blurring at the photodiode
panel from the angular distribution of the transmitted light. Both parameters were characterized
using the light transport calculations described in section 4.5, and have been displayed in Figures
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4-20 and 4-23. Stages 6 and 7 pertained to the optical sensitivity (g6) of the photodiode sensors,
and the inherent MTF (T7) associated with the sampling aperture of the photodiode pixel
(evaluated as a sinc function58). The optical sensitivity g6 was evaluated based on the vendor
specified distributions of the sensitivity spectrum for the photodiodes (Hytec Inc., Los Alamos,
NM) and the emission spectrum for the scintillation glass (Collimated Holes Inc., Campbell,
CA). The value of g6 was calculated to be 0.62, which included a scaling factor of 0.83 to
account for the fill factor of the sensitive surface of the light sensor58. Finally, the additive dark
noise (S8) of the read-out electronics for the photodiodes was included as stage 8, even though
the contribution of dark noise in modern flat-panel based EPIDs has been reported to be
negligible. In this case, the specific reported values of dark noise NPS for a prototype a-Si EPID
were used to determine S8 (~ 0.005) for the cascaded systems model. The MTF components (T2 ,
T5, and T7 ) associated with the spread of radiation quanta in the scintillation glass array, the
spread of light at the fiber – photodiode contact gap, and the photodiode sampling aperture
respectively were used to evaluate the overall expected MTF for a FOSGA detector with various
thickness and fill factor configurations. The theoretical DQE was evaluated by applying
Equation 2-19 with the parameters associated with stages (1 – 9), which led to the general
expression given in Equation 4-7.

DQE ( f ) =

g1 T2 2 ( f )

1 + S8 ( f )
∈
 
1+  g 3  + 

2
2
g3 

 g3 g 4 g6 T5 ( f ) T7 ( f ) 

(4-7)

The overall MTF of the FOSGA detector is shown for selected detector configurations (1
and 10 cm thicknesses, 50 and 70% fill factors) in Figure 4-26. The MTF spectra for all other
prototype configurations were in the range specified by the displayed plots. In general, the MTF
was decreased with higher fill factors, and did not show significant variations with detector
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thickness. As previously described in sections 4.4.3, the unique nature of the variation in MTF
with thickness can be attributed to the specific effects of septal build-up on MTF spectra. The
overall effects of septal build-up were responsible for a preferential attenuation of the MTF at
lower thicknesses (especially at higher spatial frequencies). As a result, the traditionally expected
differences in MTF with changing thickness were significantly diminished as the MTF improved
only slightly with smaller thicknesses. In addition, the optical MTF associated with the angular
spread of transmitted light at the photodiode panel also contributed to the unconventional
variations in MTF. As described in section 4.4.5.3, longer fiber lengths led to narrower angular
distributions for the exiting light, which led to an improvement in MTF with detector thickness.
Therefore, since the MTF varied very slightly over all detector configurations, the detector
geometry was essentially dependent on its overall DQE characteristics.
Based on intrinsic DQE calculations in section 4.4.4 and Figures 4-8 (B) and 4-14, the
detector configuration of 6 cm thickness and 70% fill factor was initially selected to satisfy the
target specifications of DQE and MTF. The overall MTF for this configuration was generally
comparable to most other detector thicknesses and fill factors, and is shown in Figure 4-27 along
with the separate MTF contributions of the spread of radiation quanta (T2 ), the optical blur at the
fiber – photodiode contact gap (T5), and photodiode pixelization (T7). It can be seen that the
effects of T2 and T5 were generally comparable and significantly more dominant over the
contribution of the photodiode aperture. The MTF was found to be ~ 11% at 1 cy/mm, which is
better or comparable to the performance of current commercial systems, and satisfied the
minimum target specifications for spatial resolution. Moreover, with smaller contact gaps (< 1
mm) at the fiber – photodiode interface, the MTF was shown to improve significantly as shown
in Figure 4-24.
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The overall system DQE calculated with Equation 4-7 is shown for various detector
configurations in Figure 4-28. It can be seen that a DQE(0) of > 25% could be achieved with the
selected detector thickness of 6 cm at 70% fill factor. Increasing the detector thickness beyond 6
cm only led to marginal improvements in DQE(0) as x-ray detection was significantly more
sensitive to fill factor for those thicknesses. For all detector configurations, the overall DQE(0)
did not change significantly from its intrinsic value that was based only in radiation interactions.
This indicated that there was no significant quantum sink associated with the imaging system.
The DQE(0) also did not reduce significantly (~ 0.1%) when the light transmission efficiency
obtained with no mirror was used in the DQE computation. Therefore, a FOSGA detector could
be constructed without the inclusion of a high reflectance mirror since the DQE was not limited
by the light transmission efficiency. The overall DQE values for the selected detector
configuration of 6 cm thickness and 70% fill factors ranged from ~ 26% at 0 cy/mm to ~ 4% at 1
cy/mm, which indicated an order of magnitude improvement in overall imaging performance
compared to commercial EPIDs. Therefore, the FOSGA detector in its selected prototype
configuration represents a promising solution for low dose, high quality megavoltage imaging
that is suitable for volumetric MV-CBCT based treatment verification.
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Figure 4-1. The functional and structural layout of the FOSGA detector depicting the constitution
of each fiber and its placement in the grid housing.
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Fiber
extrusion

Figure 4-2. Terbium doped scintillation glass fibers used in the FOSGA detector. (A) Extrusion
wheels to draw glass fibers, (B) Cross-section of a sample 0.43 mm diameter glass
fiber, (C) 1 m long fibers showing transmitted illumination, (D) 6 cm long fibers
showing transmitted illumination.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4-3. The functional outline of tomolithographic molding (TLM) for the cast production of
advanced structured grids. (A) Process flow of creating and replicating molds via
lithography and stack lamination, (B) Sample cast of a master mold.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4-4. Initial tests for automated fiber insertion based on electrostatic and vacuum gradients.
(A) Functional form of the loading tool, (B) Prototype loading tool for initial testing.
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Figure 4-5. Specification of the FOSGA detector array in MCNPX for Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 4-6. Specification of detector geometry based on thickness and pixel fill factor in a
FOSGA detector for Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 4-7. Simulation tallies indicating AED pulseheight spectra for the FOSGA detector.
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Figure 4-8. Influence of detector thickness and pixel fill factor on intrinsic x-ray sensitivity for a
FOSGA detector. (A) Effect on QE, (B) Effect on DQE(0).
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Oversampled LSF for a FOSGA Detector (Thickness = 6 cm, Fill Factor = 70%)
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Figure 4-9. Effect of septal build-up on the oversampled LSF of a FOSGA detector.
Oversampled LSF for a FOSGA Detector (70% Fill Factor)
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Figure 4-10. Oversampled LSF profiles for a FOSGA detector of varying thicknesses and 70%
fill factor.
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Oversampled LSF for a FOSGA Detector (6 cm Thickess)
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Figure 4-11. Oversampled LSF profiles for a FOSGA detector of varying fill factors and a
thickness of 6 cm.
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Figure 4-12. Influence of detector thickness and pixel fill factor on intrinsic MTF for a FOSGA
detector.
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MTF Variations with Source Position for a FOSGA Detector (6 cm thickness)
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of the overall intrinsic MTF for the FOSGA detector obtained with
shifted source reconstruction of LSF profiles with hypothetical MTF spectra from
central source LSF profiles only.
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Figure 4-14. Influence of detector thickness and pixel fill factor on intrinsic DQE(f) for a
FOSGA detector.
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Figure 4-15. A general outline of the process flow for the optical transport algorithm used to
model fiber-optic light transmission in the FOSGA detector.
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Variation in Energy Deposition with Radial Distance
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Figure 4-16. Distribution of energy deposition along radial distance from the central axis within
the luminescent core of the scintillation glass fiber.
Variation in Energy Deposition with Fiber Depth
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Figure 4-17. Distribution of energy deposition along depth within the luminescent core of the
scintillation glass fiber.
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Fresnel Reflection Coefficients for Scintillation Glass Fibers
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Figure 4-18. Fresnel reflection coefficients for the prototype scintillation glass fibers as a
function of the angle of incidence.
Scatter Perturbation in Optical Transport Modeling
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Figure 4-19. Effect of varying scatter conditions on simulated fiber-optic light transmission.
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Figure 4-20. Light transmission efficiency for various fiber geometries obtained from light
transport calculations.
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Figure 4-22. Optical LSF profiles for scintillation glass fibers obtained from light transport
calculations.
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Figure 4-23. Optical MTF profiles for scintillation glass fibers obtained from light transport
calculations.
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Figure 4-24. Sensitivity of the optical MTF to the fiber – photodiode contact gap.
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Figure 4-25. Linear cascaded systems model for the FOSGA detector.
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Figure 4-26. The overall MTF for a FOSGA detector at selected prototype configurations.
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Figure 4-28. The overall DQE for a FOSGA detector for various prototype configurations.
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CHAPTER 5
BAR-PATTERN METHODOLOGY FOR EPID QUALITY ASSURANCE
As part of the imaging research conducted to develop the EPID prototypes described in
Chapters 3 and 4, an improved methodology to characterize imaging performance of
megavoltage imagers was developed that enabled an accurate and reliable measurement of MTF,
NPS, and DQE in a clinical setting. The method was developed as an adaptation of the original
technique of MTF measurement using line-pair modulations (described in sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.4) to megavoltage imaging. In this chapter, a detailed theoretical treatment of the bar-pattern
technique, and its adaptation and implementation with clinical EPIDs are presented along with a
statistical comparison and validation with standard techniques. The fundamental aim of these
studies was to extend the use of linear systems metrics (i.e. MTF, NPS, and DQE) that are
typically only associated with imaging research to clinical EPID systems as part of routine
quality assurance (QA).
5.1 Background
With the increasing importance of image quality in an IGRT based approach to
radiotherapy, it is essential to rigorously monitor and maintain optimal levels of EPID imaging
performance during clinical use through routine and extensive QA30. Traditionally, portal
imaging QA has been carried out by imaging calibrated line-pair and contrast resolution
phantoms for a qualitative assessment of image quality172 . QA phantoms can also be used in
conjunction with image analysis software that provides quantitative indices of imaging
performance173. However, such methods of QA are limited by the fact that these indices may be
arbitrarily defined and often dependent on user sensitivity and imaging conditions. They merely
indicate relative trends in imaging performance which severely restricts any comparison to other
imaging metrics. In addition, typical QA indices may not be sufficiently sensitive to all aspects
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of image quality. On the other hand, linear systems metrics like MTF, NPS, and DQE can
completely characterize radiographic detector performance while being normalized to imaging
conditions like magnification, intensity gain settings and exposure. However, even as these
metrics are considered mandatory in imaging research and detector development, they may not
be feasible as QA parameters since traditional methods of obtaining them involve difficult and
time consuming measurements of slit and edge response profiles that are not suitable for clinical
workflow142.
The bar-pattern technique for MTF measurement provides a practical solution to
implement linear systems metrics for clinical imagers since it is essentially based on phantom
imaging that can be done quickly and easily without the need for a complex imaging set-up. The
fundamental advantage of this method is its simplicity relative to the slit and edge techniques, as
well as the fact that it provides direct visualization of imaging spatial resolution through the
images of line-pairs. Bar-pattern based MTF measurements are limited mainly by the accuracy of
the normalization at zero-frequency, which has to be approximated from large areas of the bar,
and by the need to correct for the presence of higher-order harmonics of the fundamental
frequency of the line-pairs that requires interpolation between the discrete spatial frequencies142 .
The sensitivity of the measurements to normalization errors is accentuated in megavoltage
imaging due to the steeper fall-off of the MTF with spatial frequency compared to diagnostic
imaging. Therefore, the bar-pattern method is not widely used for MTF measurements in
megavoltage imaging, although line-pair contrast phantoms are often used in routine QA for
“pseudo” or “relative” MTF measurements owing to its ease and speed174 .
In this study, a detailed analysis of the bar-pattern methodology for MTF measurements
in megavoltage imaging is presented. Theoretical studies were conducted to identify satisfactory
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measurement conditions for accurate normalization, and a method to obtain MTF spectra from
line-pair modulations was developed. The major focus of this analysis was to compare and
characterize the bar-pattern method with respect to the traditional slit and edge techniques to
validate its accuracy. To this end, these methods were applied to three conventional portal
imaging detectors: a Siemens Beamview video EPID (Siemens Oncology Care Systems,
Concord, CA), an Elekta iViewGT a-Si EPID (Elekta Inc., Crawley, West Sussex, UK), and
Kodak X-Omat V radiotherapy film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY). Finally, the bar-pattern
technique was implemented as a QA algorithm for clinical EPID systems to provide fast and
easy MTF, NPS, and DQE measurements using portal images of open-fields and a bar-pattern
QA phantom. The QA algorithm was analyzed for accuracy and sensitivity by comparing with a
commercial QA technique (PIPSproTM, Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI) on the Beamview
video EPID and iViewGT flat-panel systems.
5.2 Practical Aspects of MTF Measurements
The conceptual definitions of the slit, edge, and bar-pattern techniques were described
previously (section 2.1), and some insight into the practical implementation of the slit response
technique (most of which also translate to the edge method) was provided in the description of
MTF measurements for the TSC prototype in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.4.1). However, the
undesirable external influences of practical measurement conditions like scatter, beam
divergence, and mechanical misalignments can affect each of the three methods differently. In
principle, both the slit and edge response measurements can provide an accurate account of the
LSF profile of an imaging detector for reliable MTF spectra on a near-analog spatial frequency
domain. However, the accuracy of the calculations may be compromised with the presence of
noise in the tails of the LSF profiles that can contaminate the Fourier spectrum of the profile124.
In order to minimize the tail noise relative to the peak, the central axis of the x-ray beam to be
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aligned precisely with the center of the slit and edge target to maximize the x-ray transmission
though the slit and the geometric gradient rendered by the edge. The alignment of slit and edge
targets with the beam is especially difficult in megavoltage imaging due to the higher thickness
of the attenuating metal blocks compared to diagnostic imaging. Typically, sophisticated
mechanical and optical alignment aids are necessary, and the imaging set-up needs to be
optimized through trial and error. This makes the measurements of slit and edge response
profiles extremely difficult, laborious, and time consuming. Therefore, these methods cannot be
implemented clinically on a routine basis.
Although the slit and edge response methods are both based on a Fourier transformation
of the LSF, they may provide different results since the LSF is obtained differently in each case.
Specifically, the edge method involves a finite-element differentiation of the ESF, which
provides an LSF profile that is highly accurate in the terminal or tail regions but subject to errors
in the peak region since the true LSF has to be estimated at each point as the gradient between
adjacent pixels131 . On the other hand, the LSF peak from a slit response measurement can be
determined quite accurately. However, errors may be introduced when recovering the slit
response baseline (either by subtracting the “closed” slit profile or by curve-fitting) due to the
presence of scatter, noise and truncation artifacts122,175. Therefore, the edge method is considered
more accurate at lower spatial frequencies, while the slit method is preferable at higher
frequencies176.
For the bar-pattern technique, line-pair modulations may be affected by x-ray scatter off
the edges of the bars. Scatter leads to a reduction in the detected modulation contrast associated
with the line-pair bars. This may not always lead to significant variations in the overall MTF
since modulations are finally normalized relative to each other. However, it contributes to
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additional uncertainty in the overall measured MTF. Scatter contribution can be significantly
minimized by imaging the bars at higher magnification, i.e. with adequate separation between the
bar-pattern and the detector surface. In addition, bar-pattern modulations may be affected by
geometric artifacts due to beam divergence. This effect is depicted in Figure 5-1. Since the
“apparent” thickness of the bar seen along the path of the x-ray beam increases as one goes
farther away from the central axis of the beam, the attenuation profile seen by the beam across
the line-pair bars is altered in two ways. Firstly, the modulation intensity is enhanced resulting in
exaggerated MTF values at points farther away from the center of the field. Secondly, the shape
of the profile departs from the original square-wave pattern as shown in Figure 5-1. These
geometric artifacts may be expressed at any point away from the center by examining the
horizontal projection (∆w) of the thickness seen by the x-ray beam at that point, and also by the
difference between the apparent and true thicknesses of the bar (∆t). In this case, ∆w indicates
variations in the represented spatial frequency due to the departure from a true square-wave. In
general, geometric artifacts can be limited if the area and thickness of the bar-pattern are small
enough compared to the source-bar distance.
5.3 Development of Bar-pattern Methodology
With the aim of characterizing the fundamental limitations to the accuracy of the barpattern method, the effects of imaging and general measurement conditions on the performance
of the technique were studied.
5.3.1 Zero Frequency Normalization
Obtaining an accurate estimate of the zero-frequency normalization factor (i.e. M0 in
Equation 2-9) was fundamental to the development of a reliable methodology for absolute MTF
measurements from line-pair modulations. Typically, large and uniform regions of the bar and
background air are used to calculate M0 . In this study, the width of the normalization area
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(assumed to be equivalent squares for both bar and air regions) will be referred to as w, and its
associated spatial frequency will be referred to as the normalization frequency or δ (where δ =
0.5/w). The accuracy of M0 is directly related to w and δ in that the estimated M0 approaches the
true zero frequency normalization only in the conditional limit of w → ∞ (or δ → 0). Therefore,
the normalization width w and the associated frequency (δ) may be interchangeably referred to
the normalization condition for acceptable bar-pattern MTF measurements. The choice of an
appropriate normalization condition (i.e. a sufficiently large w or a sufficiently low δ) is typically
mediated by a trade-off between increasing w to enhance the accuracy of M0 , and the practical
limit to the size of the bar that is imposed by a finite imaging field. An acceptable normalization
condition was assumed to be a value of w that was large enough so that any possible errors in M0
(due to the inequalities of w < ∞ or δ > 0) were insignificant relative to the uncertainty of
measurement, while sufficiently small to be accommodated within the detector imaging area.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to study the effect of w on M0 to identify an
acceptable normalization condition. A series of square bar – air fields were simulated with w
varied between 10 – 200 mm. The bar material was chosen to be tungsten due to its high Z and
attenuation properties. The bar had to be made as thin as possible in order to minimize geometric
errors from beam divergence, while also providing sufficient attenuation and contrast. Since 2
mm thick bar-patterns had been reported to provide modulations of acceptable contrast87,142, the
thickness of the tungsten bars was set at 2 mm. The detector was specified to be a commercial
phosphor screen (1 mm thick copper build-up plate over a 134 mg/cm2 layer of Gd2O2 S:Tb)
under irradiation from a point isotropic 6 MV x-ray source165 . The bar was positioned at
“isocenter” (100 cm below the source), which was 50 cm above the detector plane (i.e. SDD =
150 cm). Since this provided a field magnification factor (M) of 1.5, the actual area of the bar
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was made to be (w x w) ⁄ M2. With an equivalent size air region also specified adjacent to the bar,
the effective imaging field was (2w x w) ⁄ M2 at the isocenter (with the edge of the bar – air field
at the center). Energy deposition events were scored using the ITS 3.0 codes in 0.5 mm voxels,
and M0 was calculated as the difference in energy deposition between voxels underlying the
centers of the bar and air regions. Between 107 and 109 histories were used in these simulations,
and the exact number of histories was selected for each field to provide energy deposition tallies
with a relative uncertainty in the range of 1 – 3% in voxels underlying the bar region (based on
empirical estimates of uncertainty in actual images with comparable detectors). Separate
simulations were carried out to obtain the “true” or intrinsic MTF of the phosphor screen by
generating the intrinsic LSF profile for the phosphor screen. The calculated values of M0 were
normalized based on the true MTF at a spatial frequency of 0.05 cy/mm, which was also the
highest value of δ that was simulated (w = 10 mm for δ = 0.05 cymm). All values of M0 were
scaled equally by a factor such that M0 = MTF(0.05 cy/mm) at w = 10 mm. This reduced all
simulated values of M0 to a convenient form where M0 → 1 as w → ∞, and the relative
normalization error associated with any w was obtained as 1 – M0.
To represent a realistic imaging system and include the MTF contributions of imaging
components that may be coupled to the phosphor screen detector in a conventional video or a-Si
EPID, the values of M0 with each δ was also scaled by an appropriate transfer function T(δ). In
this case, T(δ) reflects the product of all MTF components that may be coupled to the intrinsic
MTF of the phosphor screen in a hypothetical imaging system. For a video EPID representation,
T(δ) included the optical blurring within the screen, and the lens – camera system (obtained
during the analysis of MTF for the TSC system). For a-Si EPIDs, T(δ) included the optical
blurring within the screen, and the pixelization by the a-Si photodiode array (obtained as a pixel
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sinc function for standard pixel widths ~ 0.4 mm). The MTF due to optical blurring in the
phosphor screen was obtained from reported results58. The scaling of M0 (δ) with T(δ) rendered a
steeper reduction in M0 with δ (or a greater increase in M0 with w). The effect of the
normalization condition on M0 can be seen in Figure 5-2. As expected from typical shapes of
MTF spectra, it was found that the rise of M0 with respect to w was more pronounced at low
values of w. For both the video and a-Si EPID representations, M0 was significantly lower (p <
0.1) than unity for w < 40 mm. Previously reported implementations of the bar-pattern technique
for megavoltage MTF measurements used normalization areas in the above range87,173. No
statistically significant variations were observed in M0 upon increasing w beyond 100 mm (p >
0.3 for w > 100 mm). In this case, the specified p-values indicate probability estimates of
significant differences based on standard Student’s t-tests. From these results, a minimum
normalization condition of w = 100 mm was found to be necessary for an accurate value of M0 . It
must be noted that, w and δ represented the normalization condition and spatial frequency
projected at the plane of the detector.
5.3.2 Bar-pattern Design
A custom designed bar-pattern was manufactured to perform measurements of MTF on
commercial portal imagers. Line-pair targets were milled into two 2 mm thick 100 x 50 mm2
tungsten bar using precision electrode discharge machining. The following spatial frequencies in
line-pairs per mm (lp/mm) were generated: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.3, 1.6, 2 and 2.5.
Selected spatial frequencies were milled into both bars to check for possible differences due to
manufacturing variations and other forms of departure from shift invariance. A third tungsten bar
of the same area and thickness was used without any spatial frequencies for the normalization
measurement (M0). With these dimensions, the normalization condition rendered by the barpattern is given as w = 100 x M mm, where the magnification factor M depends on the imaging
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geometry. The bar-patterns are shown in Figure 5-3. Kilovoltage radiographs (40 kVp, 30 mAs)
of the three bars are shown in Figure 5-4. The higher spatial frequencies are positioned closer to
the center to minimize effects of beam divergence. Based on edge profiles from these
radiographs, the line-pair fabrication was found to be accurate to within 1%. The effective range
of spatial frequencies contained in the bar-pattern depends on the magnification M of the
imaging field. The above series of frequencies were designed for imaging at the linac isocenter
for a maximum spatial frequency of 1.5 – 2 cy/mm depending on the imaging system.
5.3.3 Effect of Scatter
To limit the contribution from scatter, a set-up where M = 1 with the bar-pattern placed
directly on the surface of the detector is not desirable. If an isocentric set-up is used with the barpattern placed 100 cm below the source, M is likely to range between 1.3 and 1.6 based on SDDs
for typical clinical EPIDs. In order to observe the effect of scatter on line-pair modulations as a
function of magnification, the 2 mm thick tungsten bar-pattern was imaged at varying
magnification using a Siemens Beamview video EPID (SDD = 132 cm). Line-pair modulations
were recorded with the bar-patterns placed at various distances (0, 2, 5, 10, and 32 cm) from the
detector surface, providing a spread in imaging magnification of 1 < M < 1.32. It was found that
for all spatial frequencies within the Nyquist limit, the detected modulation contrast values were
statistically equivalent (0.35 < p < 0.94, average p = 0.76) in all cases when the distance between
the bar-pattern and the detector surface was at least 5 cm. With the bar-pattern placed less than 5
cm above the detector surface, the modulation contrast was significantly lower (0.003 < p < 0.08,
average p = 0.03). These results indicated that the effect of scatter could be overcome as long as
the bar-pattern was at least a few cm away from the detector surface (M ≥ 1.05). Since most
clinical imaging is performed with the patient at isocenter, the placement of the bar-pattern is
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most desirable at the isocenter so that the measurement can appropriately indicate the MTF
contribution from the linac focal spot.
5.3.4 Beam Divergence
In order to quantify the effect of beam divergence for the bar-patterns positioned in the
imaging field as shown in Figure 5-3, the attenuation profile seen by x-rays emanating from a
point source as they traverse the line-pairs in the bar-patterns was determined theoretically by
simple geometric ray tracing. Profiles were generated for SDD = 160 cm, with the bar-pattern
situated 100 cm from the source, i.e. M = 1.6. Similarly, profiles were generated in the absence
of beam divergence, i.e. assuming a broad beam parallel source. No visually discernible
differences were found upon graphically plotting these two profiles together. To further
investigate the effect, the profiles were convolved with the LSF measured for a Siemens
Beamview (during the analysis of the TSC system) to simulate the detected line-pair modulation
response with and without the effect of beam divergence. The modulation contrast values were
determined for all spatial frequencies to check for possible differences due to beam divergence,
especially for lower frequencies located away from the center. However, no significant
differences were observed in the calculated modulation values (0.42 < p < 0.99, average p =
0.93), confirming the feasibility of imaging the bar-patterns as shown in Figure 5-3 with a
magnification as high as M = 1.6.
5.4 MTF Measurements for Clinical Portal Imagers
The custom designed bar-pattern was used to perform MTF measurements for clinical
portal imagers in tandem with the separate uncut bar for zero frequency normalization.
5.4.1 Description of Portal Imagers
To validate the accuracy of the bar-pattern methodology with improved zero frequency
normalization, MTF measurements were conducted for three commercial megavoltage imaging
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systems (Siemens Beamview video EPID, Elekta iViewGT a-Si flat-panel EPID, and a
traditional metal plate – film combination. The Beamview system (previously described in
section 3.3.2) was installed on a Siemens PRIMUS linac with SDD = 132 cm. It consisted of a
standard phosphor screen detector coupled to the lens and prototype Plumbicon camera
configuration that was used for the TSC prototype. The iViewGT system consisted of an
identical phosphor screen that was coupled to a flat-panel read-out array (1024 x 1024 pixel2 , 0.4
mm detector pixel width). It was used as originally installed on an Elekta Precise linac with SDD
= 160 cm. The metal plate – film combination consisted of Kodak X-Omat V therapy film with
a 3 mm thick brass build-up plate. Film imaging was conducted under the Siemens linac with the
brass – film combination placed atop the phosphor screen panel of the BEAMVIEW with the
same SDD (132 cm). Prior to MTF measurement, a series of open-field exposures at various
exposures were acquired with the metal – film combination to obtain H/D curves (that describe
the nonlinear calibration of pixel intensities with imaging exposure). Imaging was conducted
with 6 MV x-rays for all MTF measurements, and all images were acquired using an exposure of
25 MU.
5.4.2 Slit and Edge Measurements
An angulated slit target was constructed, set-up and aligned with the radiation central axis
using the same procedure that was outlined for MTF measurements with the TSC prototype
(section 3.3.4.1). Oversampled LSF profiles were generated by using the cyclic variations in the
slit response peak intensities over pixel rows to evaluate the slit angle, and populate the LSF grid
with the shifted superposition reconstruction technique as described for the TSC. The edge target
was rendered by using only one of the 10 x 10 x 16 cm3 steel blocks. As in the case of the slit,
the angulated edge was aligned with the radiation beam by adjusting its position for a maximal
gradient at the center of the edge response. Several edge images were acquired and an
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oversampled ESF profile was obtained based on the method described by Buhr et al177, which
was essentially an adapted variation of the slit response analysis. In this case, the positions of the
edge locations were determined along each row of the edge response image based on maximal
gradient. The angle of the edge was calculated by determining the average number of rows
associated with the transition of the edge location along one full pixel column. Finally, the
oversampled ESF was populated via the shifted superposition approach, and a corresponding
oversampled LSF was subsequently calculated using finite-element differentiation. The slit and
edge angulations in all the imaging measurements were found to be between 2-2.2° resulting in a
minimum sampling distance of ~ 10 – 15 μm. However, the oversampled slit and edge response
functions were rebinned in sampling grids of 50 μm in an effort to minimize noise. The shifted
superposition based oversampling was not required for film measurements since aliasing could
be prevented by simply selecting a small sampling aperture for the film digitizer. The films were
digitized using an Epson 10000XL film scanner with contrast and spatial resolution respectively
set to 16-bits and 2400 dpi, equivalent to a sampling aperture of < 11 μm. The angle of the slit
and edge targets was determined from these scanned images similarly based on peak slit
response and edge gradients, and the images were rotated to obtain straight slit and edge
response profiles. Row profiles were taken and rebinned to obtain LSFs with a sampling width of
50 μm. The presampled MTF was calculated for each image and individual estimates were
averaged to obtain an estimate of uncertainty.
5.4.3 Bar-pattern Measurements
The bar-patterns were positioned as shown in Figure 5-3 in an isocentric set-up, i.e. 100
cm below the source. The bars were angulated at approximately 45° with respect to the imaging
axis. This was done to avoid sampling phase effects, in which the MTF may be dependent on the
coincidence between the centers of the bars and imaging pixels. Placing the bars at some
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angulation helped to average these effects out. The placement of the bars was done manually as
only approximate positioning was required. A field size of 20 x 20 cm2 was sufficient to contain
the bars. Several images of the bar-patterns were acquired. To estimate any baseline artifacts
including scatter from the two main bars containing the line-pair sets that could possibly affect
the normalization factor M0 , several images were acquired after carefully removing the uncut bar
from the field without disturbing the positions of the bars containing line-pairs. Film images
were scanned at 16-bits and 100 dpi (250 μm sampling width). During the analysis of the images,
an ROI was manually drawn to select the image area corresponding to the line-pairs for each
spatial frequency f, and the statistical variance V(f) of the image intensities in each ROI was
calculated. This estimate of variance also included image noise associated with the detector that
had to be subtracted out. This was accomplished by obtaining variance values from open field
exposures at the same ROIs as the line-pairs, and subtracting them from the line-pair variances.
Line-pair variances were sampled for all frequencies whose modulation peaks were clearly
resolvable.
To estimate the normalization factor M0, profiles along the central uncut bar were
acquired and baseline corrected by subtracting the corresponding profiles with the uncut bar
removed from the imaging field. The value of M0 was measured by taking the difference between
pixel intensities associated with the centers of the image areas underlying the uncut bar and an
equivalent size adjacent air region. The MTF was calculated using the sampled values of V(f) and
M0 estimates according to Equation 2-9. The corrections for higher order harmonic components
V(nf) required interpolation to evaluate variance values between discrete frequencies. Three
methods of interpolation were investigated: cubic spline fits, simple exponential fits, and linear
interpolation. However, no significant differences were observed between the results from each
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method indicating that the shape of the MTF was adequately sampled by the spatial frequencies
presented by the bar-patterns. Therefore, linear interpolation was selected since it was the
simplest of all three methods, and the computation of standard error estimates using error
propagation was quite convenient.
5.4.4 Comparison of Slit, Edge, and Bar-pattern Techniques
The MTF measurements obtained from the EPID and film systems are presented in
Figure 5-4. Although they used the same phosphor screen, the MTF for the Beamview was
significantly lower than that for the iViewGT due to the loss in spatial resolution from the lens
and camera target. On the other hand, the film measurements provided the highest MTF of all
three systems, which was expected on account of their low thickness and analog resolution. To
compare the slit, edge and bar-pattern methods, the differences in MTF values between the
individual techniques were examined for statistical significance over all spatial frequencies.
Comparisons were performed at the discrete spatial frequencies presented by the bar-pattern at
the imaging plane. Overall, all three methods were found to be in excellent agreement with each
other (mean difference within ±3%). Few selected instances of significant differences (identified
by p < 0.1) were observed.
For the Beamview, the slit measurement was found to be significantly different from the
other two methods at 0.04 cycles per mm (cy/mm), while the slit and edge methods were in
disagreement at 0.57 cy/mm. None of the methods were in agreement at 0.76 cy/mm, at which
point, the MTF was very close to zero. For the iViewGT flat-panel, the edge and bar-pattern
methods were found to be different at 0.81 cy/mm, while all three methods were in disagreement
at the detector Nyquist limit of 1.25 cy/mm, where the MTF was nearly zero. For the brass-film
combination, no significant differences were observed between any of the techniques at any
spatial frequency. Finally, when the bar-pattern measurements were compared with a
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combination of slit and edge measurements pooled together, no significant differences were
obtained. Therefore, despite isolated instances of significant differences in MTF values in pairwise comparisons of the three methods, there was no clear evidence of the bar-pattern method
providing significantly different results from both the slit and edge techniques.
The random pair-wise instances of significant differences in MTF observed in the above
MTF spectra may be attributed to fundamental differences in the nature of the three MTF
measurement techniques over the spatial frequency range studied, where one technique may be
specifically associated with relatively greater error. For example, the slit method may be
considered less accurate than the edge method at lower spatial frequencies and vice versa. Based
on the statistical analyses, it was shown that overall, the three techniques yielded similar MTF
curves, and that the use of line-pair modulations was an effective means to measure MTF for
megavoltage imaging devices.
5.5 Implementation for EPID QA
Following the validation of the bar-pattern technique as a simple, fast, and accurate
means to obtain MTF measurements in megavoltage imaging, its use for clinical EPID QA was a
logical extension to these studies. A modular automated algorithm was developed (Matlab 7.0,
MathWorks, Natick, MA) that evaluated user supplied images of bar-pattern and open field
images to calculate MTF, NPS, and DQE. A simple corner detection algorithm was included in
the modular code that used vertical and horizontal edge detection gradients in conjunction with
the orthogonal geometry of the bar-patterns to isolate its corners. Upon identifying the corners,
built-in ROI locations are accessed to determine variance selections and normalization regions
for applying Equation (2-9). The program was also designed to read in system specific
information (pixel width and SDD) as user supplied parameters to automatically determine the
imaging magnification and evaluate spatial frequencies at the detector plane. A snap shot of a
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sample bar-pattern image acquired during a test QA session for an Elekta iViewGT flat-panel
EPID is shown in Figure (5-6) with the phantom corners, line-pair and normalization ROI
selections highlighted. The calculated MTF spectra and associated uncertainties are
automatically determined (using Equation 2-9) and written to output files.
The NPS calculations were based on reading in two or more open-field images of
identical exposure and field size (≥ 10 x 10 cm2 projected at the detector surface). The NPS is
calculated as previously described in section 2.2 and Equation (2-11), for a central region of 2N x
2N pixel2 selected in each open-field. The value of N was selected to ensure a minimum area of
10 x 10 cm2. The use of data array sizes that are powers of two is aimed at minimizing the
quantization noise associated with conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms that are
used in NPS calculations. Finally, the DQE is evaluated based on the calculated MTF and NPS
spectra according to Equation (2-15). The fluence factor Φ for the normalization of the DQE is
determined in the manner described in section 3.3.4.3 based on the exposure (MU) used to image
the open fields in conjunction with tabulated fluence – dose conversion factors and beam spectra
that were specified as parameter files.
5.6 Sensitivity Analysis
To evaluate the potential of MTF, NPS and DQE as EPID imaging QA parameters, they
were evaluated for their sensitivity to subtle changes in image quality. Images of the bar-patterns
and open fields used to evaluate these parameters were subjected to varying levels of degradation
of image quality. Loss in spatial resolution was simulated by convolving the bar-pattern images
with Gaussian blur kernels. The shape or width of a Gaussian blur kernel is typically specified by
the full-width-half-maximum of the kernel profile (commonly referred to by σ). However, in this
article, we refer to the full-width-half-maximum of the kernel by FWHM, in order to avoid
confusion with imaging noise, a standard deviation measure, that is also denoted by σ. Gaussian
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kernels with FWHM ranging from 0 – 2 pixels were convolved with the bar-pattern QA phantom
images and the MTF values calculated by our QA algorithm were observed. On the same lines,
the open field images were subjected to increased levels of additive noise. Gaussian noise
patterns were simulated and added to the open field images. The magnitude of the simulated
additive noise was selected based on the subsequent increase in open field noise (obtained by
evaluating the standard deviation σ of open-field pixel intensity values). Noise levels were varied
to the end of simulating a 0 – 100% increase in σ. In each case, the NPS and DQE values
calculated by our QA algorithm were recorded.
For comparison, the sensitivity of a commercial PIPSpro QA algorithm173 (Standard
Imaging, Middleton, WI ) was also studied for the same simulated variation of image quality
degradation. The PIPSpro technique also utilized a line-pair resolution phantom that contained a
few discrete spatial frequencies along with uniform regions of varying attenuation. In this case,
the PIPSpro phantom images were analyzed by its accompanying software, which provided three
indices of image quality: F50 , Sigma, and CNR. The F50 is an index of overall spatial resolution
and represents the spatial frequency corresponding to a 50% reduction in MTF. In reality, this
value is overestimated since it is obtained with a “relative” MTF curve normalized at the lowest
spatial frequency contained in the phantom (0.1 lp/mm)173, resulting in significantly exaggerated
MTF spectra. However, it was presumed that the PIPSpro F50 could still be used a spatial
resolution index for relative QA. The average of standard deviations of pixel intensities
associated with two reference regions on the phantom is used by the PIPSpro software to obtain
Sigma. The CNR metric is evaluated by the PIPSpro software as the contrast value between the
two reference regions normalized to Sigma. The sensitivity study was conducted for both the
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Siemens Beamview and Elekta iViewGT systems, and relative changes in the values of all tested
metrics with image degradation levels were used to characterize their merits.
The MTF measurements obtained from images of the bar-pattern for the Beamview and
iViewGT systems with simulated Gaussian blurring are shown in Figure 5-7. Figure 5-8
indicates the effect of additive Gaussian noise on the NPS. It can be seen that increasing the
noise by a 100% relative to the open-field σ led to an order of magnitude increase in the NPS.
While σ indicated an overall standard deviation metric that includes random as well as structured
noise sampled across a raw open-field image, the NPS is strictly a variance measure that
specifies only the random noise within the open-field. Therefore, although a 100% increase in σ
(i.e. doubling the noise) is expected to increase the NPS only by a factor of four, the measured
NPS was significantly greater indicating a considerable contribution of structured noise to the
open field σ. The sensitivity of DQE to additive Gaussian noise is depicted in Figure 5-9. The
DQE showed a corresponding decrease by an order of magnitude in response to increasing the
open-field noise by a 100%. The depletion of DQE showed a strong dependence on spatial
frequency by virtue of its proportionality with the square of the MTF. No variation of DQE with
Gaussian blurring was expected since the simultaneous effects of blurring on MTF2 and NPS
cancel each other out.
The iViewGT is expected to have higher DQE compared to the Beamview since a-Si
EPIDs have significantly better optical coupling characteristics compared to traditional lenscoupled camera EPIDs that are limited by the poor light collection efficiency of the lens focus
geometry. However, from our measurements, it was observed that the DQE of the Beamview
system was slightly greater than that of the iViewGT system at low spatial frequencies (< 0.3
cy/mm). This can be attributed to the superior performance and reduced dark noise of the
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prototype camera system in the modified Beamview EPID. In addition, the performance of the
iViewGT system used in this study was markedly reduced relative to its performance at
commissioning (2001), which could possibly be due the effects of radiation damage.
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the MTF, NPS and DQE in response to
simulated blurring and additive noise, they were compared with PIPSpro indices. Since the F50 ,
Sigma and CNR are singular metrics that correspond to a single spatial frequency, a comparison
with fundamental imaging parameters evaluated in spectral form is difficult. Therefore, the areas
under the curve taken for the MTF, NPS and DQE, i.e.∫MTF, ∫NPS and ∫DQE, were evaluated to
present singular forms of these parameters. Even though the integration of MTF, NPS and DQE
curves leads to the loss of spatial frequency information, the integrated values include
contributions from all spatial frequencies. For ease of comparison, the PIPSpro indices as well as
the ∫MTF, ∫NPS and ∫DQE metrics are expressed in terms of % change in Figures 5-10, 5-11, and
5-12. It was seen that the sensitivity curves of PIPSpro indices were clearly lower than those
observed for ∫MTF, ∫NPS and ∫DQE.
Compared to a 16% reduction in F50, the value of ∫MTF was reduced by 28% in response
to a Gaussian blurring kernel with FWHM of 2 pixels for the Beamview. Similarly, for the
iViewGT, the ∫MTF dec reased by 37% while the F50 only dropped by 27% for a Gaussian
blurring kernel with FWHM of 2.5 pixels. Similarly, the∫NPS and ∫DQE curves were far more
sensitive to additive noise compared to the PIPSpro Sigma and CNR indices. For the Beamview,
a 100% increase in open-field noise led to an 89% loss in CNR (Sigma increased by a factor of 8)
and a 97% loss in ∫DQE (∫NPS increased by a factor of 27). In the case of the iViewGT system,
the ∫DQE was reduced by 91% (∫NPS increased by a factor of 15) while the CNR dropped by
68% (Sigma increased by a factor of 3) with a 100% increase in noise. The remarkably greater
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sensitivity of linear systems metrics like MTF, NPS, and DQE compared to the PIPSpro system
can be directly related to their conceptual forms. Existing QA techniques like PIPSpro monitor a
narrow window of spatial frequencies and therefore, their ability to detect any degradation in
EPID image quality is inherently compromised and limited. On the other hand, the computation
of MTF, NPS and DQE spectra can monitor the relevant range of spatial frequencies entirely,
which enhances the sensitivity of these metrics. The MTF can be used to comprehensively
monitor spatial resolution using either the entire curve or by using summary metrics like ∫MTF.
Similarly, normalized and relative SNR and CNR based metrics that essentially represent zero or
low spatial frequency (i.e. extremely large and uniform objects) cannot match the sensitivity of
DQE or ∫DQE in characterizing contrast or overall image quality.
Routine QA measurements of MTF, NPS and DQE provide an effective method to
quantify any loss in image quality that may be induced during everyday clinical use like
mechanical damage, misalignments, inappropriate calibration, mistimed gating sequences,
radiation damage to peripheral electronics, etc. The bar-pattern based QA approach provides a
basis for characterizing imaging performance for a clinical EPID system relative to critical
standards set during commissioning. Moreover, since user specific inconsistencies like exposure,
SSD, and field size that may affect qualitative QA methods are for the most part automatically
accounted for in measurements of MTF and DQE, these can be more effectively compared to
other clinical systems as well as reported measurements of research prototypes. This is
demonstrated in Figure 5-13, wherein the degradation in MTF and DQE over time is shown for
an Elekta iViewGT flat-panel EPID based on measurements conducted during commissioning in
2001 and more recently in 2008. For comparison, the MTF and DQE spectra reported for a
research prototype of an a-Si EPID58 using the same phosphor screen as the Elekta system is also
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shown. Although widely considered to be a parent prototype to commercial flat-panel EPIDs17 ,
the significant difference in imaging performance between the prototype and the clinical device
even at commissioning can be easily seen in Figure 5-13. Possible reasons for this difference
may be variations in the TFT electronics, and superior panel optimization and alignment
techniques used during the prototype research phase. In this case, the ability to compare clinical
image quality with the theoretical upper limits usually demonstrated with research prototypes
could be useful in evaluating possible effects of the choice and/or quality of the luminescent
detector, metal build-up plate, a-Si read-out array, and the source characteristics for the linac.
The potential use for practical imaging QA using the bar-pattern methodology for EPID
systems in radiation oncology centers would be dependent on the establishment of image quality
standards to be used as guidances for decision making along the same lines as conventional QA
protocols. For example, clear and direct relationships need to be established between the
necessary image quality for clinical applications (eg. image registration and dosimetry) and the
measured linear systems metrics based on MTF and DQE. The link between imaging
performance and the efficacy of clinical use may be enforced based on physician specified
tolerances. Finally, routine QA measurements may be performed and compared to such tolerance
standards to recommend appropriate actions (eg. recalibration of electronics, system alignment
checks, and replacement of screen or a-Si flat-panel). In the studies discussed in this chapter, the
bar-pattern based QA methods were shown to be ideally suited for clinical EPID QA. The
robustness and accuracy of linear systems metrics, and the simplicity of bar-pattern QA make
this technique an invaluable tool to ensure optimal portal image quality.
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Figure 5-1. Effect of beam divergence on line-pair modulations.
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Figure 5-2. Effect of the normalization condition on the accuracy of the zero frequency
normalization in bar-pattern MTF measurements.
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Figure 5-3. The custom designed bar-patterns used for MTF measurements of clinical EPIDs.

Figure 5-4. Kilovoltage radiographs of the bar-patterns used for MTF measurements of clinical
EPIDs with constituent spatial frequencies specified.
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MTF Spectra for Clinical Portal Imagers
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Figure 5-5. Comparison of MTF measurements with the slit, edge, and bar-pattern techniques.
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Figure 5-6. Snap shot of a bar-pattern image with relevant ROI selections identified using the
computation algorithm developed for clinical EPID QA.
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Figure 5-7. Effects of simulated blurring on bar-pattern MTF measurements.
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Figure 5-8. Effects of simulated additive noise on NPS measurements.
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Figure 5-9. Effects of simulated additive noise on DQE measurements.
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Figure 5-10. Comparison of sensitivities of the bar-pattern MTF and PIPSpro F50 to simulated
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Figure 5-11. Comparison of sensitivities of the NPS and PIPspro Sigma to simulated additive
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of sensitivities of the DQE and PIPspro CNR to simulated additive
noise.
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CHAPTER 6
BAR-PATTERN METHODOLOGY FOR 3-D IGRT QUALITY ASSURANCE
The growing significance of 3-D IGRT solutions in the wake of IMRT was briefly
discussed in section 1.6. To circumvent the limited soft-tissue contrast afforded by megavoltage
imaging, KV-CBCT imaging has become increasingly popular as a treatment verification
tool19,22,23,25,27. This has also led to increasing efforts towards monitoring and optimizing the
imaging performance of KV-CBCT systems. In particular, the excess scatter from the cone beam
that results in added patient dose and imaging artifacts has prompted the use of beam filters178,179
and varied field size protocols to limit these effects. Image quality may be influenced by a
variety of factors associated with the selection of image acquisition parameters like kVp, tube
current, field size, beam filter, number of projections, and reconstruction filter. An improper
selection of scan protocols may lead to unoptimized image quality and unnecessary dose to the
patient. Therefore, a rigorous study of CBCT image quality and its dependence on beam
characteristics is vital.
6.1 Imaging Performance QA for CBCT
So far, CBCT image quality has been characterized somewhat qualitatively with the aid
of QA phantoms like the CatPhan 500/600 (The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY), which
includes separate modules with calibrated rods and inserts to judge contrast, spatial resolution,
CT number stability and linearity, and geometric accuracy. Recently, a QA strategy for
quantitative MTF measurements using line-pairs in a CatPhan phantom was presented180,
although no DQE measurements or equivalent metrics for overall imaging performance were
described. Therefore, the use of the bar-pattern technique for MTF, NPS, and DQE
characterization of clinical CBCT systems was tested as a QA tool. In this case, the computation
algorithm used to obtain these metrics during EPID QA was adapted to a standard CatPhan
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phantom. The CatPhan module containing line-pair resolution targets is shown in Figure 6-1.
The line-pair bars were utilized to obtain MTF spectra for CBCT axial scans while uniform
sections of the phantom between individual modules were used for NPS measurements. The linepair targets are made out of aluminum bars inserted into a cylindrical water equivalent medium.
The line-pair module is 4 cm thick and the entire phantom itself is approximately 20 cm long and
with a diameter of 15 cm. Typically, the phantom is placed such that the line-pairs can be
visualized in axial slice scans. Line-pair resolutions of up to 2.1 lp/mm are currently included in
the module. The largest bars are associated with a spatial frequency of 0.1 lp/mm. Preliminary
imaging measurements were conducted for two commercial KV-CBCT systems: an Elekta X-ray
Volumetric Imager (XVI) of the Elekta Synergy CBCT system (Elekta Inc., Crawley, West
Sussex, UK), and a Varian On Board Imager (OBI) of the Varian Trilogy system (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA).
6.2 Description of CBCT Systems
The XVI system consists of an indirect detection flat-panel x-ray detector based on a
1024 x 1024 array of 0.55 mm thick CsI(Tl) elements. The imager is used with an x-ray source
that delivers kilovoltage radiation in the energy range of 70 – 150 kVp. The imager and source
are integrated with the linac orthogonally to the therapy beam, and rotate about the same
isocenter as the linac. The field size is allowed to vary only between preset collimated beam
areas that are enforced through collimator cassettes. Three distinct beam widths are available:
small (S), medium (M), and large (L), that correspond to 27.7, 42.6, and 52.4 cm respectively in
the lateral direction (x-axis) at the plane of the isocenter. The length of the beam is set by the
craniocaudal length of the collimator cassette. Collimator length indices of 2, 10, and 20 are
commonly distributed with XVI systems that approximately correspond to 3.5, 13.8 and 27.7 cm
at the isocenter. Thus, an M20 field indicates a beam area of 42.6 x 27.7 cm2 at the isocenter.
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Typically, S fields are employed to image smaller anatomy (eg. head and neck), while M and L
fields are required for larger fields (such as chest and pelvis). The detector panel is large enough
to visualize a central field corresponding to an S collimator cassette, but is required to be shifted
laterally by 11.5 and 19 cm respectively when imaging M and L fields to accomodate larger
imaging volumes. In this case, the effective size of the reconstructed volume is determined by
the lateral extents of the projections even as individual projections do not cover the entire
physical imaging volume at once. The collimator cassette feeds into a dedicated slot on the tube
mount approximately 31.5 cm away from the focal spot. An additional cassette slot is provided
under the collimator for the option of inserting a beam filter (referred to as an F1 filter) to
modulate the beam suitably and compensate for the lack of peripheral beam hardening in larger
(M20 and L20) fields. For other fields, a blank filter cassette (called an F0 filter) is inserted into
the filter slot. The detector panel is located 153.6 cm away from the source, and the x-ray tube is
oriented at a slight angle (3.5°) from the source – isocenter axis (towards the direction of the
lateral shift of the detector for M and L fields).
The OBI system consists of a standard phosphor screen based flat-panel imager
integrated along with a kilovoltage x-ray tube orthogonally to the treatment beam in the Varian
Trilogy system. The x-ray tube can be used with kVp settings in the range of 40 – 125 kVp.
Although field sizes can be controlled via collimator blade positions, preset positions are
typically used that render two standard field sizes referred to as a full fan beam and a half fan
beam. Full fan beams are used for smaller fields≤( 24 cm diameter x 14 cm length), while the
detector is shifted laterally by 14.8 cm with a half fan beam to accommodate larger anatomy (up
to 45 cm diameter x 14 cm volume). Additional beam filters called bow-tie filters are
recommended for all fields at higher x-ray energies. Separate bow-tie filters (i.e. full bow-tie and
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half bow-tie) are available for each field. Although the detector position can be varied between
150 and 170 cm from the source, an SDD of 150 cm is generally used. The above descriptions of
the XVI and OBI systems were obtained based on vendor communications, reported
values178,179,181,182, and physical measurements.
6.3 Imaging Measurements
The CatPhan phantom was positioned at the isocenter with the linac light guides
intersecting at the center of the module containing line-pairs. Axial CBCT scans were acquired at
various field size, beam filter, and gantry rotation settings for the XVI and OBI units. At the time
of conducting the imaging experiments, the XVI could only be operated with selected field sizes
(S10, S20, M10, M20, and L20) and the F1 filter was utilized only with M20 and L20 fields. All
XVI scans were conducted with an x-ray tube setting of 120 kVp and tube current specified as 40
mA and 40 ms (~ 1.6 mAs) per frame or projection. For the OBI, scans were conducted at 125
kVp, 80 mA and 25 ms (2 mAs) per projection, and with field sizes prescribed by full and half
fan beams both with and without the bow-tie filter. Typical scan protocols for both systems
utilized one complete gantry rotation (~ 360°) for the imager to acquire projections. An
additional low dose acquisition mode corresponding to a smaller gantry rotation arc (~ 200°) was
also tested with S10 and S20 fields for the XVI and with the full fan beam mode for the OBI.
Built-in reconstruction algorithms were used to obtain 1 mm thick axial slices (providing
3 – 4 slices of line-pairs per scan). The highest resolution setting for both systems that provided
voxel dimensions of 0.5 x 0.5 x 1 mm3 were specified for smaller field sizes (S10, S20, and M10
for the XVI, and full fan beam for the OBI). Coarser voxels had to be used for larger volumes
due to image size and memory constraints, where the axial pitch was 0.75 mm for the XVI and
0.88 mm for the OBI. The axial slices containing line-pairs were identified for each scan and
analyzed using an adapted form of the MTF computation algorithm that was originally coded for
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2-D portal imaging QA with the tungsten bar-pattern. Geometric information specific to the
CatPhan phantom was supplied for the calculation through parameter files. Line-pair variances
were sampled from coaxial spatial profiles extracted at the radial locations of the aluminum bars,
and a central 7.5 x 7.5 cm2 portion of the slices through uniform CatPhan sections was used to
obtain open field samples (Figure 6-2). The MTF and NPS spectra were calculated as described
previously according to Equations 2-9 and 2-11 respectively, and the DQE was obtained using
Equation (2-15). The fluence factor Φ required to normalize the DQE to the incident beam
quanta was estimated from Monte Carlo simulations and dose measurements for all scan
geometries.
6.4 Fluence Normalization of DQE
For DQE measurements with the TSC, a reference dose condition for the therapy beam in
water was used to estimate the fluence normalization factor Φ based on a fluence – dose
conversion ratio obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. In a similar approach, a dose metric
associated with each CBCT scan protocol was determined based on ion chamber recordings. The
set-up used to perform ion chamber measurements was similar to that used to obtain a CT dose
index (CTDI) unit that is typically used to quantify a nominal dose value for a given CT scan183 .
In particular, the measurement set-up for a so called weighted CTDI (CTDIw )184,185 was
implemented, which was developed as an adaptation of the originally contrived CTDI scheme for
single slice CT to account for the added scatter conditions of CBCT imaging. The functional
scheme for the dose measurements is shown in Figure 6-3. Herein, the dose readings from
central and peripheral ion chambers in a cylindrical water phantom (20 cm diameter and 10 cm
length) are essentially pooled as indicated in Figure 6-3 to obtain CTDIw. However, since only a
relative dose estimate was required for this study, a single ion chamber reading at the center of
the phantom (i.e. the central dose D c) was sufficient. The methods and equipment described by
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Song et al for CTDIw measurements181 for XVI and OBI systems were used to obtain D c for all
the tested scan protocols, since these reported measurements were performed on the exact same
systems as the imaging measurements in this study.
The central dose estimates for the specific geometry of the CTDIw measurements were
related to equivalent fluence units by generating a Monte Carlo simulation model of the CTDIw
set-up geometry in MCNPX. In this model, the water cylinder was positioned 100 cm away from
the x-ray source, which was modeled as a point divergent beam with spectra as specified by Ding
et al (for the OBI) 179 and Spezi et al (for the XVI)182. Collimator blades were modeled according
to field size locations for each scan geometry (specified as “void” zones wherein histories are
terminated upon entry). Radiation scatter was implicitly modeled since it was included in the
modeling of the reported beam spectra. The ion chamber was specified as a 0.6 cm3 cylindrical
voxel at the center of the water cylinder. Energy deposition tallies in this voxel were used to
compute a dose value representing D c, while fluence tallies were scored in a 10 x 10 cm2 area at
the center of the detector plane (specified according to the SDD settings of the XVI and OBI
systems). The subsequently calculated fluence – dose ratio was used along with the measured
value of D c to determine the fluence factor Φ, with which the DQE was evaluated using Equation
(2-15) for all CBCT scans.
6.5 Qualitative Evaluation of Image Quality
Axial slices containing the line-pair targets in the CatPhan phantom acquired with the
XVI and OBI systems are shown in Figures 6-4 – 6-6. The difference in image quality due a
sparse projection arc is indicated in Figure 6-4 for an S10 field. A standard scan reconstruction
using a full 360° projection arc is shown in Figure 6-4 (A). The use of a smaller gantry rotation
arc of only 200° in Figure 6-4 (B) revealed two observations. As expected, the sparse projection
field added to the graininess of the image, and also led to more imaging artifacts indicated by the
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intensity saturation of some pixels in the image of the latter. On the other hand, there was also an
apparent improvement in spatial resolution of the line-pair targets. However, this was related to
the orientation of the line-pair targets in the phantom relative to the position of the detector
during its projection arc. In this case, the colinearity of the x-ray beam with the line-pair targets
in its shortened projection arc led to exaggerated spatial resolution compared to Figure 6-4 (A).
The overall image quality was found to progressively decline with increased field size due to the
effects of scatter. Figures 6-5 (A) – (C) represent slices from S20, M20, and L20 fields
respectively when using a neutral (i.e. F0) beam filter. The image quality decreased significantly
in Figure 6-5 (D) when the F1 filter was used. This observation was contrary to the expected
improvement in image quality with reduced beam hardening artifacts on account of the
compensating action of the filter. Figure 6-6 shows line-pair slice reconstructions from the OBI
system. Figures 6-6 (A) and (B) represent complete (360°) and sparse (200°) projections
respectively, wherein the observations were quite similar to that described for Figure 6-4. The
larger field and subsequently greater scatter did not result in significant degradation in image
quality for the half fan beam scan in Figure 6-6 (C) compared to the full fan beam reconstruction.
Some loss image quality was observed in Figure 6-6 (D) with the use of no bow-tie filter for a
full fan beam scan.
6.6 Quantitative Characterization of Imaging Performance
The MTF spectra for the XVI system are shown in Figures 6-7 – 6-9 indicating the
effects of gantry rotation arcs, field size settings, and the F1 filter on observed spatial resolution
respectively. In Figure 6-7, the localized rise in MTF is clearly evident with the shorter
projection arcs for the intermediate range of spatial frequencies where the beam orientation was
nearly parallel to those line-pairs. The higher spatial resolution of the S10 scan compared to the
S20 scan is also easily seen from these plots. In Figure 6-8, the steady decline of the MTF with
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field size indicated the effects of scatter. It was observed that the reduction in MTF was
especially significant when progressing from an M10 to an M20 field. The unexpected loss in
image quality with the addition of the F1 filter that was observed in Figure 6-5 (D) was
confirmed with the MTF measurements in Figure 6-9. The overall imaging performance
including the effects of noise and spatial resolution can be seen in the DQE plots for the XVI
system in Figures 6-10 and 6-11. From Figure 6-10, the severe effects of scatter can be
quantified as nearly two orders of magnitude in the reduction in DQE with M and L fields. The
effect of scatter was observed to be compounded further when the F1 filter was used as indicated
by Figure 6-11. The reduced imaging performance with the use of the F1 filter was attributed to
unoptimized scatter correction kernels in the reconstruction algorithm.
For the OBI, Figure 6-12 shows the MTF spectra associated with various scan acquisition
parameters. The plots indicated that the excess scatter in half fan beam scans resulted in a
reduction in MTF compared to the full fan beam mode. However, this loss in MTF was
significant only at higher spatial frequencies due to which, it was not easily visualized in the
images in Figure 6-6. The DQE spectra for the OBI similarly indicated some fall-off in overall
imaging performance with field size and lack of the recommended filtration with the bow-tie,
although this reduction was not as significant as the decline in DQE with field size for the XVI
system. The above results indicated that the OBI provided superior image quality compared to
the XVI system based on greater MTF and DQE spectra. The possible reasons for this difference
are not clear on account of the variety of differences between the two systems. For example, the
x-ray beam for the XVI is significantly harder than that for the OBI despite a lower peak
energy181. While they have common mechanisms for providing larger field sizes, they employ
very different beam filters. For the OBI, the bow-tie filter was quite symmetrically shaped and
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the attenuating thickness varied only at the center of the filter179 . In comparison, the F1 filter had
an elliptical thickness function due to which, maximal beam attenuation was limited to the
peripheral points only. Characterizing the exact effects of the shape of the beam filter requires
further detailed studies. Both the XVI and OBI systems may also have different reconstruction
algorithms that may lead to variations in image quality.
The use of the bar-pattern technique for MTF, NPS, and DQE measurements provided
useful insight into the overall variations in image quality beyond that which could be observed
from qualitative inspection of images. For example, Figures 6-4 (A) and 6-6 (A) represent the
optimal scan configurations for the XVI and OBI respectively. From observing images only, the
quality of the OBI slice (full fan beam with bow-tie) was significantly superior in visualization
compared to that of the XVI (S10, F0 filter). However, the DQE plots indicated that the OBI was
only marginally superior to the XVI for the specified acquisition settings since the OBI scans
were associated with a far greater exposure or dose value181. The use of greater exposure factors
in the OBI was automatically normalized due to the absolute and fundamental nature of the DQE
measurement. These preliminary studies indicated that a bar-pattern based QA approach has
significant potential as a QA tool in monitoring the imaging performance of CBCT systems, as
well as for optimizing scan acquisition parameters and other system components.
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2.1 lp/mm
0.1 lp/mm

Figure 6-1. The schematic layout of line-pairs in a conventional CatPhan phantom.

Figure 6-2. Extraction of line-pair variance and open field ROIs for MTF and NPS calculations.
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Figure 6-3. The functional schematic of the measurement set-up for CTDI w values for CBCT
imaging.
(A)

(B)

Figure 6-4. Line-pair slices from a CBCT scan of the CatPhan phantom with the XVI indicating
the effect of gantry rotation. (A) Full 360° projection arc. (B) 200° projection arc.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 6-5. Line-pair slices from a CBCT scan of the CatPhan phantom with the XVI indicating
the effects of field size and beam filter. (A) S20 field, F0 filter. (B) M20 field, F0
filter. (C) L20 field, F0 filter. (D) L20 field, F1 filter.
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(A)

(C)

(B)

(D)

Figure 6-6. Line-pair slices from a CBCT scan of the CatPhan phantom with the OBI. (A) Full
fan beam, full bow-tie filter. (B) Full fan beam, full bow-tie filter (200° projection
arc). (C) Half fan beam, half bow-tie filter. (D) Full fan beam, no bow-tie filter.
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Figure 6-7. Effect of gantry rotation on the MTF for the XVI CBCT system.
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Figure 6-8. Effect of field size on the MTF for the XVI CBCT system.
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Figure 6-9. Effect of the F1 filter on the MTF for the XVI CBCT system.
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Figure 6-10. Effect of field size on the DQE for the XVI CBCT system.
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Figure 6-11. Effect of the F1 filter on the DQE for the XVI CBCT system.
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Figure 6-12. The MTF for the OBI CBCT system at various scan acquisition settings.
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Figure 6-13. The DQE for the OBI CBCT system for various scan acquisitions settings.
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1

CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The research presented in this dissertation addressed a fundamental problem in
radiotherapy – the lack of a sufficient and clear standard of image quality in any form of
guidance systems used in IGRT today. Despite tremendous progress in radiation therapy over the
years, currently available megavoltage x-ray detectors as well as the clinical techniques used to
characterize them are far from ideal. To this end, two prototype imaging configurations: the
TSC, and the FOSGA system, were studied in detail. All aspects and components of their
imaging performance were evaluated using established linear systems analysis, simulations, and
theoretical modeling.
For the CsI(Tl) based TSC system, these analyses were validated with extensive
measurements of imaging performance, wherein the current limitations in prototype design were
identified, and a platform for further optimization was developed based on linear cascaded
systems analysis. A new design model for prototype lens – coupled scintillator – camera systems
was outlined that expressed established physical and optical parameters of the system to
mechanical and clinical constraints, as an optimized prototype configuration for the TSC system
was obtained. The significant finding of this work was that despite the optical quantum sink
presented by the poor light collection efficiency of the lens, first generation video EPID systems
can still be optimized so that its imaging performance may approach the theoretical limits of the
scintillator thickness based radiation interactions. While, the use of cooled CCD targets can drive
up the overall system cost and may limit its feasibility as a practical clinical solution, it can
provide a valuable tool in high end imaging applications. In this case, the high quality of
megavoltage imaging in conjunction with a means to easily adjust the imaging field size and
geometry via its lens configuration makes the TSC system a valuable tool in large volume non-
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destructive testing. As future work, a large field prototype TSC system based on its optimized
configuration must be developed and characterized with imaging measurements to supplement
and validate the findings of this research. The use of thicker CsI(Tl) screens and the subsequent
trade-off between the improvement in x-ray sensitivity and the loss in spatial resolution due to
extra-focal blurring may also be investigated.
The FOSGA system was the second prototype portal imager studied in this research. It
featured the use of advanced manufacturing techniques and proven components from material
sciences to construct a structured scintillator array using fiber-optic scintillation glass. The major
strength of this work was that a high degree of radiographic merit could be achieved in tandem
with a cost effective design approach. Detailed theoretical studies of detector performance were
carried out that included extensive radiation transport modeling using an established Monte
Carlo simulation package, and also a complete modeling of light transport for the coupling of
light from the scintillator to the photodiode array using a custom written algorithm tailored to the
specific geometry of the FOSGA detector. Unique detector characteristics based on its spatial
variance were observed, analyzed, and quantified as a function of detector geometry. Based on a
linear systems analysis, an optimal detector configuration was identified, and its expected
performance was evaluated. Future directions for this work include the construction and
assembly of a test prototype system for the FOSGA detector based on the recommended detector
configuration (6 cm thickness, 70% fill factor). The test prototype may be used to validate the
results presented in this dissertation and also investigate the feasibility of the FOSGA detector
for volumetric imaging via MV-CBCT and in vivo 3-D dosimetry.
Finally, extensive studies were conducted to improve fundamental imaging techniques
used to evaluate detector performance with the aim of extending these methods and their
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associated advantages to clinical QA of imaging devices in IGRT. An improved adaptation of the
bar-pattern method for MTF measurements was developed that was based on a novel
normalization measurement using a separate large area bar for robust, accurate, and fast
calculations. A QA strategy based on linear systems metrics (MTF, NPS, and DQE) was
implemented for clinical EPIDs and also extended to volumetric IGRT solutions like CBCT
systems. The bar-pattern technique was used in conjunction with an easily available clinical QA
phantom to obtain the first reported measurements of MTF, NPS, and DQE spectra for CBCT
systems in the reconstructed domain. Preliminary implementations of a bar-pattern based QA
tool for clinical EPIDs and CBCT units provided encouraging results. In particular, the
expansion of this technique with customized QA phantoms for more efficient automation can
provide an effective platform for QA, device commissioning, optimization of image acquisition
parameters, appropriate representation of patient scatter conditions, and detector development for
CBCT systems, and in principle, any form of radiographic volumetric imaging device (including
MV-CBCT or MVCT).
For the two prototype configurations developed in this research, their projected
performances easily exceeded currently available standard for portal image quality. For the
proposed TSC prototype, QE ~ 24%, DQE(0) > 10%, and MTF(1 cy/mm) > 7% is expected. This
reflects a negligible loss of imaging performance relative to the intrinsic upper limits set by the
physics of the detection medium and the x-ray beam. It is also an order of magnitude
improvement in overall imaging performance compared to currently available commercial EPIDs
as indicated in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. Similarly, for the proposed FOSGA prototype (6 cm
thickness, and 70% fill factor), QE > 45%, DQE(0) > 26%, and MTF(1 cy/mm) > 10%. As seen
in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, the projected performance of a prototype FOSGA detector is greater than
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current standards of image quality by more than a factor of 20. This will enable high quality
megavoltage imaging and soft tissue contrast visualization at sub-MU exposures, which
promotes a logical extension of EPIDs to volumetric imaging via MV-CBCT. In summary, this
research provided two significant benefits to radiotherapy – the characterization of a new
generation of thick scintillator based megavoltage x-ray imagers for CBCT based IGRT, and the
novel adaptation of fundamental imaging metrics from imaging research to routine clinical
imaging performance QA.
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Figure 7-1. Comparison of the projected MTF spectra for the proposed TSC and FOSGA
prototypes compared to current conventional EPID systems.
Comparison of DQE Spectra
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Figure 7-2. Comparison of the projected DQE spectra for the proposed TSC and FOSGA
prototypes compared to current conventional EPID systems.
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